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FOREWORD

Almost twenty years have gone by since the Nuclear Law Bulletln was
first published
Its aim then as now was to disseminate informatton from
authorlsed sources on acts. regulations. case-law and International agreements,
all making up the leglslatlon on nuclear energy.
Along the years. the contents
of the Bulletin have expanded, and today It also covers the work of the competent InternatIonal organisatlons and books on nuclear law. In addltlon to publishlng articles by specialists
Its readership is constantly expandlng and
Includes subscribers from more than Fifty countrtes.
The difficulties experienced at present with the use of nuclear energy,
In a climate overcast by the Chernobyl accident. further enhances the ImporTherefore, the Bullettn ulll continue to protance of regulatory questlons
vlde. as completely as poss3ble. Informatlon on the latest developments,
reflecting at the same tlme with parttcular attention the concerns of lawmakers in this field
In this connectlon. the three articles In this issue
clearly demonstrate that there are still novel aspects of the problematlcs of
nuclear law to be explored.
A new Analytical Index comes with Bulletin No
Issues already published. and supersedes the previous

whose

40. coverlng
Index

the forty

The NEA Secretartat wishes to take this opportunity to thank all those
kind assistance has made It possible to continue publishing the Bulletin
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l

Australra

Nuclear

Activities

(Prohibitions)

Act 1983 (Victoria)

The Nuclear Activities (Prohibitions) Act 1983. No 9923 was assented
to and came into force on 23rd June 1983
The objective of the Act is to protect the health, welfare and safety of the people of Victoria and to limit
deterioration of their environment
To this effect, it prohibits the establishment of nuclear activities and regulates the possession of certain nuclear
materials, consistent with the nuclear non-proliferation objectives of the
Coaxnonwalth.
The Act prohibits any person from exploring. minino or quarrying for
uranium or thorium, notwithstanding the terms of any mining title
However.
the holder of a mining title who mines or quarries uranium or thorium in the
course of mining for some other mineral is not guilty of an offense under the
Act, provided that the amount of uranium or thorium recovered does not exceed
the limits set down by the Act
As regards nuclear facilities, the Act lists those facilities which may
not be constructed or operated
These include
a conversion or enrichment
facility, a nuclear reactor or nuclear power reactor, a spent fuel reprocessing facility or facility for storage or disposal of nuclear material or
waste
As far as nuclear material is concerned, a person shall not possess,
use, sell, transport, store or dispose of any nuclear material as defined in
The Act provides for exemptions under certain circumstances which rethe Act
late primarily to licences granted in accordance with the Irradiating Apparatus
and Radioactive Substances Regulation 1959 made under the Health Act 1958

Uranium flinins and Nuclear

Facilities

(Prohibitions)

Act 1986 (New South Wales)

The Uranium Hining and Nuclear Facilities (Prohibitions) Act No. 194.
1986 was assented to on 18th December 1986
It prohibits the prospecting for
or mining of uranium and the construction or operation of nuclear reactors and
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other nuclear fuel facilities in Neu South Uales
The stated purpose of the
Act is the protection of the health, safety and welfare of the people of New
South Wales and the environment in uhich they live
The Act provides in particular that no person shall prospect or mine
for uranium
Furthermore, an authority, licence or claim which may be granted
under the Mining Act 1973 does not authorise the holder of such authority,
licence or claim to act in contravention of this prohibition
The construction or operation of a nuclear facility is also prohibited
However. the Act does not prevent the construction or operation, under an Act
of the Cmnuealth.
of a nuclear facility by a Cormmnuealth agency
It also
does not prohibit the constructlon or operation of a facility for the storage
or disposal of any radioactive waste material resulting from the use of
nuclear materials for research or medical purposes or for any other purpose
authorised under the Radioactive Substances Act 1957
The Act provides penalities for violation
tions in the order of 100 000 Australian dollars

ORGANISATIUN

Australian

of either of the two prohibl

AND STRUCTURE

Nuclear Science and Technoloov

Organisation

Act 1987

The text of the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisatlon
Act 1987 (Act No. 3) - ANSTO. which provides for the succession of the
Australian Atonic Energy Conission
by ANSTO (see Nuclear Law Bulletin Nos 38
and 39). is reproduced in the Texts chapter of this issue of the Bulletin

REGIME OF RADIOACTIVE

MATERIALS

Nuclear Non-Proliferation (Safeguards)
(Safeguards) Regulations 1987

Act 1987 and Nuclear Non-Proliferation

The Nuclear Non-Proliferation (Safeguards) Act, 1987 (No 8 of 1987)
was assented to on 17th Narch 1987. The Nuclear Non-Proliferation (Safeguards)
Regulations were adopted on 7th May 1987 and published in the Coinnonuealth of
Australia Gazette on 13th May 1987
It is recalled that the Bill of the Act and the draft Regulations
analysed in Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 38

ENVIRONMENTAL

were

PROTECTION

1987 Act to amend the Environment

Protection

An Act to amend the Environment
Act 1978 (see Nuclear Law Bulletin No

(Alligator

Rivers Reoionl Act 1978

Protection (Alligator Rivers Region)
23) was assented to on 16th Ray 1987
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The amendments relate primarily to three sections of the Actthose
concerning definitions, those concerning the functions of the Supervising
Scientist, and those concerning the functions of the Alligator Rivers Region
Research Institute
As to the definitions, the amendments provide precision as to the geographical identification of the region in question, modify slightly the definition of uranium mining operations, and provide additional definitions which
include
'conservation zone'. 'general mining operations'. and 'mining
operationsWith regard to the functions of the Supervising Scientist. who is
responsible for advising the competent Minister on the effects on the environment of uranium mining operations, the amendment Act defines new responsibilities pertaining to general mining operations in a conservation zone
These
include the development of research progransnes and prograasaes to collect
information relating to the assessment of environmental effects of general
mining operations. the co-ordination and supervision of these programs
and
the development of standards, practices and procedures for protection of the
environment in the zone, as well as measures for the protection and restoration of the environment
The functions of the Institute have also been amended to include a section in relation to general mining in a conservation zone
These functions
involve the promotion and assistance in research into the effects on the
environment in the zone of the general mining operations, the collection and
assessment of related information

l

Belgium

NATION

PROTECTION

1987 Rinisterial
products

Order concerning

A Ministerial
made on 3rd November
1987

radioactive

contamination

of agricultural

Order regulating the import of agricultural products was
1987 and published in the Moniteur belge of 6th November

The purpose of this Order is to implement at national level Articles 1
and 3 of the Council of the European Conmwnities' Regulation No 1707/86 of
30th May 1986. as amended by Coamaission Regulation No
1762/86 of 5th June
1986 (Official Journal of the European Comnunities 1996 Nos
L 146 and
No L 152). on conditions for the import of agricultural products from nonEuropean Cormsunity States after the Chernobyl accident
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The European Cornunity Regulation explred on 31st October 1987 but will
The Order provides that its provisions and the
continue to apply in Relgiu
maximum permissible radioactivity limits will also apply to trade In foodstuffs
wtth Conunity
Me&er
States
The Order was effective from 1st November 1987 and will expire on the
date a European Cormxunity Regulation extends or replaces Regulation
No 1707/86

l

Peoples Republic of China

NUCLEAR

LEGISLATION

Review of nuclear

legislation

(1987)'

In accordance with the State Council of China's guiding principle for
nuclear activities, namely 'giving first priority to safety and quality'. the
different competent departments In the country have been researching and compiling nuclear safety regulations since 1982
A regulatory system has been elaborated which is divided into two main
categories. administrative regulations on the one hand. and standards and criteria on the other.
These regulations and standards are subordinate to frame
work draft legislation at present being considered, the Atomic Energy Act
This Act provides for the organisation of nuclear activities and covers, inter
alla. research and development. uranium mining, control of nuclear materials
and installations. radiation protection, radioisotopes, transport and compensation for nuclear damage
In
Regulations under the Act will be issued as and where necessary
effect. Regulations on the Safety Supervision and Control of Civilian Nuclear
Installations were promulgated by the State Council on 29th October 1986 (see
Other draft regulations are under review. dealNuclear Law Bulletln No 39)
ing in particular with control of nuclear materials, radiation protection,
compensation and emergencies.
The National Nuclear Safety Administration, set up by the abovementioned Regulations of 29th october 1986. is responsible for supervlsing
In 1986 the Administratton
safety and control in nuclear installations.
issued a number of technical safety codes following approval by the State
Council; the codes concern nuclear power plant siting, design, operation and
quality assurance
In addition, safety codes for research reactors, accelerators and radioactive waste management as well as for handllng radioactive substances are in preparation.

l

Thls note has been prepared on the basis of information kindly provided by
Rr
Zhang Shiguan. Senior engineer, China Nuclear Information Centre and
member of the China Nuclear Safety Advisory Coaxaittee
- 10 -

l

France

RADIATION

PROTECTION

1987 Order to amend the 1980 Order on radiation
lishments under the Ministry of Defence

protection

in units and estab-

This Order of 25th August 1987 was published in the Official Gazette of
3rd September 1987
Its purpose is to amend the Order of 9th July 1980 on
protection against ionizing radiation in units and establishments under the
Ministry of Defence (see Nuclear Law Bulletin No 26). following the repeal of
the Decree of 15th March 1967 on protection of workers against the hazards of
ionizing radiation and its replacement by the Decree of 2nd October 1986 (see
Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 38)
The amendments made by the 1987 Order concern the conditions for controlling radiation sources and their shielding, the environment and workers'
exposure to radiation

1987 Order confirming several 1968 Orders on the protection
the hazards of ionizing radiation

of workers

aqainst

This Order of 30th Septelnber 1987 was published in the Official Gazette
on 9th October 1987
Its purpose is to confirm the application of five Orders
made in implementation of the Decree of 15th March 1967 on the protection of
workers against the hazards of ionizing radiation, which was recently repealed
by the Decree of 2nd October 1986. adopted to bring into force Cormunity Law
requirements in thls field (see Nuclear Law Bulletin Nos 2 and 38)
The Orders thus confirmed are dated 18th April 1968 (SCPRI control
methods), 19th April 1968 (conditions for using personal dosimeters).
20th April 1968 (control of sealed sources), 22nd April 1968 (approval of
bodies responsible for controlling radiation protection), 23rd April 1968
(recoaxaendations for physicians in charge of monitoring workers exposed to
radiation)

TRANSPORT

OF RADIOACTIVE

1987 Order on protection

MATERIALS

and control

of nuclear materials

carried

by air

This Order of 31st July 1987 was published in the Official Gazette of
27th August 1987; it applies to protection and control of nuclear materials
carried by air.
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This Order is part of a series of texts on protection and control of
the Act of 25th July 1980 and the Decree of
nuclear materials uhich include
12th Nay 1981 made in its Implementation (see Nuclear Lau Bulletin No 28)
and, as regards the specific aspect of protection and control of materials
during transport, the Order of 26th March 1982 amended in 1986 (see Nuclear
Law Bulletin Nos. 29 and 38)
The 1987 Order lays dovm the conditions which must be complied with by
approved carriers (the French or the foreign holders of a licence under the
above-mentioned Act of 25th July 1980) in case of transport of such materials
by air
Transport of Categories I and II nuclear materials within the meaning
of the above Decree of 12th Nay 1981. is subject to the prior agreement of the
Minister for Industry, following consideration of a transport plan describing
the measures to protect the materials
This Order also governs the transit of nuclear materials to or from a
foreign country in an airport under French jurisdiction
The Order also specifies the particulars to be included in the transport notification and in the
special application for a licence required by the Decree of 12th Ray 1981. as
well as the authorities to be notified

ENVIRONWENTAL

PROTECTION

Circular of 11th Narch 1987 on inspection
poses of environmental protection

of installations

classified

for pur-

On 11th Narch 1987. the Iiinister of the Environment sent to the Prefets
and Cornnissaires of the nation a Circular concerning the inspection of installations classified for purposes of environmental protection
Given the lack of sufficient means available to the Inspectorate for
Classified Installations, the Ninister considers that the role of the State
should be redefined regarding prevention of pollution and risks, so that It
should intervene only in connection with activities uhich represent greater
The problems no longer covered by the legislation for classlfled
hazards
installations could be dealt with by the mayors
Yithout awaiting the conclusions of current studies on this question,
the Minister specifies the prlorlties he wishes to assign to the Inspectorate
for Classified Installations
-

prevention of major industrial
the Seveso Directive;

risks, in particular

-

in-depth investigation of licensing
tions and for existing ones,

-

reduction of the main sources of pollution by updating the lists of
establishments which have priority and by paying great attention to
accidents and accidental pollutions,
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applications

those subject to

for nw

installa-

-

inspectors must only investigate
installations.

claims concerning

classified

-

inspectors (of classified installations) do not need to be consulted
on installations subject to declaration only and will no longer need
to visit such installations when they are set up

Implementation of these priorities may lead certain departements
organise the Inspectorate for Classified Installations in their area

1987 Act on the organisation of oublic safety measures,
the prevention of major risks

forestry

to re-

protection

and

Act No 87-565 of 22nd July 1987 was published in the Official Gazette
on 23rd July 1987
As defined by this Act, the objective of the public safety
measures is to prevent all types of major risks and to protect persons. property and the environment, including forests. against accidents, disasters and
catastrophes
The first part of the Act deals with the conditions for preparing preventive measures and for implementing necessary measures in case of major risks
or accidents
The preparation and organisation of assistance are determined
within the framework of ORSEC (ORganisation des SECours) plans and emergency
plans, the first assess the possibilities for facing up to disasters while the
latter provide for measures and means to overcome a particular risk.
Plans limiting land use may be set up in the neighbourhood of installations classified for environmental protection purposes if they create a risk
of explosion or release of noxious products
As regards major risks which
comprise technological risks (including nuclear-related risks), the Act specifies the right of citizens to be informed on the risks they are exposed to as
well as on the preventive measures concerning them
The operator must also
make available information to the public concerning measures taken around units
and installations which have an emergency plan
Relating specifically to the prevention of technological risks, projects
for the construction of a facility or a unit which has an emergency plan and
requires a licence. must also include a risk analysis
The modalities implemeriting this provision are to be determined by decree of the Conseil dIEtat.
In addition. wherever an installation carries risks whose consequences are
manifestly disproportionate
to the amount of capital involved, the operating
licence may be made subject to the provision of financial security
Such
security already exists for large nuclear installations
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l

Federal Repubhc of Germany

RADIATION

PROTECTION

1987 Ordinance on preventive radiation protection
ducts contaminated after the Chernobyl accident

concerning

agricultural

pro-

An Ordinance on Preventive Radiation Protection concerning agricultural
products contaminated after the Chernobyl nuclear power plant accident was
issued on 30th October 1987 (Bundesanzeiger of 31st October 1987 No 205
p 14613) on the grounds of Sections 6 and 7 of the Preventive Radiatlon Protection Act (see Nuclear Law Bulletin No 39).
The Ordinance adopts on a national level Articles 1 to 3 of the Council
of the European Conrmnities' Regulation No. 1707/86 of 30th May 1986. as amen
ded by Cormnission Regulation No 1762/86 of 5th June 1986 (Official Journal of
the European Cormmunities 1986 No. L 146 p 88. No. L 152 p 41) on the importation of agricultural products originating from non-European Community States
after the Chernobyl accident.
The European Crneunities Regulation expired on 31st October 1987. but
~111 now. in accordance with the new Ordinance, remain in force for the terrltory of the Federal Republic of Germany
Its scope of application has also
been extended to importations from European Cormnunity Member States
The dose
limits of the EC Regulation will govern all imports of agricultural products
into the territory of the Federal Republic of Germany
This also applies to
trade in foodstuffs, the radioactive contamination of which exceeds such dose
limits.
Deliberate violations of the Ordinance will be punishable by imprlsonment not exceeding one year or by a fine.
The Ordinance came into force on 1st November 1987 and will expire on
the date at which a nw EC Regulation enters into force
It is therefore only
transitional.

l

Netherlands

TRANSPORT

OF RADIOACTIVE

MATERIALS

1987 Decree to amend the Fissionable
Decree of 1969

Waterials.

Ores and Radioactive

Substances

In the Netherlands, international transport plays a conslderable
in the carriage of radioactive materials.
Accordingly, the so-called
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role

Transport Decree of 4th September 1969 (Stb 1969. No 405) which deals ulth the
carriage of such materials by all modes of transport refers to national regulations based on the International ones governing transport by rail. road, inland waterway and sea, and air
These are- the International Regulations for
the Transport of Dangerous Goods by Rail - RID; the European Agreement concernlng the International Carrlage of Dangerous Goods by Road - ADR; the Draft
European Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by
Inland Waterway - ADN - also applied to marltlme transport, and the Internatlonal Air Transport Assoclatlon - IATA Regulatfons
Since promulgatlon of the 1969 Decree, these international regulations
have been revtsed extensively, In addttion. reconmiendations on maritime transport of radloactive materials were Issued by the Internatlonal Maritime OrganIsatlon (MO Dangerous Goods Code) and rules on air transport were made by the
International Civil Avlatlon Organisation (IACO)
It should be noted that, as
regards radloactlve materials. the revlslons of all the above-mentIoned
International texts (with the exceptlon of the ADN) are based on the 1973 Edition
of the IAEA Regulations on the Safe Transport of Radioactive lbterlals
The Decree of 4th June 1987 (Stb 1987 No 343) amands the 1969 Decree
to take account of the above developments, already taken into account fn the
national regulations for all modes of transport of dangerous materials or
goods
Further amendments concern physfcal protection requirements in compllante with the Conventlon on the Physical Protectton of Nuclear Ilater'talwhich
the Netherlands signed as a Member State of the European Coanunlties (see
Nuclear Law Bulletjn Nos
35 and 39)
In essence, the modiflcatlons relate to licensing requirements, in particular packaging and transport condltlons for the different levels of activity
of the materials carried, certificates of approval etc , and surveillance durIng transport
The Decree was published in the Staatsblad (Bulletin of Acts, Orders
and Decrees) of 23rd July 1987 and entered into force one month following its
publication

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY

1987 General Adminlstratlve Order to increase the llabillty amount
to the 1979 Act on nuclear thlrd party llablllty

set pursuant

Pursuant to Section 3. sub-sectlon 2. of the Act of 17th March 1979 on
third party liab\lity for damage caused by nuclear Incidents. the amount of
200 million gullders established by General Administrative Order of 21st June
1984 (see Nuclear Law Bulletln No. 34) as the maximum amount of llabiltty of
an operator of a nuclear Installation situated In the Netherlands, has been
increased by General Administrative Order of 27th April 1987 (Staatsblad 1987
No
190)
As from 1st June 1987, this maximum amount has been set at 400 million
gullders (approximately USIZOO mllllon); this is the highest amount for which.
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at present, tnsurance cover can be obtained by operators of nuclear InstallaAbove thts sum. compensation out of public funds up
tions In the Netherlands
to an aggregate amount of 1 bllllon gullders (approximately US1500 million).
remalns unaffected

l

Norway

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY

Entry into force of 1985 amendment
Actlvlt\es (isa

of 1972 Act concerning

Nuclear Enerqy

Act No 103 of 20th December 1985 amended the Act of 12th May 1972 on
Nuclear Energy Actlvttles (see Nuclear Law Bulletin No 38)
The amendment of
Section 30(l) first sentence concernjng the nuclear operator's amount of llablllty entered Into force on 13th March 1987.
Henceforth the maxlmua ltabtllty of a nuclear operator tn respect of
damge
caused by a nuclear Incident amounts to 60 mllllon Special Oraulng
Rights.

l

Poland

NUCLEAR

LEGISLATION

1986 Atomic

Enerqv Act*

The Atonlc Energy Act of 10th April 1986 (publtshed on 22nd April 1986
tn OffMa
Law Gazette No. 12. text No 70) entered into force on 1st July
1986
Thts outltne Act governs all nuclear actlvttles In Poland and lays down
the prlnclple that the prlaary conslderatlon In the use of nuclear energy
should be protection of health. life and the environment.

l

This note Is based on an analysis of Polish nuclear leglslatlon kindly supplied by Professor Leuaszklewlcz-Petrykouska.
of Lodz Unlverslty. Poland
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The Act determines the responsibilities of the competent authorjtles
within Its scope and the obligations of nuclear operators.
It covers nuclear
safety and radiation protection and also prescribes the principles of third
party l+ability for nuclear damage
At instltutlonal level. the Governmental Atomic Agency Is the body corn-petent for nuclear matters.
The Agency Is placed under the supervisory authority of the Presjdent of the Council of Hlnlsters and has been assigned general
responslbilltles for nuclear safety and radlatlon protectlon. It Is assisted
in its tasks by an advisory body, the Council for Nuclear Affairs.
A prior licensing system has been establlshed for nuclear installations
(site selectlon. construction, operation, deconmissloning). manufacture, transport, export, import and reprocessing of radioactive materials and use of
radloactlve sources
These licences are Issued by the Chairman of the Atomic
Agency
They may be withdrawn or amended at any tfme if nuclear safety and
radlation protection requirements are not met

active

Operators must keep records of licensed nuclear materials and radio
sources as well as waste and take measures for their control

Establtshments using nuclear materials and equipment must prepare trainIng prograawnes on nuclear safety and radiation protectlon for their personnel
The Act provides that control over the safety of nuclear activtties and
radiation protectlon shall be exercised by the Chairman of the Atomic Agency,
and by inspectors in charge of nuclear supervisfon in all establishments uslng
nuclear materlals and equipment and radioactive sources
To thls effect, the
Chalrman of the Agency and the inspectors are glven wide powers of Investigatlon tncludlng. In particular. a permanent right of access to all sites and of
Non
perusal of documents relatlng to nuclear safety and radiation protectlon
observance of safety and radiation protectlon requirements is sanctioned by
lmprlsonment or a f\ne. depending on the seriousness of the offence
As regards third party llabillty for nuclear damage, the Act provides
for the sole and exclustve llabillty of any establtshment holding. manufacturIng. ustng or carrying nuclear materials in quantltles sufficient to enable the
When more than one operator Is
occurrence of a spontaneous fission reactlon
involved. ltablllty Is jotnt and several
me operator is exempted from liability where the damage results from
an act of war or from the victim's exclusive and deliberate fault
Compensation covers personal Injury and damage to property and the
environment.
To compensate victims. the establishments concerned must take
out an insurance contract and are covered up to the amount fixed by the contract
If the personal Injurtes exceed that amount, vtctlms may claim compensation for the difference from the -State Treasury' (the conditions of
When the cost of
compensation are determlned by the Council of Hlnisters)
damage to property or the environment is h5gher than the amount ftxed by the
insurance contract, the Act empowers the Council of Ministers to decide the
type of compensation for that damage
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As regards compensation
Claims for personal Injury are indefeasible
for damage to property or the environment. the time-15m5t for bringing claims
5s ten years after the accident.
Llablllty matters which are not regulated
provisions of the Polish Civil Code

l

by the Act are governed by the

Switzerland

RADIATION

PROTECTION

1987 Ord5nance
actlvlty

oreanlslnq

the measures

to be taken in case of Increased

radlo-

On 15th April 1987. the Federal Council (the Government) adopted an
Ordinance providing for co-ordlnated measures to be taken by different bodies
In case of Increased radloactlvity; the Ordinance entered into force on 1st May
1987
This Ordinance. based on atomtc energy legislation. public safety,
military organisatlon and the defence council. replaced a previous Ordinance
of 1966 on alert In case of qncreased radloactlvity
It sets up the organlsatlon for this work and describes the tasks to be performed In case of an
occurrence uhlch could create hazards for the populatlon due to Increased
radioactivity
If a Swiss nuclear Installation creates such a hazard, the
1983 Ordinance on emergency measures In the neighbourhood of nuclear Installatlons also applies (see Nuclear Law Bulletin No. 33)
The situation tn Europe resulting from the Chernobyl accident hlghlighted the need to set up an organjsatlon In Suttzerland to co-ordinate the
measures to be taken by the different public servtces concerned, so as to
achieve optimum results
Accordingly. the Ordinance lays down the structure
of thts organlsatlon and lists the dlfferent services concerned, It sets the
condltlons for their recruitment and provides for a co-ordlnated network to
enable an adequate response to be made to an Increase In radloactivlty
Particular attention has been paid to provlslon of lnformatlon. both in
the framework of the different units called upon to Intervene. and at large
Therefore, the Press and Informatton Unit of the Federal Chancellery 5s henceforth responstble In prlnclple for infornlng the Cantons and the populatton.
this Unit 5s also charged with taking action in case a catastrophe occurs or
hostages are taken
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THIRD PARTY LIABILITY

Indemiflcation
Follwtng
the Chernobyl disaster, certain sectors In agriculture and
flshertes sustained fairly severe damage.
On 15th June 1987. the Swiss
Government submitted a message to Parliament concerning a Federal Order on
5ndemntficatlon by the Confederation of persons affected by the Chernobyl disaster; the Government considers it reasonable to ask market gardeners and m11k
producers, as well as cattle exporters to bear the cost of damage they have
Incurred.
On the other hand, It considers 3t justlfled to indemnify through
voluntary Federal contrlbutlons. from which an appropriate franchise should be
deducted, the owners of smaller livestock. medicinal and aromatic plant producers, as well as fishermen prohlblted from fishing in Lake Lugano. as they
coma from economically vulnerable circles
The Government thus proposed a Federal Order provldlng It with a legal
basis for allocating the above-mentioned
Indemnifications.
Those entitled to
compensation and the system for calculating the losses sustained are clearly
deflned
It 1s estimated that 1 5 to 2 mtlllon Swtss francs will be required
to finance these indemnifications
Parliamentary debate 5s proceeding on this
questlon

l

United States

REGIME OF NUCLEAR

Anwndments

INSTALLATIONS

to NRC Requlatlons

(1987).

On 29th October 1987. the Nuclear Regulatory Comnisslon (NRC) amended
its regulation 10 CFR Part 50. Ornnest3c Licensing of Production and Util(satlon Facllltles
The amendment provldes criterja for the evaluation at the
operattng ltcence review stage of the utility. namely, prepared emergency plans
for nuclear power reactors In situations In which state and/or local governThe amendment provides
ments decline to partidpate
In emergency plannfng
that an operating llcence may be Issued where the llcence applicant has made a
good fajth effort to secure and retatn the partlclpation of state and/or local
governmental authorities and has demonstrated that adequate protective measures can and Ml1
be taken in the event of an emergency.
In evaluating the
utlllty plan, due allowance will be made for 1) those elements for which state
and/or local non-partlclpatlon makes compliance with the Coamnlsslon's standards Infeasible. and 2) the uttlity's measures designed to compensate for any
deficlenctes resulting from state and/or local non-participatton
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On 5th August 1987. the NRC amended its regulations to require facility
licensees to maintain Increased amounts of on-site property insurance to provide financial security for stablllslng and decontamlnatlng their llcenced
reactors in the event of an accident
The amount of Insurance required 5s
increased to $1 06 bllllon; a decontamlnatlon priority on any proceeds fron
such Insurance is inposed and a requirement that proceeds subject to the decon
taminatlon priority be paid to an Independent trustee 5s added

On 9th June 1987. the NRC awnded
Its regulations for the reporttng of
'safeguards' events
Such events are for example, those Involving actual or
attempted theft of special nuclear material. actual or attempted acts uhlch
interrupt normal operation of pouer reactors, due to unauthorlsed use of or
tampering with machinery. components or controls, and certain threats made
against factlitles possessing special nuclear matertal as well as systems
failures

REGIME OF RADIOACTIVE

MATERIALS

Amendment of Oeoartment
ores and oxides (19B7k

of Treasury

Regulations

reaardinq

Imports of uranium

On 7th July 1987. the United States Department of the Treasury pubThe lnterpretatlon affirms that
llshed an Interpretation of Its regulations.
import Into the United States of uranium ore or uranium oxide that Is produced
or manufactured In South Afrtca for any purpose Is prohlblted by the AntiApartheld Act of 1986

l

Yugoslavra

NUCLEAR

LEGISLATION

1987 draft amendments
of Yuqoslavla

to the Constltutlon

of the Socialist

Federative

Republic

A formal procedure for amendment of the Constltutlon of the Socialist
Federative Republic of Yugoslavia uas tnltiated early in 1987
The amendments,
Draft Amendment XXX11 for
among other Issues. also refer to nuclear energy
example proposes the establishment of a federal legislative authorlsatlon for
the use of nuclear energy (and radlatlon protection) when this 5s of ImporThus, the draft
tance for the whole country and the International coamwnity
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proposal also formally empowers the Federal Assembly to adopt substantial
leglslatton ln this fteld. a competence uhlch until now. from the constltutional point of view. was not so clearly deflned.
It remains. however. to the
Indlvldual Republics and Provinces respectfvely to adopt further legislation.
necessary for execution of the federal law
It 5s expected that the amendments of the Constitution. providing
ex post a clearer constltutlonal authorlsatlon for the Federation. will not
Interfere with the existing federal Act of 1984 on Radiation Protection and
the Safe Use of Nuclear Energy. In force since 1st December 1984 (see Nuclear
Law Bulletln No 36)

ORGANISATION

AND STRUCTURE

1987 Act settlnq up the Republic

of Slovenla's

Nuclear

Safety Administration

Early In 1987. an Important re-organlsatlon of the regulatory body in
the Soctalist Republic of Slovenia was inltlated.
Until now. no speclalised.
exclusively competent and responsible regulatory body for nuclear safety
existed In this Republic
Responslblllties
In this field were dlvlded between
different Republic Administrative Committees and Secretariats. the Inspectorate
for Nuclear Safety (In the framework of the Republic Energy Inspectorate under
the authority of the Republic Consn\ttee of Energy) and the Adv\sory CooMssion
on Nuclear Safety
Although this situation did not cause serious problems. It
was found unsatisfactory for various organisatlonal. procedural and functional
reasons
Above all. the task of promoting energy production and the task of
its surveillance had to be separated and assigned to different bodies. It was
therefore decided to create a Nuclear Safety Administration to this effect
Accordingly. In September 1987. the Assembly of the Soclallst Republic
of Sloventa approved the Act to amend the 1980 Act on the organisation and
sphere of actlvtty of the Republic Admlnlstratlve Organs etc
(Off5c5al Gazette of the SRS NOS
5o/BO. 12/82. 9/B5. 14/B6. 37/B7)
Under to the Act, the new Nuclear Safety Administration 5s an independent, autonomous body, dealing with all matters concerning nuclear safety and
not responsible for the promotion of nuclear power
The Adminlstration Is
competent for Republic regulations. certain lfcenstng procedures, enforcement
It will be directly
of Federal and Republic legislation, Inspections etc
responsible to the Government and to the Assembly of the Socialist Republic of
Slovenia

REGME

OF NUCLEAR

INSTALLATIONS

1987 Bill on postponement of the constructton of nuclear power plants until the
year 2000 In the Soclaljst Republic of Slovenla
On 24th September 1987. the Assembly of the Socialtst Republic of
Slovenia approved the above-mentioned Bill. under which all constructions
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In

Slovenia and Investments In other parts of Yugoslavia for the construction of
nuclear power plants are postponed unt51 the year 2000
Research activities
In the nuclear field. in particular on nuclear safety, as well as further study
and development of neu technologies and staff tralnlng In this context are not
concerned by this Bill.
The proposed 8111. uh5ch 5s expected to be enacted at the end of 1987.
is a consequence of the Increasing public opposition to nuclear energy in the
last two years
It ~111 be valid only for the Soc5allst Republic of Slovenla
(uhere the only exlstlng Yugoslav nuclear power plant Is located), although a
In the meansimilar initiative has been brought up also at the Federal level
time. an amendment was also proposed of the shortand long-term Social Plans,
rejecting new nuclear power plants both at the Slovene and Federal level

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY

1987 Decree ralstnq the amount of liability

for nuclear damage

The above-mentioned Decree was adopted by the Government of the Soclal1st Federative Republic of Yugoslavta and was published In the Federal Offlclal
Gazette of the SFRY NO 49/87
The 1987 Decree Increases the 15abllity of the
operator of a nuclear facility for nuclear damage from 450 mllllon to
9 000 million dlnars for each nuclear accident
This new amount of llabllity
corresponds to approximately 9 5 nlllion USS
The 1987 Decree 5s based on Section 24 of the Act of 19th April 1978 on
Liability for Nuclear Damage (Federal Offlclal Gazette Nos
22/78. 34/79 - see
Nuclear Law Bulletin No 23). uh5ch allows the determlnatlon of a new amount
of liability In case of a change In parity of the dlnar
Section 13
paragraph 1 of the 1978 Act lay5ng down the previous amount of llablltty has
therefore been amended to take account of this new amount prescribed by the
1987 Decree

.
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l

Federal Repubk

of Germany

RIGHT OF RESIDENTS OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY TO BRING AN ACTION
AGAINST A NUCLEAR LICENCE - DECISION OF THE FEDERAL ADRINISTRATIVE COURT (1986)

The plalntlff. a resldent of the Netherlands, brought an action against
the first partial ltcence for the erect'ton of the nuclear power plant Emsland
(Llngen). which 5s situated In the territory of the Federal Republic of Germany
at a distance of 25 km from the domicile of the plafntiff In the Netherlands.
The Admtnlstratlve Court of Oldenburg as court of the first tnstance dtsmissed
the clafm on the grounds of the so-called principle of territoriality.
The
Court ruled that being an act of the German public authorltles the nuclear
licence 5s llmlted to the territory of the Federal Republic of Germany, ergo,
the licence cannot affect the rights of the plaintiff beyond the German border
On the contrary, extending the effects of the llcence to legal positions fn the
terrftories of foreign States would be an infringement of public International
law rules
(The judgment of the Admlnlstratlve Court of Oldenburg of
6th February 1985 - 3 OS VG A 259/B2 is published in
Oeutsches Verwaltungsblatt Vol
100 (1985) pp 802 et seq )
The Federal Administrative Court (Bundesverualtungsgerlcht)
cancelled
the Oldenburg decision by judgment of 17th Oecetier 1986 (7 C 29 85) and
remitted the case to the Oldenburg Court ruling that a new procedure should be
initiated taking Into account this judgment.
[This declslon of the Federal
Administrative Court has not yet been officially publlshed. there are, however,
publications tn some legal journals, e g in Archiv des Velkerrechts Vol 25
(1987) No 3. Oeutches Verwaltungsblatt Vol
102 (1987) p 375. Ulnueltund
Planungsrecht Vol. 7 (1987) p. 114. Jurlstenzeitung Vol. 42 (1987) p. 354.1
Unlike the Oldenburg Administrative Court, the Federal Administrative
Court (FAC) does not base Its declslon upon the principle of territorlallty as
The FAC 5s of the opinion that the legal position of foreign
defined above
cittzens restding near the border 5s not substantially deflned by public Internatlonal law rules, which leave open the question whether a forelgn citizen has
a right of action before administrative courts In the Federal Republic of GerThis question must be responded to by interpreting the German law appllmany
cable, namely the Atomic Energy Act and Its implementing ordinances
The purposes of the Atomic Energy Act as enumerated in Section 1 thereof
do not warrant the Interpretation that only domestic rights are the object of
This clearly follows from the comprehensive wording of
legal protection
Section 1 no 2 which. In a very general way, makes the protection of life.
health and property against the risks of nuclear energy and lonlzing radiation
one of the main objectives of the Act
Moreover. the objective of the Act as
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described In Sectlon 1 no. 4 alms at an interpretation of the Act which assures
the Imolementatlon of Internattonal obllaatlons in the field of the oeaceful
uses o'f nuclear energy
Both objectives-in Sectton 1 nos
2 and 4 oi the
Atomic Energy Act, give reasons for extendlng those provisions of the Act which
are expressly meant to protect Indjvldual rights. to all Individuals who might
be affected irrespective of whether they are llving on the German or on the
other side of the border
The provisions on the llcence prerequisites for
nuclear installations (Sectlon 7 paragraph 2) Include conditions which are
directly meant to protect third parties against the detrimental effects of a
nuclear llcence
Thus, on the grounds of the Act's objectives In Section 1
nos 2 and 4. they should also be applied in favour of foreign nelghbours
Such an Interpretation does not infringe upon the principle of terr5tor5al5ty
On the contrary. this extensive tnterpretatlon makes the erection and the
operation of nuclear Installations near a border permissible under public
International law.
As a corollary, foreign citizens might be legally affected by domestic
nuclear llcences. which 5s a prerequtslte for granting the right of action
according to Sectlon 42 paragraph 2 of the Administrative Court Procedure Act
The Federal Administrative Court leaves open whether this tnterpretatlon
applies to the cltlzens of all other States.
The Court ruled. houever. that such a right of action must be granted
to nelghbourlng citizens of European Conrmnlty Member States
Leglslatfve
history shows that the German Denbershlp tn the European Atomic Energy Community forms a substantial element of the Atomtc Energy Act, there Is a special
Since the plalntlff 5s a resident of the
relationship among the Menber States.
Netherlands - a European Comnunlty lleaber State. he must be granted a right of
action
The decision of the FAC. wh5ch broke new ground In the Federal Republic
See
of Germany. found support from various authors In recent legal literature
Albrecht Weber. in
Oeutsches Verualtungsblatt Vol 102 (1987) pp 377-380.
Michael Bothe. In
Umwelt und Planungsrecht Vol 7 (1987) pp 170-171,
Juristenzeitung Vol 42 (1987) p 354-355. Andreas Weltbrecht,
Peter Preu. In
nomentous
in
Neue Jurlstische Wochenschrlft Vol 40 (1987) pp 2132-2134
arguments against the judgment and the reasons given by the Court were put
Vol 25 (1987)
forward by Oletrlch Rauschning. In- Arch5v des Wlkerrechts
no 3. 20 pp (see the .Blbliography' Chapter In this issue of the Bulletin)

CONSTITUTIONALITY

OF THE 1962 ACT IM THE PEACEFUL

USES OF NUCLEAR ENERGY (1987l

Decree No 1704 Issued by the Prestdent of the Republic on 30th December
1965 amends certain provlsions of Act No 1860 of 31st Oeceraber 1962 on the
Sectlon 4 (penalties relating to transport of
Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy.
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radioactive substances) of Decree No 1704 and Sectlon 29 of Act No 1860.
amended by that Sectton. have been declared 1n conformity with the Constitution
In a Oecislon rendered by the Constitutional Court on Bth June 1987
Thls
Dectslon was the outcome of an action brought against users of radioactive
materials who had not complied with the licensing provisions governing the
transport of such materials
The Italian authorities, In order to align the provlslons of Act
No 1860 with those of Article 30 et seq of the EURAlOM Treaty, amended that
Act by Decree No 1704. this latter Decree was made under Act No 871 of
13th July 1965 on delegation of powers.
On appeal, the users of radioactive
materials contended that the Irregularity of the amendment results from the
Italian Constitution (Article 76 and 77) which authorises such a delegation of
power provided the llmlts set by the Delegating Act are compl5ed with
In
effect, Act No 871 lays down penalties which cannot exceed 2 million llre or
one year's imprisonment whereas Act No 1860 provides for fines amountlng to
10 million llre and two-year prison sentences
Therefore, these penalties
should also have been amended when Act No 1860 was amended by Decree No 1704.
In dlsmlssing the appeal, the Court declared that the penalties laid
down In Sectlon 4 of Decree No 1704 were perfectly adequate
The grounds for
the Oeclslon were essentially based on the two following prlnclples
In the
first place, the constitutional 'parameters' Involved in the case had been
complied with since the penalty under Section 29 belonged to a previous Act
(No 1860 of 1962) and therefore, was not a consequence of a 'delegated' reguSecondly, the Court pointed out that
latlon such as Decree No 1704 of 1965
the 'omlsslon
by the 'delegated regulation' (that 5s. the penalty in
Section 29 not having been modified when Act No 1860 was amended by Decree
No
1704) cannot be considered as having Infringed the principles of delegatlon unless the delegated provisions are contrary to the prlnclples and object
This not being so In the case In questlon.
of the Act on delegatlon of power
upholding of the penalties In Section 29 covers appropriately. from the vlewpoint of safety and protectlon. cases of Infringement of the licensing provislons governlng licensing of the transport of radloactlve materials
The Decision rendered on 8th June 1987 while being important fn itself,
5s particularly significant because it represents an evolution in the jurisprudence of the Constltutlonal Court as compared to similar antecedents concerning Sectlon 28 of Act No. 1860 which. In November 1974. the Court had
declared unconstltutlonal (see Nuclear Law Bulletin No 15)
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l

Umted States

LITIGATION

ON IMPORT AND ENRICHMENT

OF FOREIGN URANIUM

(1987)

On 20th July 1987. the Unlted States Court of Appeals for the Tenth
Circuit rendered Its declslon In Yestern Nuclear. Inc v Huffman (DOE)
The
Court held, among other things. that the Department of Energy (DOE). In Its
uranlua enrichment services contract. violated 42 USC Section 2201(v) In that
It refused to restrict the enrichment of foretgn uranium in DOE fac515t5es.
despite a determlnatlon that the doRstic
uranium Industry was not viable
A
petition for a wr5t of certiorari has been filed with the Supreme Court

On 9th October 1987. the United States Court of Appeals for the Olstrlct
of Columbia Clrcult denled a request for a stay of Nuclear Regulatory Conls
sion (NRC) orders allow5ng the Importatton of UF6 made from South African
uranium ore and uranium oxlde.
(The petltloners contend that Importation of
such UF6 5s In violation of the Anti-Aparthetd Act of 1986 )

ANNULMENT

OF NRC aAcRFITTIRG

RULE (1987)

On 4th August 1987. the Unlted States Court of Appeals for the District
of Colunbla Clrcult. In Unlon of Concerned Sclentlsts v NRC annulled an NRC
rule, In 10 CFR Part 50 (the backf5ttlng rule), because It d5d not speak unam
blguously In terms that constralned the NRC from considering economic costs In
establishing standards to ensure adequate protection of the public health and
safety, as required by Section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as amenThe Court read the amended backflttlng rule to require that backflts be
ded
Imposed only upon a flndlng that they provided a substantial increase in the
overall protection of the public health or the c-n
defence and security, and
that the direct and Indirect costs of implementation were justified In view of
this Increased protection.

ACTION CONTENDING

VIOLATION

OF THE NATIONAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

PROTECTION

ACT (1987)

On 20th October 1987. a corplalnt was served on the United States
attorney for the Olstrlct of Alaska In a case entitled Cwper
v Herrlnqton
The action was brought by the Governor of Alaska aga5nst the Departments of
Energy, Oefence. Transportation and State. the Nuclear Regulatory Conxalsslon
and President Reagan
The claim was for declaratory and Injunctive relief for
violations of the National Envlronmental Pol5cy Act arising from the decision
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to negotiate. authorlse. promulgate and Implement agreements between the Unlted
States. Japan and EURATOII. the agreements approve In advance long-term
shipments of plutonium by air through the United States, and Alaska In
particular. without discussing. considering or analysing the environmental
Impacts of their decisions (see under 'Agreements.' in the following Chapter)
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IN’I’ERNA!I’IONAL
CBRCZAN-IS~IONS
AND
ACZRElfCMEN?‘s

INTERNA!!NAL

l

ORGANISAT-IONS

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency

JOINT PROTOCOL RELATING
PARIS CONVENTION

TO THE APPLICATION

OF THE VIENNA CONVENTION

AND THE

At the Invltatlon of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and
the DECO Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA). a Group of Governmental Experts met at
IAEA Headquarters In Vienna from 27th to 30th October 1987 to consider the
relationship between the Parts and Vlenna Conventions on nuclear third party
llablllty
This Group was more particularly required to negotiate a draft
Joint Protocol relating to the appllcatlon of both Conventions
The concept of a Protocol provldtng for a better co-ordination of the
appllcatlon of the Paris and Vienna Conventlons In the event of a nuclear Incident lnvolvtng both Instruaents 5s not new. however. the real need to flnd a
solution to this question became apparent to interested countries following the
Chernobyl accident
Among other consequences. the catastrophe which occurred on 26th April
1986 In the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. revealed a number of gaps In International regulations governing the rights and obllgatlons of States In case of
a nuclear Inctdent
It should be noted In particular that the Chernobyl accident - the first
to have caused radioactfve contamination on an International scale was not
covered by the International Conventions adopted in the sixties to regulate
compensation for nuclear damage:
the Parts Convention which brings together
most of the DECO's European Member countries and the IAEA sponsored Vienna
Convention which has a world-ulde vocat5on.
This 5s because the USSR 5s a
Party to neither Convention and has no natlonal legislation on this subject
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This situation will at least have had the merit of drawing the attention
of competent political circles to the insufficient number of countries having
adhered to the Conventions, desptte the efforts of the Agencies responsible for
their administration (in effect, this affects the Vienna Convention princlpally. as shoun by the following figuresthere are approxtmately 400 power
reactors in the world - of these. over 120 are covered by the Paris Convention
and only 3 by the Vienna Conventlon)
It was 'In th)s context, therefore, that it was decided to resume consideration of a question already studied by NEA ten or so years ago with no
results at the ttme. due to lack of sufficient interest from Vienna Convention
countries namely, the elaboration of a Protocol to co-ordinate nuclear third
party liability
In essence,

such a Protocol would

have a twofold object.

-

to do away with conflicts of law resulting from the simultaneous
application of the two Conventions to the same nuclear incident
(plurality of liability and competent courts, duplication of insurance policies etc ) This may occur when a nuclear incident occurs
In a fixed lnstallatton if its effects extend beyond the national
borders. and also during an international transport operation,

-

to provide for a geographical extension of the scope of the nuclear
third party liability regime by the Contracting Parties of the Paris
and Vienna Conventions granting each other mutually, a right of coinpensation under each of those instruments

Implementation of such a Protocol mtght also encourage new countrtes to
adhere to the Vienna Convention and promote the development of a coherent system for indemnifying nuclear damage at tnternational level, thus avoiding a reoccurrence of the situation encountered following the Chernobyl accident
The draft Protocol, which had been the subject of preparatory discussions within the competent conmlttees of each Agency. was adopted by consensus
on 30th October 1987 at the end of the meeting of the Group of Governmental
Experts
The Group also recoamrended that the Protocol be submttted for advtce to
the OECO Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy and the IAEA Board of Governors
to ensure, in particular, that sufficient political support exists for the next
step to be taken, namely. formal adoption of thfs instrument
If both bodies react favourably. the organisatlon of a dlplomatlc conference in 1988 %s envisaged to complete preparation of the Protocol and to
open It for signature by the countries Parties to both Conventions
At this stage, it is advtsable no doubt to be cautious regarding the
chances of a 'coupling' of the Paris and Vtenna Conventions. due, in particular, to the prevailing uncertainty in respect of the position of certain ParAn achievement in this field. coming after the adopties to the Conventlons
tion in 1986 of the Conventions on Early Notification and Assistance, would
demonstrate the will to learn from the Chernobyl accident and to promote at
international level the principles of nuclear third party liability
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The text of the Joint Protocol, as adopted by the Group of Governmental
Experts. is reproduced in the -Texts. Chapter of this issue of the Bulletin

REPORT ON THE RADIOLDGICAL

IMPACT OF THE CHERNOBYL

ACCIDENT

IN DECD COUNTRIES

The release of radioactive material resulting from the accident which
occurred in April 1986 at the Chernobyl nuclear pouer plant in the USSR caused
uidespread environmental contamination, particularly in Europe, raising considerable concern in OECD Be&er
countries.
The reactions of national authorities were extremely varied depending on circumstances, ranging from a simple
intensification of normal environmental monitoring prograaxmes to the application of a number of countermeasures. including restrictions on the marketing
and consumption of foodstuffs (see Nuclear Lau Bulletin Nos 38 and 39)
Several lessons have been learned from this experience, and an effort
made towards better international harmonisation of the scientific bases and the
concepts and measures for the protection of the public in the event of a
nuclear emergency.
As a first step touard identifying areas deserving attention, the NEA
undertook an independent assessment of the radiological impact of the Chernobyl
accident and a critical review of the emergency response in Re&er
countries
This assessment bras prepared under the aegis of the NEA Coatnittee on Radio
logical Protection and Public Health (CRPPH) on the basis of information
officially provided by OECD Member countries
The report concludes that, although the radiological consequences of the accident were serious in the area
surrounding the Chernobyl site, they were minor for the public in the OECD
countries and did not raise any major concern for the health of the population
in this area
This report is soon to be published

l

International Atomic Energy Agency

IAEA GENERAL CONFERENCE

(19B7)

The IAEA General Conference concluded its 31st regular session, and
adopted a set of resolutions which include in particular Israeli nuclear capabilities and threat, South Africa's nuclear capabilities, measures to
strengthen international co-operation in nuclear safety and radiological proThe session
tection, and the sharing of nuclear-safety-related
information
was held from 2lst to 25th Septe&er
1987 at the Austria Centre. Vienna, and
was attended by nearly 700 delegates from 100 of its 113 Ilember States
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The resolution on Israel inter alla 'demands that Israel place all its
nuclear facilities under IAEA safeguards' and requests the Director General to
report to the IAEA Board of Governors and at the next regular session of the
General Conference on this subject and the implementation of the resolution
In the resolution on South Africa, uhich refers to a previous demand for that
country to place all of its nuclear installations under IAEA safeguards, the
General Conference resolved to 'consider and take a decision at its next regular session on the recormtendation of the IAEA Board of Governors to *suspend
South Africa from the exercise of the privileges and rights of membership' in
the Agency
Regarding nuclear safety and radiological protection. one resolution was
adopted that. in particular, requests the IAEA Board of Governors and the
Secretariat to 'continue with the activities already initiated and to report
on progress at the Conference's 32nd regular session' in 1988
Another resolution, adopted with reservations, is entitled 'Protection of nuclear installations against armed attacks'. it 'authorises the Director General to assist
the work of the Conference on Disarmament and other competent international
organs, at their request. by undertaking studies within the technical competence and statutory responsibilities of the Agency'
A third resolution adopted on the Convention of Physical Protection of Nuclear Naterial. expresses the
hope that it will obtain the widest possible adherence
The resolution on the sharing of nuclear-safety-related
information,
requests the Director General *to intensify efforts to promote co-operation
between States, particularly between supplier and recipient States. in the exchange of such information'

l

European

RESOLUTIONS

Communrtres

ADOPTED

BY THE EUROPEAN

PARLIAMENT

IN 1987

Following the accident at Chernobyl, the European Parliament adopted on
8th April 1987 a series of Resolutions for the European Coumwnities concerning,
in particular, the future of nuclear energy, the lessons to be learnt from this
accident and the measures to be taken for ensuring a better protection of the
Several Resolutions, published in the Official
population and the environment
Journal of the European Conxeunities of 11th Hay 1987 (C 125. Vol 30), are
reproduced below
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RESOLUTIDW
on the future of nuclear energy
(8oc

A2-l/87)

A

Uhereas the long-tern health and ecological effects of the Chernobyl
catastrophe, both in the Soviet Union and in other European countries
are still unpredictable,

B

Conscious that the operation of nuclear power stations. even with further improvements in safety measures. will always be attended by risks.

C

Uhereas the acceptance even of 'residual risks' is. ultimately, a poll
tical decision in which protection of the population and of the environnent must take precedence over any economic benefit,

D

Uhereas
p-r.

E

Whereas reserves of nast fossil fuels will be exhausted
21st century,

F

Whereas it is the established energy strategy of the European Comnunlty.
supported by the European Parliament, to diversify the sources of energy
so as to avoid becoming over-dependent on any one source,

G

Whereas. notwithstanding the desirability of increasing the use of solid
fuels in the Coaewnity as a neans of reducing dependence on imported
oil. an increase in the use of solid fuels on a massive enough scale to
replace nuclear power in the generation of electricity would cause
(a) an unacceptable increase in coal imports from outside the EC, and
(b) unacceptable ham
to the environment,

Ii

Uhereas reneuable energies, at their present state of development, could
not wholly replace nuclear generation, for both economic and technical
reasons, and therefore a great effort roust be trade to arrive at a new
developwit
node1 based on the conservation of energy and raw materials
and on the use of renewable energy sources.

I

Whereas
erably,

J

Whereas average annual electricity consumption In Europe is 6000 Kwh per
capita but only 400 Kvh per capita in the developing countries of Asta
and Africa, an ilnbalance that nust be diieinished in coming years,

30 per cent of all electricity

the share of nuclear energy
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in the EC is generated

during

by nuclear

the

in the Metier States varies consid-

Considers that electricity generated by nuclear fission or fusion will
for many years be a vital source of the intense energy needed for
industry, for rail transport and for comnercial and domestic consump
tion.
Supports the continued use and development
both nuclear energy and coal,

of electricity

generated

by

Insists, in addition to all national approval procedures, on the principle that no new nuclear reactors be constructed in the European Cornmunity until the safety of their design has been verified by competent,
international experts. paying due attention to environmental factors,
Considers it essential, bearing in mind that several countries outside
the EC will develop nuclear power whatever happens inside the Conxnunity.
that the International Atomic Energy Agency be given authority by all
countries with nuclear power to establish safety standards by use of
Treaties or Conventions, and meanwhile notes with approval the IAEA's
use of OSART missions (Operational Safety Assessment Review Teams);
Considers that the economics of the nuclear generation of electricity,
which current OECD reports show to be substantially cheaper than coalfiring, justify the inclusion of nuclear power among the range of
diversified energy sources on which the Coexnunity's energy strategy
should rely.
Calls for an extention of Conxnunity competences in the field of nuclear
safety, in particular the fixing of coaxnon safety standards based on the
most up-to-date technological norms. therefore calls for a profound
revision of the EURATON Treaty
Calls upon the Conxeission and the
Member States to insist within the IAEA that nuclear power stations outside the Comunity
conform to the most stringent and verifiable safety
standards,
Considers that nuclear power will provide the source of cheap energy
needed to make coal gasification and liquefaction competitive for transport and industrial needs in the long term,
Requests

the Coecnission to take the following

steps

I)

evaluate the feasibility of the wider use in the EC of reactor types
with enhanced safety features (e g the ASEA-PIUS in Sweden. the HTGR
in Germany, new Sizewell PtiR type and the Fast Neutron Reactors
working in France, the United Kingdom and the USSR);

ii)

in connection with this, respond positively to the official proposal
from the USSR to co-operate in the design of a next-generation safer,
simpler reactor,

iii)

evaluate the relative economic and environmental merits of reprocessing spent fuel, as against the 'once-through' method in the restricted land areas characteristic of the EC;
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iv)

v)
vi)
vii)

promote the hamonisation
of insurance against
compensation for damage to life and property,
promote the development
the needs of developing
Proliferation Treaty,

on the

nuclear accidents

of small. safe nuclear power-plants
countries willing to sign the Non-

and

to meet

co-operate in enhancing the effectiveness of Nuclear Energy Agency
Incident Reporting Systems (IRS) and the dissemination of the findings of these to a network of users by an on-line data-base,

ix)

support initiatives to establish international standards, under the
aegis of the IAEA, for the training and retraining of operators,

xl)

10

bring forward renewed. tougher proposals for EC legislation
siting of nuclear plants in frontier areas.

viii)

x)

9

improve its provision of information to the public on all aspects of
nuclear energy, its applications, and its impact on health and the
environment - not merely by making such information available, but
by enhancing its presentation and dissemination through the media,

report progress on implementation of the thirteen-point
tions of Professor Roaketsch. Chairman of the Conference
Chernobyl accident in Vienna in 1986.

recomnendaon the

recognise that renewable energy sources (particularly solar) must
provide the long-tern solution to world energy supply and, therefore, ensure the deployment of adequate resources to their development.

xii)

make full use of known
coal and fully develop
nology'. CHP. district
exchangers, heat pumps

technology relating to the 'clean burn' of
neu technologies, e g
'ctiined
cycle techheating, liquefaction, gasification. heat
etc ;

xiii)

report to the European
on the above matters;

Parliament

in one year's time on action taken

Considers also that to achieve these objectives there must be effective
co-ordination of national research into safety in the sectors which are
of cofuaon interest. in order to promote also the rationalisation of
human and financial investment. and therefore calls on the Conxnission
to assess this possibility, having regard to the experience acquired In
co-operation on nuclear fusion,
Requests the Cornaission to propose to the Council a Draft Resolution
enbodying the following Code of Practice, being a series of principles
for the protection of life which should guide the European Cooxnunity
institutions and the authorities of the Member States in the discharge
of their responsibilities in the area of nuclear energy, including the
following*
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1)

11)

no nuclear plant should be allowed to operate unless regional,
national and European authorities have been satisfied as to the
availability at or near that plant of all the material and trained
personnel needed for dealing with any accident that might occur, in
terms of hospltal. fire fighting and similar facilities and
radiation-proof equipment, as well as supplies of uncontaminated food
and water.

iii)

procedures must have been laid down for limiting environmental damage
which might be caused by any accident and, if necessary for decontamination of the environment,

Iv)
VI
vi)

11

emergency procedures, chains of coemiand. rules for immediate incident notification and evacuation plans should be clearly laid down
to meet the eventuality of an accident at any nuclear plant in the
EC, and these should be made known as clearly and promptly as possible to the public,

reactors must be continuously
ditioned or decormnissioned.
the design of nuclear
istics.

monitored

and where necessary

reactors must incorporate

fail-safe

recon-

character-

the design of nuclear reactors and the procedures for their operation and for the training and retraining of operators must eliminate
the effect of human error,

Instructs its President to forward this resolution and the report of its
Cornelttee to the Council, the Conmiission. the Governments of the Bomber
States, the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Nuclear Energy
Agency

RESULUTIUR
on the problem of contamination of foodstuffs
the Chernobyl disaster
(Dot

The European

following

A2-s/87)

Parliament.

A

Whereas all the countries of the Conmrunity have been contaminated by
radioactivity from the fallout following the meltdown in the Chernobyl
nuclear reactor, although the level of contamination varies,

B

Whereas parts of the Federal Republic
worst hit,

C.

Whereas

radioactive

substances

of Germany,

Italy and Greece were

enter the food chain through the soil,
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D

Whereas 50-90 per cent of the ham done to human beings following the
Chernobyl disaster is due to the consumption of foodstuffs contaminated
by radioactivity,

E

Whereas the consequences
fallout was heaviest,

F

Having regard to the report of the Connittee
Health and Consumer Protection.

of this harm will be most serious where

on the Environnmnt.

the

Public

1

Is of the opinion that measures
it to a minimum,

2

Takes the vieu that these measures
and for scientific reasons;

3

Calls for the necessary measures to be taken by each Member State to
ensure that checks are carried out on animal feedingstuffs.

4

Demands that the Soviet authorities
and dealers affected,

5

Calls for a strict ban on the mixing of contaminated and uncontaminated
components in the foodstuffs and feedingstuffs sector;

6

Demands that facilities be set up innediately
struction of contaminated goods,

7

Calls for rigorous checking for radioactivity in the import and export
of foodstuffs and feedingstuffs to be introduced on a permanent basis
within the Cormnunity and in trade with third countries,

8

Strongly condemns the attempt by some llernberStates to export highly
contamtnated produce, in particular milk powder. to third countries,

9

Calls for a ban on the import and export of all feedingstuffs
stuffs uhich are above the limits laid down.

can be taken to reduce this harm or keep

must be introduced

pay cMnpensation

for health reasons

to the producers

for the storage or de-

and food

10

Calls on all lknber States of the Conenunity to introduce severe penalties for the marketing of highly contaminated foodstuffs and feedingstuffs, for giving false information regarding the degree of radloactlve
contamination or country of origin and for relabelling goods from highly
contaminated regions.

11

Calls on the Cormnission to propose that the Council lay down standard
limits for the exposure levels of foodstuffs and fodder for all countries of the Cormaunlty. as a basis for the marketing of such foodstuffs
and fodder within the EC;

12

Calls for all foodstuffs and fodder which do not cornply with these
limits to be destroyed with due regard to all precautionary measures,

13

Calls on the Colnission and the Council to set the limits from 1st July
1987 at a scientifically justified level. on the basis of the Luxembourg
Conference at the end of April 1987;
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14

Considers that the effect of the Chernobyl
should also be documented,

15

Calls on the Conxxission to draw up a report on the quantities of contaminated food and fodder arising in the period Bay 1986 to February
19B7. their whereabouts and any compensation paid by the Coronunity.

16

Calls for the extent of contamination of the soil in all regions of the
European Conmwnity to be charted and its transference to foodstuffs and
their consequent radioactive contamination to be documented,

17

Calls for the constant monitorinq of radioactivitv in the soil, vegetation, fertilizers, feedingstuffs-and foodstuffs, -

18

Calls for thorough research to be undertaken in the agricultural sector
into methods of eliminating or reducing radioactive contamination and
preventlng further contamination,

19

Points out that the national reports on radioactive
lowing Chernobyl dlffer greatly in quality,

20

Calls on the Conmission and the Uember States to improve and standardise
their methods of supervision and documentation.

21

Calls for a yearly report to be submitted by the Member States to the
Coaxnission and the European Parliament on the contamination of the
environment by radioactivity,

22

As regards reaction, believes that in the event of an accident there
must be an effective, properly rehearsed and efficiently implemented
set of procedures which the public authoritles will follow. both in
informing/advising and instructing the public as to precautions to take
and also for containing and minimising damage. these procedures must
include agreed levels of contamination acceptability,

23

Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council, the
Coneeission and the Governments of the Member States and the Soviet
Union
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fallout on the envlronment

contamination

fol-

RESULUTIUN
on the reactlon of the Cmnity
(Dot

The European
.

1

to Chernobyl

A2-4/87)

Parliament,
.

Points out that scientists and politicians generally consider that
accidents similar to the one that happened at Chernobyl are possible
other nuclear power stations of the same type,

in

2

Points out the need to organise the Coasxunity measures
effectively with a nuclear disaster;

3

Notes that, in the emergency situation which arose at the time of the
accident, there was a total lack of co-ordination between the Member
States, which often acted independently and were more concerned about
specific political and economic interests (for instance, in laying down
acceptable maximum levels of radioactivity in agricultural products)
than about consumer health,

4

Considers that the Council must look beyond the mere adoption of basic
legislation and take greater care to ensure that the relevant directives are enforced in the Uember States, thereby contributing to effective health protection of the population,

5

Condemns the fact that already, only a fw months after Chernobyl, the
Cormxission is no longer pushing strongly enough for the measures which
it recognised itself as being necessary,

6

Points out that scientists and politicians are generally
serious accidents In nuclear power stations are possible
disasters such as Chernobyl could happen again,

7

Calls on the Collnission to conduct an exhaustive study of the short and
long-tern repercussions of the Chernobyl accident on public health In
the Corwxunity.

8

Calls on the Colnission to introduce a proposal without further delay
pursuant to Article 130 S of the Single European Act. to the effect that
the Conxwtity should take environmental protection measures to avert
danger after nuclear disasters;

9

Calls on the Council to take a decision on the above pursuant to
Article 130 S and to provide for the decisions to be taken by a qua11
fled majority,

10

Instructs its President
the Council

to forward this resolution
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required to cope

agreed that
and that

to the Conroission and

RESOLUTION
on the safety of nuclear pover stations and the questions
of mutual assistance and compensation
(DOC

I

A2-11/87)

Safety

1

Stresses that all possible steps must be taken to ensure the safety of
nuclear power stations, without regard to cost;

2

Takes the view that the sole criterion to be considered when establishing safety standards is the health and safety of the general public and
the integrity of the environment.

3

Deplores the fact that there are no binding
the safety of nuclear power stations,

4

Considers that the non-binding standards set in the NUSS Prograazee
(Nuclear Safety Standards) establish a basis on which mandatory international rules could be drawn up; stresses the importance also of bringing the East European countries within the ambit of these standards;
considers that, at the very least, binding safety standards must be
introduced within the EEC by means of an appropriate addition to the
EURATLlM Treaty and that such standards should not be based on compromise
but on the strictest provisions currently in existence,

5

Calls for binding rules to ensure that no pour plant may be constructed
and operated in a 100 kilometre zone from the frontier of an adjacent
Member State, unless the neighbouring state concerned has specifically
given its consent,

6

Calls for provisions, in the case of nuclear power stations which are
already in operation, to ensure that the neighbouring Member State
within the 100 kilometre zone participates with equal rights in safety
monitoring and controls at the nuclear power station,

7.

Believes that the following
ing safety standards
a) no nuclear installation
ment system,

principles

international

must be observed

should be operated

without

standards

on

in fixing bind-

a safety contaln-

b) all possible technical measures should be taken to protect against
intrinsic instability in the reactors;
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c) nuclear installations may not be operated in areas subject to earth
quakes, unless special architectural measures, as applied in Japan,
are incorporated into the design;
8

Calls fora) nuclear power plants to be operated using only the most up-to-date
and highest possible technological standards and to be provided with
several independent and automatic safety systems in order to minlqise the possibility of any human error,
b) existing nuclear plants to be brought
standards,

up tu current

technological

c) a ban on the connissioning of nuclear power plants and the decormnls
sioning of all old plants which do not meet these safety requirements;
9

Points out that. independent of the drawing up of binding internatlonal
agreements. or in the event of it being impossible to reach such agreements. all states should give an undertaking that their nuclear power
plants may be examined by IAEA experts, if necessary without formal
right of appeal; OSART's brief must be related more specifically to
principles of reactor safety, the teams should also be able to put forward practical and realistic suggestions for improvements, thls modified
role for OSARl presupposes that the teams will no longer be so large and
will not be as international in composition, but will comprise only a
few. very highly qualified experts with considerable professional
experience; representatives of the operators and manufacturers of
nuclear power plants can be involved in safety checks but not safety
assessments.

10

Considers that the mutual provision of information on the structure of
nuclear power plants is essential and that the design characteristics
of all reactors operated in the world must be available for examlnatlon
at all tines (possibly in a central library), the IAEA documentation
centre nust be expanded to this end;

11

Stresses the importance of the constant exchange of experiences with
regard to specific events, and the mutual notification of incidents
(causes and elimination). considers that an effective transfrontier
system for the notification of incidents is required and that incidents
which occur must be analysed and the proposals for eliminating them
assessed,

12

Points out that it must be possible to provide mutual assistance in the
event of accidents and that, to this end. International rescue trains
(rescue units) should be formed. emergency and evacuation plans notably
in respect of transfrontier areas should be drawn up on the basis of
uniform international criteria and notified in advance.

13

Stresses that countries or manufacturers exporting nuclear plants must
be required to make provision for consistent and long-term operating
advice. even after the period of construction,
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14

Points out that the sale of safety components or safety systems should
be facllltated. If necessary by amendments to the tax. customs or patent
laws.

15

Points out that the general public should be gtven relevant. objecttve
and clear Informatton on matters relating to nuclear power and the
safety and risks of nuclear power plants, considers that the dtssemlnatlon of fear serves no useful purpose;

16

Calls for the general public also to be given approprlate Informatlon
on the posslblllty of an energy Industry ulthout nuclear energy,

17

Calls for rules which are applicable throughout the Convaunlty and bindtng on all Member States on the dtsposal of spent fuel rods and radtoacttve waste and on the dtsposal and protectton in relatton to deconmlsstoned nuclear power stations;

II.

Ltabtlttz

18

Regrets that extsttng tnternattonal ltabtltty systems are Inadequate
and, furthermore, have been accepted by only a few states;

19

Recoakwnds that all countrtes uhtch operate nuclear plants should
jotntly subscrtbe to a stngle Internattonal ltabtltty system (on the
basts of the htghest possible level of llabtllty) In uhtch loss or
tnjury should be deftned clearly (criteria. ltmtt values. etc ):

20

Recotmwtds that, as an Initial step, the COMECOW
suaded to accede to the Ytenna Conventton.

21

Points out that those states uhtch have not yet rattfted the Supplementary Brussels Conventlon should do so wtthout delay, to enable It to
enter tnto force,

22

Constders that the European Conventlon should be drawn up tn clearer
and less cornpltcated terms and that controverstal questtons should be
clarlfled, tn parttcular the questton of the unltntted ltablltty of the
owner of a nuclear power plant,

23

Calls for the normal maxtmum llablltty
with posstble loss or Injury.

24

Recommends that the prescrtptlon
thtrty years.

25

Potnts out that the provlslons for jotnt and several ItabilIty should
be replaced by a fund. In order to factlttate the accesston to the
Brussels Conventlon of other states, In particular developtng and newly
tndustrlaltstng countries;

pertod
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states should be per-

of the operator

to be In keeptng

should be extended

from ten to

Stresses, however. that the loss and Injury caused by nuclear disasters
exceed the amount uhtch can be covered by Insurance or paid out In cash.

26

l

l

21.

Instructs Its Presldent
the Counctl

.

to forward this resolution

to the Conmlsslon

and

RESULUTIDW
on the consequences of
- the outllne cmnlcatlon
Comunlt$es
to the Comctl
accident. and
- the coluntcatton
from the
to the Counctl on GounIty
Chernobyl accident

the Chernobyl acctdent and on
from the Comlsston
of the European
on the consequences of the Chernobyl
Coltsston
of the European Comuntttes
actlon to be taken tn response to the

(Ooc . A2-243/86)

The Eurooean

Parliament,

A.

Whereas civil use of nuclear power In Europe makes a stgntftcant contrlbutlon to electrtctty and energy suppltes and ulll conttnue to do so
tn the near future,

B

Whereas the technology of the RBWK reactor involved in the Chernobyl
accident. In particular the postttve votd coefficient, is not used in
nuclear reactors in the West.

C

Whereas
tlons.

D.

Regretttng
concerning

E

Convtnced that the Comwntty
ttself must take responstbiltty for
nuclear safety measures uhlch cannot merely be dealt with In the wider
tntergovermaental franeuork of the IAEA.
1

nuclear

reactors must be operated

using optlmal

that even the extstlng but modest conpetences
nuclear safety had been largely neglected,

Draws attention
Comntsston to-

to and conftms

its prevtous

resolutions

safety precau-

of EURATOR

calltng on the

a) establish tnternattonal standards for the construction.
and safety monttoring of nuclear reactors.
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-

protection

b) set up a monitoring

and alarm system

for nuclear acctdents.

c) set up an tnternatlonal and independent safety inspectorate uhtch
also has responsiblltty for checktng operattng 1Icences and reporting regularly to the Conntsston and Parltament.
d) monitor

the safety of all nuclear

power statlons

in the CormunIty.

2

Potnts out that, In the event of an acctdent such as Chernobyl, the
Coranlssion. which Is the competent authority in the Coraauntty. does not
have adequate powers despite the EURATOn Treaty,

3

Regrets, however. that tn the months following the Chernobyl reactor
acctdent the Cwlsston
has taken ltttle or no actton to remedy obvious
shortcomlngs In the EURATOU Treaty and to Improve the Conmwnlty's level
of preparedness,

4

Calls therefore for a revlston of the EURATOM Treaty
the folloutng potnts:

in order to Include

a)

the establishment of conmmn safety standards for nuclear
ttons according to the most up-to-date technical norms;

b)

the establishment

c)

a c-n
consultatton procedure for the stttng of nuclear power stattons tn frontier regions so as to guarantee the effective parttctpatton of all Metier States Involved.

6)

the operation of nuclear lnstallattons must be linked to the guaranteed provision of equtvalent capacity for management and storage of
nuclear waste.

e)

an improvement of the baste norms for radtatton protection uhtch must
Inmediately be transformed into the law of the Member States,

f)

the establtshment of comnon tnformatton and control systems in the
case of nuclear tncidents and the harmon\satton of emergency plans;

9)

the establtshment of a Comnunlty Inspectorate for monltortng the
appllcatton of Conmtuntty standards for reactor safety, radiatton
protection and waste management;

of cotnnon standards

for radloacttve

tnstalla-

emtsstons.

To this end requests the Council, wtthln two months of the adoptton of
thts resolution and In accordance with Article 204 of the EURATOM
Treaty, to call a conference of representatives of the governments of
the Member States to revjse the EURATLM Treaty along these lines.
5

Calls. in this context, for a detatled report on current
stons at all the Conrauntty's nuclear power plants,

6

Demands that, If such a study provtdes evtdence of safety defects,
addttlonal precauttons must be taken, or the nuclear power plants concerned must be shut down.
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safety provi-

7.

Draws attentlon

to the need for further tests on reactor safety,

B

Hopes that the European Connuntty. acttng In the framework of Internatlonal bodies and In particular the IAEA. wtll play a more active part
utth regard to the establtshnt
of procedures In general and the drawtng up of safety standards and rules for the constructton and operation
of reactors In parttcular and with regard to tnspectlon provtstons.

9

Stresses that the nuclear society 1s International and that problems
must therefore be dealt utth at tnternattonal level, tncludtng cooperatlon with the states of Eastern Europe;

10

Considers that the IAEA ts the most suitable body at international
for these tasks. as Eastern European states are also members,

11

Stresses the great tmportance of the tratntng and conttnulng education
of operattng staff tn ltne utth the most recent technological developments,

12

Instructs Its Prestdent to forward thts resolutlon
the Council and the IAEA.

l

level

to the Comnlssion.

Federal Republrc of GermanyGerrnun D ermcmic Republic

1987 RADIATION

PROTECTtOM

AGREEMENT

The 6overnment of the Federal Republtc of Germany and the Government of
the German Democratic Republic stgned an Agreement on Exchange of Informatlon
and Expertence In the Fteld of Radlatlon Protectton on 8th September 1981
(Bulletln des Presse und Informattonsamtes der Bundesregterung No 83 of
10th September 1987. p. 718)
Stgnature of the Agreement flnaltsed negotlatlons uhlch lasted more than four years.
This Agreement Is the flrst one In
The Agreement
the nuclear fteld concluded between both States In Germany
provldes for the necessary tnstruaents between both Partles to Implement the
IAEA Conventlon on Early Wotlftcatton of a Nuclear Acctdent of 26th September
There are also addltional provisions
1986 (see Nuclear Law Eullettn No. 3B)
regardtng mutual tnformatton on increased radtoacttv1ty
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Accordtng to Article 1. both Parttes shall tnform each other utthout
delay about acctdents as deftned in Article 1 of the above Conventton. using
the direct channels provided for In Article 5 of that Convention
In additlon
to thts obltgation. uhtch is already part of the Early Nottfication Convention,
the Contracting Parttes agree on mutually Informing each other about unusually
increased radtoacttvtty in cases which are not covered by Article 1
(Arttcle 2)
Both Partles shall consult each other on the general development
of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, in particular concerning the legal
framework and methods and results of radfation monttoring of personnel, the
general public. and the envtronment (Arttcle 3 paragraph 1)
According to
Arttcle 3 paragraph 2. the Parties shall inform each other mutually on nuclear
reactors and on Installations for trradlated fuel and for the final dlsposal
of radloactlve wastes. detatls of the information to be provided are ltsted in
an Annex to the Agreement
Information on planned installations will be exchanged after the constructton llcence has been granted and the conm0ssioning
of nuclear installations utll be mutually nottfied (Article 3 paragraph 3).
The Contracttng Parttes agree to hold pertodical consultations, at least
once a year, and on special occastons
Information on the consultations and
the documents exchanged may be used utthout restricttons. unless they are expressly declared to be restrtcted
Transmtsston of restricted material to
thtrd parttes requtres mutual consent (Article 4)
There ~111 be no clatm for
compensatton between the Contracting Parttes for costs incurred by executton
of the Agreement (Article 5)
The Agreement will be extended to West Berlin
according to the procedures appl\cable to tts spectal status (Art\cle 6). The
Agreement Is for an unlimited duration and may be denounced at six months'
nottce (Article 7 paragraph 4)

l

Federal Republrc of Germany - USSR

1987 AGREEMENT
ENERGY

ON CO-OPERATION

IN THE FIELD OF THE PEACEFUL

USES OF NUCLEAR

The Federal Uintster for Research and Technology of the Federal Republic
of Germany and the State Cocnalttee for the Use of Atomic Energy of the Unton
of Soviet Soclaltst Republtcs signed an Agreement on Sctenttftc Technical Cooperation !n the Fteld of the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy on 22nd April
In accordance wtth Article 12 paragraph 1
1987 (not yet offtctally publlshed)
of the Agreement it entered Into force on 7th July 1987. it Is ltmited to a
period of flve years and may be extended for an unllmtted pertod provided It
Is not denounced at six months' notice before the end of the five-year pertod
(Article 12 paragraph 2)
Co-operation

wtll cover the folloutng
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subjects

(Article 1)

-

problems concerning the development of nuclear concepts, the erectton and operatton of reactors cooled by water. gas, and ltqutd
metal, Includtng nuclear power plants;

-

the safety of nuclear power plants and other nuclear
Including radlatton protectlon aspects,

-

radloactlve waste treatment, In particular its storage, transporta
Mon. and preparatton for the ftnal storage of spent nuclear fuel,

-

controlled

-

research concerning the baste properttes of matter, In parttcular
htgh energy physics. tncludtng accelerator techniques, nuclear physlcs. soltd state phystcs.

-

use of nuclear energy for other purposes
electrlclty. and

-

other field of cmn

thermonuclear

Installations.

fusion and plasma physics.

than the generatlon

of

Interest

The Contracting Parttes ulll agree upon special programs
uhlch will
detail their collaboration (Arttcle 2). there will be joint uorktng groups,
seminars etc , tncludlng exchanges of sctenttsts and experts (Article 3)
A
Joint Expert Group wtll be establtshed for lmplementatlon of the Agreement
(Arttcle 4)
In accordance utth Arttcle 5. co-operation wtll be exclusively lintted
to the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and shall be In line wtth the restrlcttons and condittons laid doun by the Treaty on the Non-Proltferation of
Nuclear Neapons
Results of co-operation wtll not be used for the productton
of nuclear weapons or for mllltary purposes
Transfers of nuclear arttcles to
thtrd parttes requires mutual agreement and must be carrted out according to
the condltlons of IAEA Document INFCtRC/ZSI regarding gujdeltnes for the
export of nuclear material. equipment and technology
The results of the
sclenttflc technical co-operatton shall insofar as possible be transferred to
The
the economic Industrial co-operation between both States (Arttcle 6)
Agreement ts also appltcable to West Berltn (Arttcle 11)

l

United States -Japan

1987 AGREEMENT

FOR CO-OPERATION

IN THE PEACEFUL USES OF NUCLEAR

ENERGY

On 10th Nov&r
1987. Prestdent Reagan forwarded to the Congress an
Agreement between the Unlted States and Japan concerning Co-operatton tn the
The Agreement, stgned on 4th November 1987,
Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy
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includes an tmplementtng Agreement, proposed subsequent arrangements under the
1954 Atomic Energy Act ulth Norway and EURATOM. a nuclear proliferation assessment statement. an envlronmental assessment required under the Nattonal
Environmental Policy Act and other associated documents
The Agreement provtdes that the prevtous Co-operatton Agreement of 26th February 1968. amended
In 1972 and 1973. between the Untted States and Japan will be terminated on
the date the present Agreement enters tnto force; Its provlslons will apply to
nuclear matertal and equipment subject to the former Agreement
The purpose of the 1987 Agreement Is to update and expand the existing
provtslons for peaceful nuclear co-operatton between the Untted States and
Japan and to provide for strengthened controls reflecting shared nonproltferatton poltctes
The Agreement has an intttal term of thirty years, and
will conttnue in force Indeflnltely thereafter until terminated In accordance
ulth Its provlslons
It provides for the transfer of matertal. nuclear matertal. equipment (tncludtng reactors) and components for both nuclear research
and nuclear power purposes
It does not provide for transfers of any senslttve
nuclear technology or factltties
Some provtstons of the Agreement are analysed below
As a condttlon for the supply of matertal. nuclear matertal. equtpment
and components under the Agreement, full-scope IAEA safeguards are requtred
wtth respect to all nuclear matertal in all Untted States clvtl nuclear activities
Implementation of the Parttes' respective extstlng agreements with the
IAEA wtll be considered as fulftlltng thts requirement (Article 2)
Also,
nuclear material transferred pursuant to the Agreement and nuclear material
used in or produced through the use of materlal. nuclear matertal. equipment
or components so transferred wtll be subject to the Parties' respective safeguards agreements with the IAEA
Such nuclear material In the United States
wtll be subject to supplementary measures for substttutton. to the extent
practtcable, or for tracking and accounting for such matertal (Arttcle 9)
In
addttion. Article 9 provides for fall-back safeguards In the event the IAEA
cannot for some reason admtntster safeguards tn accordance with the concept
agreed between the Parttes
Plutontum and uranium 233 (except as contatned 1n trradiated fuel elements) and htghly enriched urantum. transferred pursuant to the Agreement or
used In or produced through the use of nuclear material or equtpment so transferred, shall only be stored \n a faclllty to uhtch the Parttes agree
Paragraph 3 of the Agreed Minutes confirms that when such storage
(Article 3)
is authortsed In the export ltcence of the supplying Party, no further consent
under the Agreement Is requtred
Matertal. nuclear material. equipment and components transferred pursuant to the Agreement and special fisslonable material produced through the
use of such material. nuclear material or equipment may be transferred only to
persons authorlsed by a recetvlng Party or, if the Parttes agree, beyond the
terrttortal jurtsdictlon of the receivtng Party (Article 4)
If the Parties agree, nuclear matertal transferred pursuant to the
Agreement and special ftsstonable matertal used In or produced through the use
of matertal. nuclear material or equipment so transferred may be reprocessed
Plutonium. urantum 233. htghly enrtched uranium and trradtated nuclear material transferred pursuant to the Agreement or used In or produced through the
use of matertal. nuclear matertal or equ'lpment so transferred may be altered
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Thus, non-United States orlgin
In form or content by Irradtation (Article 5)
nuclear materlal used In a Untted States supplied reactor requtres Untted
States prior consent over reprocesstng or alteratton. unltke the existtng
Such spectal fissionable material may be otherwtse altered In form
agreement.
or content If the Parttes agree.
Paragraph 3 of the Agreed Mnutes
confirms
that when such alteration In fom or content Is authorlsed In the export
llcence of the supplying Party, no further consent under the Agreement Is
required
In addition. It Is sttpulated that co-operation under the Agreement
shall be carried out only for peaceful purposes, speclfted Items transferred
pursuant to the Agreement and nuclear material used in or produced through the
use of such Items shall not be used for any nuclear explosive device, for
research on or development of any such device. or for any military purpose
(Arttcle 8)
In order to factlttate storage. retransfers, and reprocessing and
alteratton of matertals In fom or content other than by trradlatlon. the Parties shall make, consistent with the objecttve of preventing nuclear prollferatlon and with thetr respecttve nattonal security Interests. separate arrangements sattsfylng the requtreaents for mutual agreement on a long-term,
predictable and reliable basis. and In a manner that will further facllltate
peaceful uses of nuclear energy In thetr respective countries (Article 11)
Separate arrangements In fulfilment of thts Article are contatned In the
Implementing Agreement. the baste provtstons of uhlch are described below
Mlementtnq

Agreement

The tnplementlng Agreement (Article
consent of the Untted States and Japan to

1) contains,

tnter alla. the prior

-

reprocessing or alteratton tn form or content
wtthtn the terrltorlal jurtsdlctton of either
Annex 1.

In the facllltles
Party llsted in

-

storage In the factllttes wtthin the territorial
either Party ltsted In Annex 1 or 2.

-

transfer beyond the terrttortal jurtsdtctton of etther Party of
Irradiated nuclear materlal (except Irradtated htghly enrlched
uranium and uranium 233) from the Japanese factlttles listed In
Annexes 1. 2 and 3 to factltttes ltsted In Annex 1 (Sellafleld.
United Kingdom and La Hague, France);

-

transfer beyond the terrltortal jurisdlctton of elther Party of unirradiated source matertal and low enrlched uranium to third countries destgnated In urtttng by the Parties. but not for the prOdUG
A note verbale deslgnates the
tton of highly enriched urantum
thtrd countries referred to.

jurlsdictton

of

Paragraph 1 of the Agreed Iltnutes conflrms that each Government wtll
provtde the other ulth Infomatton
regardtng acttvlttes speclfled In Article 1.
Including nottftcatton of each tnternattonal transfer prior to shipment or as
Paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Agreed Minutes confirm
soon as possible thereafter
various arrangements relattng to actlvtttes under Article 1 Involvtng third
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countries, including a requtrement that nuclear material transferred to a
thlrd country be subject to an agreement for co-operation between the
non-transferrtng
Party and the third country. and that nuclear matertal
returned by the thtrd country to the transferrtng Party be subject to the
Unlted States-Japan Agreement for Co-operatton
It should be noted that Annex 5 to the tmplementlng Agreement provides
guldeltnes for the International transportation of recovered plutonlum, spectfylng transportatton by cargo alrcraft from the Unlted Kingdom or France via
the polar route or another route selected to avotd areas of national disaster
or ctvll disorder
Stringent requtrements on shtpment cask design and certtflcatlon are Imposed
Either Party may suspend the agreement It has gtven In Article 1 of this
tmplementtng Agreement In whole or In part to prevent a significant increase
in the rtsk of nuclear prollferatton or In the threat to its national security
caused by excepttonal cases such as a matertal breach by the other Party of the
Treaty on the Non-Prollferatlon
of Nuclear Weapons or ulthdraual therefrom, or
a matertal breach by the other Party of Its safeguards agreement with the IAEA.
of the Implementtng Agreement or of the Agreement for Co-operation
Associated

documents

Among the associated documents are two proposed 'subsequent arrangements' under the Atomtc Energy Act requtred for gtvtng effect to certain provtslons of the Implementing Agreement
a proposed subsequent arrangement under
the United States-Norway Agreement for Peaceful Nuclear Co-operation relating
to the return of small quanttties of Irradiated nuclear matertal from Norway
to Japan, and a proposed subsequent arrangement under the United States-EURATDM
Addlttonal Agreement for Co-operatton concerning Peaceful Uses of Atomtc
Energy, uhlch provtdes for the return of plutonium from EURAlOM to Japan

*
l

l

After submtsslon of the Agreement to the Congress, a thlrty-day consultatton period between Prestdentlal representatives and cogntsant Congresstonal
comntttees concerning the consistency of the Agreement wtth the requtrements
of the Atomtc Energy Act follows
After that, a period of slxty days of contlnuous session must elapse. during uhtch Congresstonal hearlngs must be held
If the Congress takes no action to disapprove the Agreement by joint resolutton durtng the period. the Agreement can then be brought Into force.
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. IAEA - NEA

JOINT PROlOCOL RELATING TO THE APPLICAllON OF THE
VIENNA CONVLNTION AND THE PARIS CONVENlION'

THE CONTRAClING

PARTIES

HAVING REGARD to the Vienna Convention
Damage of 21st My
1963;

on Civil Liability

for Nuclear

HAVING REGARD to the Parls Convention on Third Party Liability in the
Field of Nuclear Energy of 29th July 1960 as amended by the Additional Protocol
of 28th January 1964 and by the Protocol of 16th November 1982.
CONSIDERING that the Vienna Convention and the Paris Convention
similar in substance and that no State is at present a Party to both
Conventions;

are

CONVINCED that adherence to either Convention by Parties to the other
Convention could lead to difficulties resulting fron the simultaneous appllcation of both Conventions to a nuclear incident. and
DESIROUS to establish a link between the Vienna Convention and the Paris
Convention by mutually extending the benefit of the special regime of civil
liability for nuclear damage set forth under each Convention and to elinlnate
conflicts arising from the simultaneous application of both Conventions to a
nuclear incident.
HAVE AGREED as follows-

*

See note on the Joint Protocol under 'OECD Nuclear
issue of the Bulletin
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Energy Agency'

in this

Article

I

In this Protocol
(a)

'Vienna Convention' means the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for
Nuclear Damage of 21st flay 1963 and any amendamt
thereto which is in
force for a Contracting Party to this Protocol,

(b)

'Paris Convention' means the Paris Convention on Third Party Liability
in the Field of Nuclear Energy of 29th July 1960 and any amendment
thereto which is in force for a Contracting Party to this Protocol

Article

For the purposes

II

of this Protocol

(a)

the operator of a nuclear installation situated in the territory of a
Party to the Vienna Convention shall be liable in accordance with that
Convention for nuclear damage suffered in the territory of a Party to
both the Paris Convention and this Protocol,

(b)

the operator of a nuclear installation situated in the territory of a
Party to the Paris Convention shall be liable in accordance with that
Convention for nuclear damage suffered in the territory of a Party to
both the Vienna Convention and this Protocol.

Article

III

1
Either the Vienna Convention or the Paris Convention
nuclear incident to the exclusion of the other.

shall apply to a

2.
In the case of a nuclear incident occurring in a nuclear installation,
the applicable Convention shall be that to which the State is a Party within
whose territory that installation is situated
3
In the case of a nuclear incident outside a nuclear installation and
involving nuclear material in the course of carriage, the applicable Convention
shall be that to which the State is a Party within whose territory the nuclear
installation is situated whose operator is liable pursuant to either
Article II l(b) and (c) of the Vienna Conventlon or Article 4(a) and (b) of the
Paris Convention
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Article

IV

1
Articles I to XV of the Vienna Convention shall be applied, with respect
to the Contracting Parties to this Protocol which are Parties to the Paris
Convention, in the same manner as between Parties to the Vienna Convention
2
Articles 1 to 14 of the Paris Convention shall be applied, with respect
to the Contracting Parties to this Protocol which are Parties to the Vienna
Convention. in the same manner as between Parties to the Paris Convention

Article

V

This Protocol shall be open for signature, from
until
the date of its entry into force, at the Headquarters of the-International
Atomic Energy Agency by all States which have signed. ratified or acceded to
either the Vienna Convention or the Paris Convention

Article

VI

1
This Protocol is subject to ratification. acceptance, approval or
accession
Instruments of ratification, acceptance or approval shall only be
accepted fron States Party to either the Vienna Convention or the Paris Convention
Any such State which has not signed this Protocol may accede to it
2
The instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession shall
be deposited with the Director general of the International Atomic Energy
Agency, who is hereby designated as the depositary of this Protocol

Article

VII

1.
This Protocol shall come into force three months after the date of
deposit of instruments of ratification. acceptance. approval or accession by
at least 5 States Party to the Vienna Convention and 5 States Party to the
Paris Convention.
For each State ratifying, accepting, approving or acceding
to this Protocol after the deposit of the above-mentioned instruments, this
Protocol shall enter into force three months after the date of deposit of the
instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession
2
This Protocol shall remain in force as long as both the Vienna Conven.
tion and the Paris Convention are in force
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Article

1.
Any Contracting Party may denounce
tion to the depositary.

VIII

this Protocol

by written

notifica-

2.
Denunciation shall take effect one year after the date on which the
notification is received by the depositary

Article

IX

1.
Any Contracting Party which ceases to be a Party to either the Vienna
Convention or the Paris Convention shall notify the depositary of the termlna
tion of the application of that Convention with respect to it and of the date
such termination takes effect
This Protocol shall cease to apply to a Contracting Party which has
2
terminated application of either the Vienna Convention or the Paris Convention
on the date such termination takes effect

Article

X

The depositary shall promptly notify Contracting Parties and [States
invited to the Conference on . . .
. ..I as well as the Secretary General of
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development of
(a)

each signature

of this Protocol,

(b)

each deposit of an instrument of ratification. acceptance,
approval or accession concerning this Protocol;

(C)

the entry

('8

any denunciation,

(e)

any information

into force of this Protocol;
and
received

pursuant

Article

to Article

XI

XI

The original of this Protocol, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English,
French, Russian and Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited
with the depositary, who shall send certified copies to Contracting Parties
and [States invited to the Conference on
.
.I as well as the
Secretary General of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development
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l

Australia
AUSTRALIAN

NUCLEAR SCIENCE AN0 TECHNOLOGY
BRBABISATITM ACT 1987
No. 3 of 1987

Entered

into force on 26th April 1987

PART I - PRELIMINARY

Short title
1 This Act may be cited as the Australian
nology Organisation Act 1987

Nuclear

Science and Tech

Comencement
2. This Act shall come into operation
Proclamation

on a day to be fixed by

Interpretation
3. (1) In this Act. unless the contrary intention appears
.appoint' includes re-appoint.
'appointed metier' means a nenber of the Board other than the Executive
Director;
'Board' means the Board of Directors of the organisation.
nChairpersonm means Chairperson of the Board;
'comencing
day. means the day of comencement
of this Act.
'Deputy Chairperson* means Deputy Chairperson of the Board.
Vmployeev
means an employee referred to in sub-section 24(l).
'Executive Director' means the Executive Director of the Organisation.
'menRrer of the staff of the Organisationv means
(a) the Executive Director. or
(b) an officer or employee,
@non-staff member' means a me&er
of the Board who is not a member of
the staff of the Organization:
'officer' means an officer referred to in sub-section 24(l).
'Organisation
means the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation constituted under this Act;
@securities* includes stocks, debentures, debenture stocks, notes,
bonds, promissory notes. bills of exchange and similar instruments or
documents.
'share'. in relation to a company, means a share in the capital of the
company and includes stock.
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(2) The question whether a company is a subsidiary of the Organisation shall be determined in the same manner as the question whether a corporation is a subsidiary of another corporation is determined for the purposes of
the Companies Act 1981

reference

(3) A reference
to

in this Act to dealing with securities

includes a

(a) creating. executing, entering into, drawing, making, accepting,
indorsing. issuing. discounting. selling, purchasing.or reselling securities,
(b) creating. selling, purchasing
respect of securities, and
(c) entering into agreements
securities

or reselling

rights or options

or other arrangements

relating

in

to

PART II - AUSTRALIAN NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND
TECUNOLOGY ORMNISATION

Establishment

of Organisation

4 (1) The body corporate that was. inxnediately before the comnencing
day in existence by virtue of section B of the Atomic Energy Act 1953 under
the name Australian Atomic Energy Comnission continues in existence by force
of this sub-section as a body corporate, under and subject to the provisions
of this Act, under the name Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation.
(2) The Organisation
(a) shall have a seal, and
(b) may sue and be sued

judicial
document

Functions

(3) All courts, judges and persons acting judicially
notice of the imprint of the seal of the Organisation
and shall presume that the document was duly sealed

shall take
appearing on a

of Organisation

5. (1) The functions
(a) to undertake
(I)
(ii)

of the Organisation
research

nuclear

are

and development

science and nuclear

in relation

to

technology,

the production and use of radioisotopes, and the use of
isotopic techniques and nuclear radiation, for medicine,
science, industry, conxnerce and agriculture, and
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(iii)

such other matters as the Minister directs,

(b)

to encourage and facilitate the application and utllisation
the results of such research and development;

(c)

to provide and sell goods (whether produced by the Organisatlon
or purchased or otherwise acquired by the Organisation) and
services
(I)

(ii)

of

in connection with the production and use of radioisotopes, and the use of isotopic techniques and nuclear
radiation, for medicine. science, industry, coanrerce and
agriculture, or
OtheNiSe
vities,

in connection

with matters

related to its acti-

(d)

to act as a means of liaison between Australia
tries in matters related to its activities;

(e)

to provide advice on aspects of nuclear science and nuclear
technology and other matters related to Its activities,

(f)

to co-operate with appropriate authorities of the Cotnnonwealth.
the States and the Territories, and with other organisations and
institutions in Australia or elsewhere. in matters related to
its activities;

(9) /

to publish scientific and technical reports, periodicals
papers on matters related to its activities,
I

(h)

to collect and sell or distribute, as appropriate,
and advice on matters related to its activities,

(3)

to arrange for the training of scientific and research workers.
and the establishment and award of scientific research studentships and fellowships. in matters related to its actlvitles,

(k)

to make grants in aid of research
activities, and

(ml

to make arrangements with universities and other educational
research institutions, professional bodies and other persons
the conduct of research or of other activities in matters
related to its activities

into matters

and other coun-

and

Information

related to its

for

shall
(2) The Organisation
.
_
-not undertake research or development
_ .
into the design or production of nuclear weapons or otner nuclear explosive
devices
(3) In undertaking its functions the Organisation shall have regard
to the national science and energy policy objectives of the Comnonwalth
Government
N n

Sub-paragraphs

(1) and (1) do not exist in the Act - Same for Article 6
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(4) The Minister shall not give a direction under sub-paragraph
(l)(a)(iii) to the Organisation to undertake research or development in relation to a matter unless the Minister is satisfied that research or development
by the Organisation in relation to that matter would be an effective use of
the staff of the Organisation. and would not duplicate unnecessarily any
activity being carried on, or proposed to be carried on, by any other agency
or authority of the Comnonuealth
(5) The Organisatlon may perform its functions to the extent only
that they are not in excess of the functions that may be conferred on it by
virtue of any of the legislative powers of the Parliament, and, in particular.
may perform its functions

(a)

in so far as it Is appropriate for those functions to be performed by the Organisation on behalf of the Government of the
Comnonuealth as the national Government of Australia,

(b)

for purposes for which it is appropriate for the Parliament as
the national Parliament of Australia to authorise the Organlsation to perform functions,

(c)

by way of expenditure of money that is available for the purposes
of the Organisation in accordance with an appropriation made by
the Parliament,

Cd)

in the course of, or in relation to, trade and conxnerce with
other countries, among the States, between Territortes or
between a Territory and a State,

(e)

for purposes

related to external

(0

for purposes

in or in relation

affairs,

and

to a Territory

General powers of Grganisation
6 (1) Subject to this Act. the Organisation has power to do all things
necessary or convenient to be done for or in connection with the performance
of its functions and, in particular, has power:

(a)

to enter

into contracts;

(b)

to acquire.

(c)

to occupy, use and control any land or building owned or held
under lease by the Cormmnwalth
and made available for the purposes of the Organisation.

Cd)

to erect buildings

(e)

to form, or participate
nership,

(0

to appoint agents and attorneys,
other persons;

hold and dispose

of real or personal

and structures

and carry out works.

in the formatlon

-
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property,

of, a company or part-

and to act as an agent for

(g) to engage persons to perform

services for the Organisation.

(h) to design, produce. construct
ties, and
(j) to do anything

Australia

1

on formation

(1)

of capanies.

The Organisation

and facili-

to any of its powers

(2) The powers of the Organisation

limitations

Mnister

incidental

and operate equipment

may be exercised

within

or outside

k.

shall not, without

the written

approval

shares in. or debentures
(a) subscribe for, or purchase
securities of, a company, or

of the

or other

(b) form, or participate in the formation of, a company that would,
upon its formation, be a subsidiary of the Organisatlon
(2)

An approval

under sub-section

(1).

(a)

may be of general application or may relate to a particular
pany or proposed company, and

(b)

may be given subject to conditions
the instrument of approval

or restrictions

com-

set out in

to .sub-section
(3) Subject
..
.(4). where the Organisation
. .
_ subscribes
.
for or purchases snares in. or aebentures or otner securstles or. a company,
the Minister shall:
(a) cause to be prepared a statement setting out particulars
the reasons for. the subscription or purchase, and

of, and

(b) cause a copy of the statement to be laid before each House of
the Parliament within fifteen sitting days of that House after
(I)

(ii)

subject to sub-paragraph
chase took place; or

(ii). the subscription

or pur-

if the Minister is of the opinion that the disclosure of
the subscription or purchase would affect adversely the
conercial
interests of the Organisation. the Minister
ceases to be of that opinion

(4) Where the Organisation holds a controlling interest In a company,
the Organisation shall ensure that the company does not do any act or thing
that the Organisation is not itself empowered to do
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PART III - ME

Establishment

BOARD

of Board

8. There is established by this section a Board of Directors
Organisation. uhich shall be constituted as provided by section 9

Composition

of the

of Board

9. (1) the Board shall consist of the Executive
than two nor more than six other members
(2) The members
by the Governor-General.

other than the Executive

Director

Director

(3) The appointed members may be appointed
bers or as part-time members

and not fewer

shall be appointed

either as full-time

mem-

(4) A person who has attained the age of sixty-five years shall not
be appointed as a full-time member and a member shall not be appointed as a
full-time member for a period that extends beyond the day on which the person
will attain the age of sixty-five years
(5) The Governor-General shall appoint one of the members to be the
Chairperson of the Board and another of the members to be the Deputy Chairperson of the Board.
(6) The Chairperson may be referred to as the Chairman or the Chairwoman. and the Deputy Chairperson may be referred to as the Oeputy Chairman or
the Deputy ChaiNMMII.
as the case requires
(7) A member of the stafF of the Organisation other than the Executive Director shall not be appointed as a member of the Board if:
(a) the nutier of non-staff metiers does not constitute
of the members of the Board, or

a majority

(b) as a result of the appointment. the number of non-staff
would not constitute such a majority.

members

(B) An appointed member holds office for such period, not exceedtng
five years, as is specified In the instrument of appointment of the member but
he or she is eligible for re-appointment
(9) The member who is the Chairperson or the Deputy Chairperson
ceases to be the Chairperson or Deputy Chairperson. as the case may be. If he
or she ceases to be a member
(10) The Rlnister may appoint a person to be a deputy of a specified
member other than the Chairperson, the Deputy Chairperson or the Executive
Director.
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(11) If a member other than the Chairperson, the Deputy Chalrperson
or the Executive Director is absent from a meetinr of the Board. the deoutv of
that nenber may attend the meeting in place of thk mef&er and..when so'atbnding, shall be deemed to be a nenber.
(12) The performance of the functions, or the exercise of the powers,
of the Board is not affected because of a vacancy in the office of Executive
Director or because there is only one appointed metier for a period of not
more than three months

Functions

of Board

10. (1) The functions of the Board are to ensure the proper and efficient performance of the functions of the Organisation and, subject to
section 11. to determine the policy of the Organisation with respect to any
matter
(2) In perfoming
its functions, the Board shall have regard to the
current policies of the Coranonwealth Government in relation to matters within
the functions of the Organisation.

Directions

to Board

11. (1) Uhere the Minister is satisfied that it is desirable in the
public interest to do so. the Minister may, by notice In writing to the Chalrperson, give directions to the Board with respect to the performance of the
functions, or the exercise of the powers, of the Organisation

Minister

(2) The Board shall ensure that any directions
under sub-section (1) are complied with

Remuneration

given to it by the

and allouances

12. (1) The non-staff lenders
(a) ;;:h remuneration

(b) such allowances

shall be paid

as is determined

by the Remuneratlon

Tribunal,

as are prescribed.

(2) The deputy of a member of the Board shall be pald. in respect
of the deputy's attendance at a meeting of the Board
(a) such fee as is determined
(b) such allowance

by the Remuneration

Trlbunal.

and

as is prescribed.

(3) This section has effect subject to the Remuneratlon
Act 1973.
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Tribunals

Resignation
13
An appointed member may resign from office by writing
member and delivered to the Governor-General

Temination

signed by the

of appointment

14. (1) The Governor-General may terminate the appointment of an
appointed member for misbehaviour or physical or mental incapacity
(2) If an appointed

member-

(a) becomes bankrupt, applies to take the benefit of any law for
the relief of bankrupt or insolvent debtors, compounds with
creditors or makes an assignment of remuneration for their
benefit,
(b) is absent(1)

(ii)

in the case of the Chairperson, except on leave of
absence granted by the Minister. or
in any other case, except on leave of absence granted
the Chairperson,

from three consecutive

meetings

of the Board, or

(c) fails. without reasonable excuse,
obligations under section 15.
the Governor-General

Disclosure

shall terminate

by

to comply wlth his or her

the appointment

of the member

of interests

15. (1) A member who has a direct or indirect pecuniary interest in a
matter being considered or about to be considered by the Board shall, as soon
as possible after the relevant facts have come to the member's knowledge, disclose the nature of the interest at a meeting of the Board.
(2) A disclosure under sub-section (1) shall be recorded in the
minutes of the meeting of the Board and the member, unless the Ilinister or the
Board OtheNiSe
determines, shall not
(a) be present during any deliberation
that matter, or
(b) ta:taeart

in any decision

of the Board with respect to

of the Board with respect to that

(3) For the purpose of the making of a determination by the Board
under sub-section (2) in relation to a member who has made a disclosure under
sub-section (1). a member who has a direct or indirect pecuniary interest in
the matter to which the disclosure relates shall not:
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(a) be present during any deliberation
of making the determination. or

of the Board for the purpose

(b) take part in the making by the Board of the determination

Meetings
16.

of tToard
(1) The Chairperson
(a) shall convene such meetings of the Board as the Chatrperson
considers necessary for the efficient performance of the functions of the Board; and
(b) shall convene a meeting of the Board on receipt of a written
request signed by not fewer than two other metiers

(2) The Minister may convene such meetings
ister considers necessary
(3) The Chairperson
which he or she 1s present

of the Board as the llln

shall preside at all meetings

(4) Where the Chairperson
(a) the Deputy Chairperson

of the Board at

is not present at a meeting

of the Board

shall preside at the meeting.

or

(b) if the Deputy Chairperson is not present al the meeting
the
nenbers present shall appoint one of thelr number to preside at
the meeting
(5) Subject to sub-section (6) and to sub-section
ing of the Board. a quorum is constituted if-

lB(3). at a meet-

(a) the nulnber of nenbers present constitute a majority
bers for the time being holding office, and
(b) a majority

of the nenbers

present are non-staff

of the mem

members

(6) Where. by reason of sub-section 15(2). a me&er
Is not present
at a meeting of the Board during a deliberation of the Board with respect to a
matter but(a)

there would be a quorum

(b) a majority

1f that lnenber were present, and

of the remaining nenbers are non-staff

members.

the remaining nenbers present constitute a quorum for the purpose of any dellb
eration or decision of the Board at that meeting with respect to that matter
(7) Questions arising at a meetlng of the Board shall be determined
by a majority of the votes of the nenbers present and voting
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(8) The person presiding at a meeting of the Board has a deliberatlve vote and, in the event of an equality of votes, also has a casting vote

Acting appointments
17
(1) At any time when there is a vacancy in the office of Chairperson
(whether or not an appotntment has prevtously been made to the office) or the
Chairperson Is absent from duty or from Australia or is. for any other reason,
unable to perform the functions of Chairperson. the Deputy Chairperson or a
person acting as Deputy Chairperson under sub-sectton (2) shall act as Chairperson.
(2) The Minister

may appoint a rnenber to act as Deputy Chairperson

(a) during a vacancy in the office of Deputy Chairperson (whether
or not an appointment has previously been made to the office),
or
(b) during any period, or during all periods, when the Deputy Chairperson Is absent from duty or from Australia or is. for any
other reason (including the reason that the Deputy Chairperson
is acting as Chairperson) unable to perform the duties of the
office of Deputy Chairperson,
but a person appointed to act during a vacancy
for more than twelve months

shall not continue

so to act

(3) While a person is acting in an office under this section, the
person may exercise all the powers. and shall perform all the functions. of
the holder of the office
(4) An appointment of a person under this section may be expressed
to have effect only jn such circumstances as are specified In the instrument
of appotntment.
(5) The T4lnister may
(a) determine the terms and conditions. including remuneration and
allowances, if any. on wblch a person Is to act under this section; and
(b) terminate

an appointment

under this section at any time.

(6) Where a person Is acting in the office of Deputy Chairperson
under paragraph (2)(b) and the office becomes vacant while the person Is so
acting, then, subject to sub-section (4). the person may continue so to act
until the Mnister
OtheNiSe
directs, the vacancy is filled, or a period of
twelve months from the date on which the vacancy occurred expires, whichever
first occurs
(7) The appointment of a person under this section ceases to have
effect if the person resigns the appointment by writing signed by the person
and delivered to the Mnister
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(B) The validity of anything done by or in relation to a person
purporting to act in an offlce under this sectton shall not be called In ques
tion on the ground that
(a) in the case of a person purporting to act under sub-section
- the occasion for the person to act had not arisen or had
ceased; or

(1)

(b) in the case of a person purporting to act pursuant to an
appointment under sub-section (2) - the occasion for the
appointment had not arisen, there was a defect or irregularity
in or in connection with the appointment, the appolntment had
ceased to have effect or the occasion for the person to act had
not arisen or had ceased.

PART IV - EXECUTIVE

Executive

DIRECTOR

Director

18
(1) There shall be an Executive
shall be appointed by the Board

Director

of the Organlsatlon.

who

(2) A person uho has attained the age of sixty-five years shall not
be appointed as Executive Director and a person shall not be appointed as
Executive Director for a period that extends beyond the day on which the person will attain the age of sixty-five years.
(3) A nenber

of the staff of the Organisation

(a) be present during a deliberation
the appointment of the Executive

shall not

of the Board with respect to
Director. or

(b) take part in the making of a decision with respect to such an
appointment,
and a quorum for the purposes of such a deliberation or decision
of the non-staff nenbers for the time being holding office

Duties of Executive

is a majority

Director

19. (1) The Executive Director shall manage the affairs of the Organisatlon subject to the directions of, and in accordance with policies determined by, the Board
(2) All acts and things done in the name of, or on behalf of, the
Organisation by the Executive Director shall be deemed to have been done by
the Organisation
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Tenure of Executive

Director

20
(1) The Executive Director shall hold office for such period, not
exceeding five years, as is specified in the instrument of his or her appointment, but is eligible for re-appointment
(2) The Executive Director holds office, subject to this Part, on
such terms and conditions as are determined by the Board

Remuneration
21.
determined

Oirector

and allowances

(1) The Executive Director shall be paid such remunation
by the Remuneration Tribunal

as is

(2) Subject to the Remuneration Tribunals Act 1973. the Executive
shall be paid such allowances as are determined by the Board

Disclosure

of interests

22
The Executive Director shall give written notice to the Uinister of
all direct or indirect pecuniary interests that the Executive Oirector has or
acquires in any business.

Acting

Executive
23.

Director

(1) The Board may appoint a person to act as Executive

Director:

(a) during a vacancy in the office of Executive Director, whether
or not an appointment has previously been made to the office, or
(b) during any period, or during all periods. when the Executive
Director is absent from duty or from Australia or is. for any
other reason, unable to perform the functions of the office.
but a person appointed to act during a vacancy
for more than twelve months

shall not continue

so to act

(2) An appointment of a person under sub-section (1) may be
expressed to have effect only in such circumstances as are specified in the
instrument of appointment
(3) The Board may
(a) determine the terms and conditions of appointment, excluding
remuneration and allowances. of a person acting as Executive
Director. and
(b) terminate

such an appointment
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at any time

(4) An officer uho is acting as Executive Director shall continue
to be paid the remuneration and allowances payable to the offer as such an
officer but shall also be paid
(a) so much of any remuneration
as exceeds the remuneration
officer.

payable to the Executive Director
that so continues to be paid to the

(b) so much of any allowance payable to the Executive Director as
exceeds the corresponding allowance that so continues to be paid
to the officer, and
(c) If an allowance is payable to the Executive Director in respect
of which there is no corresponding allowance payable to the
officer - that allowance
(5) Uhere a person is acting as Executive Director in accordance
with paragraph (l)(b) and the office of Executive Director becornes vacant while
that person is so acting, then, subject to sub-section (2). that person may
continue so to act until the Board otherwise directs. the vacancy is filled or
a period of twelve months from the date on which the vacancy occurred explres.
whichever first happens
(6) The appointment of a person to act as Executive Director ceases
to have effect if the person resigns the appointment by writing signed by the
person and delivered to the Chairperson
(7) While a person is acting as Executive Olrector. the person may
exercise all the powers, and shall perform all the functions and duties. of
the Executive Director under this Act
(8) The validity of anything done by or in relation to a person
purporting to act under sub-section (1) shall not be called in questlon on the
ground that the occasion for the appointment had not arlsen. that there was a
defect or irregularity in or in connectlon with the appointment, that the
appointment had ceased to have effect or that the occasion for the person to
act had not arisen or had ceased

PART V - THE STAFF OF THE ORMBISATIBR

Staff of Organisation
24.
(1) The Executive Director may appoint such officers and engage
such employees as the Board thinks necessary for the purposes of this Act
(2) The Executive Director may arrange with the Secretary of any
Department of the Australian Public Service, or with a body established by an
Act. for the services of officers or employees of that Department or of that
body to be made available to the Organisation
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(3) The terms and conditions of service or employment of persons
appointed or engaged under sub-section (1) are such as are determined by the
Board with the approval of the Public Service Board

PART VI - SAFETY

Establishment

and functions

REVIEU

of Nuclear Safety Bureau

25
(1) The Board shall appoint such members of the staff of the Organisation as the Board determines to constitute a Nuclear Safety Bureau
(2) The Nuclear Safety Bureau is responsible to the flinister for
monitoring and reviewing the safety of any nuclear plant operated by the
Organisation

performance
the Board

(3) The Nuclear Safety Bureau is responsible to the Board for the
of such other functions (if any) as are assigned to the Bureau by

(4) In this section
'nuclear plant' means a nuclear reactor or assembly of fissionable
material in respect of which criticality is contemplated or
possible,
'nuclear reactor' means a facility or device. including any plant
associated with such a facility or device, in which a controlled
nuclear chain reaction can be maintained without an additional
source of neutrons

Safety Revieu Connittee
26.
(1) The Binister
Review Coamiittee

shall establish

a Coinvittee under the name Safety

(2)

The functions

of the Conanittee are

(a)

from time to time as the Comnittee considers appropriate, to
review and assess the effectiveness of the standards, practices
and procedures adopted by the Organisation to ensure the safety
of its operations,

(b)

either on its own initiative or at the request of the Minister
or of the Board, to investigate any matter arising out of the
operations of the Organisation that may have adverse consequences or implications in relatlon to the safety of those
operations,

(cl

either on its own initiative or at the request of the Mnister.
to furnish advice to the Rinister on matters referred to in
paragraphs (a) and (b). and
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(d) either on its own initiative or at the request of the Board. to
furnish advice to the Board on matters referred to In
paragraphs (a) and (b)
(3) A reference in this section to the safety of the operations of
the Organisation is a reference to the safety of the members of the staff of
the Organisation and of the public in relation to those operations
(4) The Comittee
shall, as soon as possible after 30th June in
each year, prepare and submit to the Minister and to the Board a report of Its
operations during the year that ended on that date.
(5) The Coasalttee may subnit to the Minister and to the Board such
other reports relating to the operations of the Comnittee as the Comnittee
considers appropriate
(6) The Iiinister shall cause a copy of each report received by the
Uinister under sub section (4) to be laid before each House of the Parliament
within fifteen sitting days of that House after the report is received by the
Minister.
(7) The fiinister may cause a copy
ster under sub section (5) to be laid before
the Minister considers that the report is of
the report being brought to the attention of

of a report received by the Mini
each House of the Parliament if
sufficient importance to justify
the Parliament

(B) For the purpose of the performance of its functions, the Corn
mittee may obtain advice or assistance from any metier of the staff of the
Organisation
(9) The Cornnittee shall consist of such persons (not being fewer
than two. nor more than six, in nuder)
as the Minister from time to time
appoints
(10) In making appointments to the Comnittee the Minister shall ensure
that a majority of the members of the Committee are persons who are not mem
bers of the staff of the Organisatlon
(11) The Minister shall appoint one of the members of the Committee
to be the Chairperson of the Comittee
and another of the members of the Corn
mittee to be the Deputy Chairperson of the Committee
(12) The Chairperson of the Connittee may be referred to as the
Chairman of the Cofnaittee or the Chat-n
of the Cornaittee. and the Deputy
Chairperson of the Connittee may be referred to as the Deputy Chairman of the
Cornaittee or the Deputy Chairwoman of the Cornnlttee. as the case requires
(13) A metier of the Cornaittee may resign from office by writing
signed by the nenber and dellvered to the Chairperson of the Board
(14) At a meeting

of the Colrnittee

(a) if the Chairperson
shall preside;

of the Coanittee

is present

he or she

(b) if the Chairperson
Deputy Chairperson
shall preside. or

of the Consnlttee is not present but the
of the Cooxaittee is present - he or she

(c) in any other case - the members of the Coaxnittee present
elect one of thetr number to preside

shall

(15) SubJect to sub-section (14). the Rlnlster may determlne the procedure to be followed at or In relation to meetings of the Coaxnittee. includ+ng matters with respect to
(a) the convening

of meetings

(b) the number of members
quorum, and

of the Comnittee.

of the Comnittee

(c) the manner in which questions
mittee are to be decided.

arising

who are to constitute

at a meeting

and the Ulnlster shall cause the Coaxnfttee to be notified
determination under thfs sub-section

a

of the Com-

fn urlting

of any

(16) If the Hlnister decides that the members of the Coaxnlttee should
be remunerated, those members shall be paid such remuneration as is determined
by the Remuneration Tribunal
(17) Members
prescribed

Tribunals

of the Coaxaittee shall be paid such allowances

(18) Sub-section
Act 1973

(16) and (17) have effect

as are

subject to the Remuneration

PART VII - FIDANCE

Money of Drganisation
27
(1) There is payable to the Organisation such money as Is appropriated by the Parliament for the purposes of the Organisatlon
(2) The Minister for Finance may give directions as to the amounts
in which. and the times at uhtch. money referred to in sub-section (1) is to
be paid to the Organlsatlon
(3) The money of the Organisatlon

shall be applied

only

(a) in payment or discharge of the expenses, charges, obligations
and llabiltties incurred or undertaken by the Organisation in
the performance of Its functions and the exercise of its powers,
(b) in payment of remuneration
Act. and

and allowances
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payable under this

(c) in making any other payments
by the Organtsation.

required or permitted

to be made

(4) Money of the Organisatlon not irnnedlately required for the pur
poses of the Organisatlon may be invested
(a) on deposit with the Reserve Bank of Australia
approved by the Treasurer,
(b) in securities

of the Coanonwealth.

(c) in any other manner approved

or any other bank

or

by the Treasurer.

Estbtes
28
(1) The Board shall prepare estimates, in such form as the Minister
directs, of the receipts and expenditure of the Drganlsatlon for each flnanclal
year and, if the Illnister so directs, for any other period speclfted by the
Minister. and the Board shall submit estimates so prepared to the Mlnlster not
later than such date as the Minister directs
(2) The money of the Organisation shall not be expended otherwise
than in accordance with estimates of expenditure approved by the Min)ster

Appllcatlon

to Organisatlnn

of Dlvlslon

3 of Part XI of Audit Act

29
(1) It is hereby declared that the Drganisation is a public author
ity to which Division 3 of Part X1 of the Audit Act 1901 applies
(2) For the purposes of the appllcatlon in relation to the Organis
ation of Division 3 of Part XI of the Audit Act 1901 by virtue of sub
section (1). a reference in that Division to the approprlate Mnlster
shall be
read as a reference to the Minister administering this Act
(3) The Organlsatlon shall, in each report prepared
section 6311 of the Audit Act 1901 [as that section applies in
Organisation by virtue of sub-sectlon (l)] include particulars
tlon given by the Rlnister to the Board under section 11 that
relation to the financial year to which the report relates

Exemption

fra

pursuant to
relation to the
of each direc
is applicable in

taxation

30.
(1) The Organlsatlon is not subject to taxation under any law of
the Cwnaonwealth. of a State or of a Territory.
(2) Stamp duty or any similar tax is not payable under a law of the
Comnonwalth.
of a State or of a Territory in respect of
(a) a security

issued by the Drganlsation.
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(b) the issue. redemption, transfer, sale or purchase of such a
security, not including a transaction entered into without consideration or for an inadequate consideration, or
(c) a document executed by or on behalf of the Organisation. or any
transaction. in relation to the borrowing of money by the
Organisation

Contracts
31. The Organlsatlon
ster. enter into a contract
tlon of an amount exceeding

Borroulng

fra

shall not. except with the approval of the Mniinvolving the payment or receipt by the Organisa$200 000

the Cmnuealth

32. The Minister for Finance may. on behalf of the Cormronwealth. out of
money approprlated by the Parliament for the purpose. lend money to the Organlsatlon at such rates of interest and on such other terms and conditions as
that Minister determines ln writing

Borrowing

otherwise

than from the Cormaonuealth

33
(1) The Organisatlon may, with the approval of the Treasurer. borrou
lnoney otherwise than from the Conxsonuealth on terms and conditions that are
specified in. or are consistent with. the approval
(2) Approvals
of particular borrowings
fled class, or specified

for the purposes of sub-section (1) may be in respect
or In respect of borrowings included within a speclclasses, of borroulngs

(3) The Treasurer may, on behalf of the Coaxnonwealth. guarantee the
repayment by the Organlsation of amounts borrowed under this section and the
payment of interest on amounts so borrowed
(4) An approval

under sub-section

(1) shall be given

in wrltlng.

Deallngs with securities
34.
(1) The Organlsatlon may. with the approval
not otherwise, deal with securities.

of the Treasurer

but

(2) Where the Organlsation borrows or otherwise ralses money by
deallng wlth securities. the Treasurer may determine that the repayment by the
Organisation of the amounts borrowed or ralsed. and the payment by the Organlsatlon of interest (if any) on those amounts. are. by force of this subsection, guaranteed by the Coaxnonwealth
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(3) lhe power of the lreasurer to make a determination
poses of sub-sectlon (2) extends to the making of a determination
of
(a) securities included
of securities. and

in a specifted

class, or specified

(b) transactlons included in a specified
classes, of transactions
(4) An approval

Organlsatlon
35.

my

under sub-sectlon

for the pur
in respect

classes,

class, or specified

(1) shall be given In writing

give security

lhe Drganisation

may give security

over the whole or any part of its

assets
(a) for the repayment of money borrowed under section 33 and the
payment of any money that the Organisation is otherwise llable
to pay in respect of those borrowings. and
(b) for the payment of any money that the Drganisation is llable to
pay in respect of dealings with securities under section 34.
including. but without limiting the generality of the foregoing, security for
the payment of interest (if any) on money borrowed or otherwise raised by the
Organlsation

Borrowings

not otherwise

permltted

36
lhe Organisation
In accordance with sections

Caaerclal

shall not borrow.
32. 33 and 34

or otherwlse

raise, money except

revenue

37.
(1) In this section. a reference to the comnercial revenue received
by the Organisation shall be construed as a reference to amounts of a revenue
nature received by the Organlsation in the course of the performance of its
functions
(2) Subject to sub-section (3). any coasaerclal revenue received by
the Organisation shall be paid into the Consolidated Revenue Fund
(3) If the fflnlster and the Minister for Finance approve, the
Organtsatlon may retain the whole or a part of the cormwclal
revenue received
by the Organisatlon fn a financial year but any comnercial revenue so retained
shall be applied in such manner as the Minister determines
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PART VIII - MISCELLANEOUS

Gifts. grants,

k

38. Subject to the approval of the Uinlster. the Organlsatlon may accept
gifts, grants, bequests and devises made to the Organisatlon (whether on trust
or othenlse)
and may act as trustee of money or other property vested in the
Organlsatlon on trust

Trust money
39
(1) The Organlsatlon shall ensure that any money received or held
by the Organisatlon on trust is paid into an account opened and maintained
pursuant to section 635 of the Audit Act 1901 (as that section applies in
relation to the Organlsation by virtue of section 29 of this Act) that does
not, or accounts referred to in that section that do not, contain any money of
the Organisation not held on trust
(2) Notwithstandlng

sections

27. 28 and 29

(a) money or other property held by the Organlsatlon on trust shall
be applied or dealt with only in accordance with the powers and
duties of the Organisatlon as trustee, and
(b) money held by the Drganlsatlon
1)

11)

on trust may be invested*

in any manner in which the Drganisatlon is authorised
Invest that money by the terms of the trust. or

to

in any manner in which trust money may, for the time
being, be invested under law.

but not otherulse.
(3) Section 63K of the Audit Act 1901 (as that section applies in
relation to the Organlsatlon by virtue of section 29 of thls Act) has effect
as if(a) the reference in that section to the transactions and affalrs
of the Organlsation included a reference to transactions and
affalrs relatlng to money or property received or held by the
Organisatlon on trust, and
(b) the reference in that section to payments out of the money of
the Drganlsation included a reference to payments out of money
held by the Organisatlon on trust

relation
as if-

(4) Section 63L of the Audit Act 1901 (as that sectlon applies in
to the Organlsation by virtue of section 29 of this Act) has effect
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(a) the reference in sub-section 63L(l) to financial transactions
of the Organlsatlon included a reference to transactions relating to money received or held by the Drganisatlon on trust.
(b) the reference in sub-section 63L(4) to the receipt of payment
of money the Organlsation included a reference to the receipt
or payment by the Organisatlon of money received or held by the
Drganisatlon on trust; and
(c) the reference in sub-section 63L(4) to the acquisition. receipt,
custody or disposal of assets by the Drganlsation included a
reference to the acquisition. receipt, custody or disposal by
the Drganlsation of assets received or held by the Organisation
on trust.
(5) Estimates referred to In sub-section 28(l) shall not include
estimates of receipts by the Organlsation of money to be held on trust or of
expenditure by the Drganlsatlon of money held on trust

Advisory

Council

4D
Australian

(1) The Winister shall establlsh an Advisory Council under the name
Nuclear Science and Technology Advisory Council
(2) The functions

of the Advisory

Council are

(a) either on its own initiative or at the request of the Uinister.
to furnish advice to the Wlnister on matters relating to, or to
the performance of, the functions of the Organlsation. or
(b) either on its own initiative or at the request of the Board, to
furnish advice to the Board on matters relating to. or to the
performance of, the functions of the Organisation
(3) The Advisory Council shall consist of such persons (not exceeding eleven in number and including at least one ae&er
of the staff of the
Drganisatlon elected by the me&ers
of the staff of the Organlsatlon In such
manner as the Minister approves) as the fllnlster from time to time appolnts
(4) In making appolntnents to the Advisory Council, the Minister
shall ensure that a majority of the me&ers
of the Advisory Council are per
sons who are not nenbers of the staff of the Organlsation
(5) A nenber of the Advisory Council holds office for such period,
not exceeding five years, as is specified in the instrument of appointment of
the nenber. but is eligible for re-appointment.
(6) The llinister shall appoint one of the metiers of the Advisory
Council to be the Chairperson of the Advisory Council and another of the members of the Advisory Council to be the Deputy Chairperson of the Advisory
Council
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(7) The Chairperson of the Advisory Council may be referred to as
the Chairman of the Advisory Council or the Chairwoman of the Advisory Council.
and the Deputy Chairperson of the Advisory Council may be referred to as the
Deputy Chairman of the Advisory Council or the Deputy Chairwoman of the Advisory Council, as the case requires

writing

(8) A member of the Advisory Council may resign from office by
signed by the member and delivered to the Chairperson of the Board.
(9) At a meeting

of the Advisory

(a) if the Chalrperson
she shall preside.

Council

of the Advisory

Council

is present

- he or

(b) if the Chairperson of the Advisory Council is not present but
the Deputy Chairperson of the Advisory Council is present - he
or she shall preside, or
(c) In any other case - the members of the Advlsory
shall elect one of their number to preside

Council present

(10) Subject to sub-sectlon (9). the Minister may determine the procedure to be followed at or in relation to meetings of the Advisory council,
including matters with respect to.
(a) the convening

of meetings

of the Advisory

Council;

(b) the number of members of the Advisory
stitute a quorum. and

Council who are to con-

(c) the manner in which questions arising
sory Council are to be decided,

at a meeting

and the Minister shall cause the Advisory
any determination under this sub-section.

Council

to be notified

of the Advl-

in writing

of

(11) If the Winlster decides that the members of the Advisory Council
should be remunerated, those members shall be paid such remuneration as is
determined by the Remuneration Tribunal
(12) Members
are prescribed

of the Advisory

(13) Sub-sections
tion Tribunals Act 1973

Advisory

Council

shall be paid such allowances

(11) and (12) have effect

as

subject to the Remunera-

committees

(1) Subject to this section, the fflnlster may establish such advl41
sory consaittees as the Minister considers necessary for the purpose of giving
advice to the Board on particular matters or classes of matters relating to
the functions of the Organlsation
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Minister

(2) An advisory crxnalttee shall consist of such persons as the
from time to time appoints.

(3) A member of an advlsory colnlttee
as is specified in the Instrument of appointment
gible for re-appointment

uritlng

holds offlce for such period
of the nenber. but is eli-

(4) A nenber of an advisory cormalttee may resign from office by
signed by the marker and delivered to the Chalrperson of the Board

(5) The number of members of an advisory coaanlttee required to constitute a quorum at a meeting of that advisory conaittee shall be as determined by the Board
(6) If the Minister decides that a nernber of an advisory coaxnittee
should be remunerated. that nenber shall be paid such remuneration as is
determined by the Remuneration Tribunal.
(7) A merdrer of an advisory cormalttee shall be paid such allowances
as are prescribed
(8) Sub-sections
tion Tribunals Act 1973

Delegation

(6) and (7) have effect subject to the Remunera-

by Minister

42.
(1) The Minister may. either generally or as otherulse provided by
the instrument of delegation, by writing signed by the Rinister, delegate to a
person all or any of the Minister's powers under this Act. other than
(a) this power of delegation,

and

(b) the fiinlster's powers under sub-paragraph 5(l)(a)(ili). subsection 9(10). sections 11 and 17. sub-sections 26(l). (2).
(9). (11). (15) and (16) and sections 28. 31. 40 and 46
(2) A power so delegated, when exercised by the delegate, shall,
for the purposes of this Act, be deemed to have been exercised by the Minister
(3) A delegate is. in the exercise
to the directions of the Illnister

of a power so delegated,

(4) A delegation under this section does not prevent
of a power by the Ilinlster.

Delegation

subject

the exercise

by Treasurer

43.
(1) lhe Treasurer may. either generally or as otherwise provided by
the instrument of delegation, by writing signed by the Treasurer, delegate to
a person holding or performing the duties of an office in the Department of
the Treasury all or any of the Treasurer's powers under sectlons 33 and 34
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(2) A power so delegated, when exercised by the delegate, shall,
for the purposes of this Act, be deemed to have been exercised by the
Treasurer
(3) A delegate is. in the exercise
to the directions of the Treasurer
(4) A delegation
of a power by the Treasurer

Delegation

of a power so delegated,

under this section does not prevent

subject

the exerctse

by Board

44.
(1) The Board may. by resolution, delegate to a member of the Board
or to an officer or employee, either generally or as otherwise provided by the
resolution, all or any of the powers of the Board under this Act other than
this power of delegatton.
(2) A power so delegated, when exercised by the delegate, shall,
for the purposes of this Act, be deemed to have been exercised by the Board.
(3) A delegate is. in the exercise
to the directions of the Board
(4) A delegation
of a power by the Board

Delegation

by Executive

of a power so delegated.

subject

under this section does not prevent the exercise

Director

45.
(1) The Executive Direction, may,
provlded by the Instrument of delegation, by
Director. delegate to an officer or employee
Executive Director under this Act other than

either generally or as otherwise
uritlng signed by the Executive
all or any of the pouers of the
this power of delegation

(2) A power so delegated, when exercised by the delegate. shall,
for the purposes of this Act, be deemed to have been exercised by the Executive Dlrector
(3) A delegate is. in the exercise of a powers so delegated,
ject to te directions of the Executive Olrector
(4) A delegation
of a power by the Executive

Joint Consultative
46
prising

under this section does not prevent
Director.

sub-

the exercise

Ccamalttee

(I) There is hereby establlshed

(a) representatives

a Joint Consultative

of the Drganisation,
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and

Conxaittee com-

(b) either or both of the follwlng(I)

(ii)

representatives of organisations of officers and fulltime employees of the Drganlsatlon.
representatives of officers
the Organlsatlon

and full-time

employees

of

(2) The manner in which the Joint Consultative Cornalttee 1s to be
constituted, the functions of that Colrlttee and the manner in which that Committee is to carry out its functions shall be as determined by the Minister

Regulations
The Governor-General
47.
this Act. prescribing wtters-

may make regulations,

(a) required or permitted
tions, or

not inconsistent

by this Act to be prescribed

by regula-

(b) necessary or convenient to be prescribed by regulations
carrying out or giving effect to thls Act
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with

for

RADIOLDGICAL

INJURY CLAIMS

Gerald Charnoff.

INCREASING,

DECREASING

Deborah Bauser. Maurice

OR NO CHANGE'*

Ross, Attorneys

In recent years, there have been a number of significant developments
in the field of radiological injury claims.
I would like to reviw
these
events with you
I will focus on the circumstances that suggest that the
trend will be a steady increase in radiological injury cases.
I will also
present the reasons why I belleve the increase in such claims will be limited.
Prior to the accident at Three Rile Island (TM).
there were few radiaOver more than a twenty-year period. from its inception in 1957
tion cases
until 1978. the American Nuclear Insurers (ANI) received forty-two personal
injury claims
In contrast, in 1979. the year of the THI-2 incident, there
were thirty claims
Twenty-nine of those claims were unrelated to TRI
After
the accident at TM, AN1 received a neu claim almost every two weeks.
That
figure is now down to about one claln a month
In addition to claims lodged
against the nuclear power industry, companies in the uranium mining business.
hospitals using nuclear medicine, and the United States Government have been
named as defendants in radiatlon-Induced
injury suits
Several factors have substantially contributed to the increase in the
number of radiation Injury claims
First. the accident at TM-2
prompted public interest in the potential danger of radiation.
More recently, the catastrophic accident at Chernobyl shocked the public
Second, the few radlatlon
cases that have gone to trial have received a great deal of publlclty. much of
which has tended to dramatise the questions at issue and facilitate the proclivitles of our litlglous society.
The trial In Utah about the health effects
of fallout from the United States nuclear weapons test progranxae. Allen v US.

l

This article is based on a paper presented by Gerald Charnoff to the Atomic
Industrial Forum Conference on Nuclear Insurance and Indernnlty Issues.
San Diego, California. lDth-13th February 1987
It is reproduced by kind
permission of the authors and the United States Council for Energy Auareness (effective 1st August 1987. the Atomic Industrial Forum merged with
the United States Conxaittee for Energy Awareness and formed this new
entlty )
Responsibility for the views expressed and the facts given rests
solely with the authors.
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and the Silkwood case about Injuries to a nuclear facility employee, are two
examples of the inordinate amount of attention these cases draw
It is comnon
knowledge that the Sllkwod
affair was even made into a Hollywood movie with
all of Its attendant rhetoric
In a moment, I will discuss the legal ramifications of the Sllkwod
and w
cases'
The third reason that I suspect radiation injury claims are occurring
more frequently is the dominance of nuclear ams
issues in the media, which
inevitably increases public concern over all nuclear-powered activities,
including peaceful applications of nuclear technology
The potential for vast
destruction from nuclear weapons also has been dramatised in such popular films
as 'Testament' and 'The Day After.
As Justice Powell observed in his dissenting opinion in the Sllkwod
case, often little or no distinction is made between nuclear power designed to help ensure the future of our civillsation and
the proliferation of nuclear weapons that could destroy it
A fourth reason for an increase in radiological injury claims is the
simple statistical fact that the demographics of our society are changing
A
larger proportion of the population is above the age of fifty, when the natural
incidence of cancer greatly increases
In addition. there is now a generation
of persons who have been in radiation-related industries for most of their
working lives
Based on general population statistics, over 15 per cent of
employees in the nuclear industry will die from cancer, about 25 per cent will
experience cancer
Since sofae cancers can be radiation-induced, each of these
individuals is at least a potential claimant
There are tw types of radiation claimants
1) employees whose lnjurles
are allegedly suffered at wrk.
and 2) all other indlvlduals who have alleged
radiation-induced injury2
In a typical workmen's compensation case. an
employee must show that his injury is covered by the applicable wrkmen's
tompensation statute and that his injury was connected with his employment
If
the employee makes the appropriate showing. he will recover compensatory damages up to a statutory ceiling.
The employee does not have to prove fault on
the part of the employer
However. if an injury is compensable under a workmen's compensation scheme, the award generally represents the employee's
exclusive remedy against the employer
In effect, the employee gets the benefit of strict liability in exchange for statutory dollar limits on his
recovery
A radiation claimant whose Injury does not fall within a wrkmen's
compensation scheme statute typically has two tort causes of action - negligence
and strict liability
To be successful in a negligence actlon. a plaintiff
must generally show that 1) the defendant had a duty that required him to conform to a certain standard of conduct for the protectlon of others against
unreasonable rlsks. 2) a failure of the defendant to conform his conduct to the
standard required, 3) a showing that the defendant's action had a close causal
connection to the plaintiff's resulting injury (an element which is knouo In
legal parlance as vproxlmate cause'). and 4) actual loss or damages from the
injurles suffered by the plaintiff
Determination of the causal connection
between the defendant's conduct and the plaintiff's injury in radiation-Induced
injury cases is complicated by the complex nature of the Injuries suffered
(usually cancer), the nature of the causation mechanism alleged (ionirlng
radiation from one specific source), the lengthy time betwen
the event and the
manifestation of the injury (the latency period), and other variables Involved
in tracing causation.
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Despite the difficulty of showing causation In negligence actions. in
1984 the plaintiff's bar obtained a major victory in a case involving a claim
of radiation-Induced
injury
Twelve hundred persons who lived downwind from
the US atomic weapons testing site in Nevada during the 1950s and 1960s brought
suit against the Federal Government. alleging that fallout from weapons tests
caused cancer to them or to their relatives
Allen v US, 588 F Supp
247
(D Utah, 1984)
The court found that the plaintiffs produced sufficient evidence of a connectlon between their InJuries and the defendant's conduct to
permit the court to draw a rational reference of causation
The court also
found that the Government's negligent failure to adequately monitor and record
the actual radlatlon exposures of off-site residents on an indivldual basis
yielded many glaring deficiencies in the evidentiary record on the issue of
causation
Under the circumstances, the court held that vsubstantial justice
between the parties' wuld
be served by shifting the burden of proof to the
tortfeasor - the wrongdoer to prove his conduct was not a substantial cause of
the plaintiff's injuries.
The court's rationale was that if direct proof of
actual cause was to fail, the ultimate burden of injury should fall upon the
party who was negllgent and who likely was in a better position to inform the
court of the facts relating to causation
Under thls burden-shlftlng approach,
ten of the twenty-four plaintiffs were able to recover damages because they
established that the fallout was a substantial factor in causing their
injuries
The u
case is pending before the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals
In addltion to the u
case, the general trend In tort law encourages
radiation-induced
\njury claims. with the legal system taking on more
insurance-like characteristics
The occurrence of an injury. in and of itself
and without regard to fault, has often been held sufficient to Justify an award
of damages against some private party who, for one reason or another, is viewed
as more capable of bearing the loss. While not always explicitly stated, it
seem inescapable that one element underlying this new "strict 11ab111ty' is the
notion that certain entitles are better able to bear the loss because of thelr
greater ability to prevent or to insure against it
A plalntiff in a strict
llablltty case need not prove either the existence of a contractual relationship between the parties or negligence on the part of the defendant
Under
this doctrine. the defendant is held liable even if he exercised the utmost
care to prevent the harm
In the case of ultra-hazardous activity, In which
radiation-related Industries have been classified in a number of cases, strict
liability is 'founded upon a policy of law that imposes on anyone, who for his
own purpose creates an abnormal risk of harm to his neighbours
the responslbllity of relief against that harm when it does in fact occur .f
The most important strict liability radiation case to date is the
Sllkwood case, in which the jury awarded the Silkwood estate $500 000 for personal injurles. $5 DO0 for property damage, and $10 million in punitive damages
Karen Silkwood was a laboratory analyst at the Cimarron facility, an
Oklahoma plant that fabricated fuel pins containing plutonium for use as reacSilkwood's estate brought an action against her employer,
tor fuel
Kerr-McGee. seeking compensation for personal and property damages allegedly
suffered by Silkwood in connection with her exposure to radlatlon
The Federal
district court held that Federal law did not pre-empt the field so as to bar
It also concluded that Silkwood's exposure to plutonium
plaintiff's recovery
was not Job-related, therefore, Oklahoma's workmen's compensation laws did not
As a result. state tort law was applicable and under Oklahoma law, the
apply
defendants were strictly liable for injuries resulting from operation of the
Cimarron facility because as a matter of law. the plant's operation was

consldered to constitute an abnormally dangerous activity
The application of
a strict liability rule effectively deprived Kerr-McGee of the traditional
negligence defense of due care.
Moreover. finding compliance with the Nuclear
Regulatory Cornalsslon (NRC) radiation protection standards to be relevant to,
but not determlnatlve of a showing of the exercise of reasonable care by
Kerr-McGee. the judge concluded that compliance with such Federal standards
wuld
not bar punitive damages
On appeal, the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the lower court
on the wrkman's
compensation issue. holding that MS Silkwod's
injury was
Job-related, and therefore Oklahoma's workmen's compensation law did apply
The court
As a result, the $500 000 personal injury verdict was set aside
also set aside the award of punitive damages, reasoning that it was pre-empted
by the At&c
Energy Act. Workman's compensation laws cover only accidental
personal injuries. consequently, the appellate court upheld the jury's award
of $5 ODD in compensatory damages for loss of property, finding that Kerr-McGee
was strictly liable for the radlological contamination of Silkwood's furniture
Because of the importance of the Federal pre-em&ion
issue, the Supreme
Court took review of the Sllkwod
case
In a troublesome 5-4 declslon. the
Supreme Court concluded that 'NRC's exclusive authority to set safety standards
did not foreclose the use of state tort remedies'. and since 'punitive damages
have long been a part of traditional state tort law'. their imposition was
deemed permissible
In their vigourous dissents. Justlces Blackmun and Powell
argued that the majority opinion wreaked havoc wlth the state of the law on
Federal pre-enptlon in the field of nuclear energy
As Justlce Powell stated
'The Court's decision will leave this area of the law In disarray
No longer
can the operators of nuclear facilities rely on the regulations and oversight
of the NRC
Juries unfamiliar with nuclear technology may be competent to
determine and assess compensatory damages on the basis of liability without
fault
They are unlikely. however. to have even the most rudimentary comprehension of what reasonably must be done to assure the safety of employees and
the public.4
Rightfully viewing punitive damages as 'regulatory' rather than compensatory In nature, the dissenting Justices recognised that allowing Juries to
levy punitive damages In radiation injury cases effectively implemented a
Jury's ad hoc standard of care in cases involving the control of radioactive
materials
In each case, a Jury nw can impose virtually any amount of punltive damages on an NRC licensee irrespective of the licensee's compliance with
Federal safety standards
Thus, in Sllkwod.
notwithstanding Kerr-McGee's
substantial compliance with NRC requirements, it was permissible for the jury
to disregard these standards and penallse Kerr-McGee for the conduct of its
Ironically. the NRC had conducted a
activities at the Clmarron facility
thorough investigation Into Sllkwod's
contamination and found no material
violation of Federal regulations by Kerr-llc6ee that could Justify NRC lmpostng
a civil flne
As the dissenting Justices vehemently observed, the Court's
decision, In effect, authorises lay juries and judges to implement uninformed
and standardless judgments about nuclear safety matters
Karen Silkwod
is
The Sllkwod
case is troublesome for another reason
There was no evidence that
not the typical radiation injury plaintiff
MS Silkwod
suffered any specific injury, temporary or permanent, other than
This fact was further
mental dlstress for a short (several days) period
highlighted by Silkwod's
death by an unrelated cause soon after her
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Irradiation
To the extent Silkuood may have had a future radiation-induced
physical injury. its probability of occurrence was reduced to zero when she
was killed in a car accident.
Thus. while actual damages were initially
assessed before the appellate court ruled that compensatory damages were
recoverable under Oklahoma's wrklnen's compensation statute, those damages were
imposed by the jury for Silkwod's
mental suffering
Parenthetically. it is interesting to note that the only guidance the
Sllkwood Jury sought from the trial Judge during their deliberations was
clarlflcatlon of the definition of 'physical injury'.
This term was critical
to the plaintiff's personal injury claim because under Oklahoma and many other
states' tort laws, compensatory damages for pain and suffering are only recoverable if they are incidental to a physical injury
Thus, the judge had been
required to instruct the jury that it had to find that Sllkwood sustained a
physical injury from her exposure to plutonium before it could award damages
for mental anguish and emotional suffering
In a rather extraordinary supplemental instruction to the jury. the judge allowed, however, that 'certainly
physical injury can include a non-visible or non-detectible injury, and may
include injury to bone, tissue or cells'
Not surprisingly, the Jury was able
to find that such a physical injury had occurred
Perhaps, then, the lower
court in Silkwod
effectively eliminated any distinction between irradiation
It is difficult to understand how a
at x
level - and a radiation injury
jury can find that a physical injury has been sustained If the injury is nelther visible nor otherwise detectible
In another radiation injury case, Brafford v Susquehanna Corp , 586 F
Supp
14 (D Co1
1984). settled before trial, the district court judge refused
to grant suoxnary judgment on this very same issue. concluding that it was a
question of fact whether a present injury in the form of chromosome damage was
In Grafford. the court recognised the defendant's
suffered by the plaintiff
concern that acceptance of the plaintiff's position would fundamentally perNevertheless, the judge ruled that
vert the rule against speculative injury
if the jury were to find that the plaintifFs had experienced subcellular damage from radiation, a present physical injury would exist that would be a sufficient basis for recovering damages for the Increased rlsk of cancer
The Sllkwood decision cleared the way for states to regulate damages
In the sunmter of 1985. the Wisconsin legislature
for radlological injurles
passed a statute making it easier for a plaintiff to recover damages for harm
caused by a 'nuclear incident'. 1 e a release of radiation from a radioactive
waste repository and associated storage facilities or the transportation of
As passed, the legislation's most salient features were
radloactive waste
1) joint and several strict liablllty for the harm, 2) a rebuttable presumption
that the harm suffered by the plaintiff 'could reasonably have resulted' from
the nuclear incident. and 3) damages for mental anguish or emotional harm and
The Governor of Wisconsin vetoed the portlons of
consequential economic loss
the bill allowing damages for mental anguish, emotional harm and consequential
economic loss, nevertheless, the Wisconsin law increases the potential for
radiological injury lawsuits
In addition to the changes in the law which make radiological injury
About
claims more likely, a recent dlscovery has given rise to more claims
two years ago. an engineer in Pennsylvania set off a radiation alarm on his way
Testing showed that the worker's house was
to work at a nuclear power plant
contaminated with radon - an invisible, odourless. tasteless, colourless gas
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produced naturally In the ground as a radioactive byproduct of decaying uranlUllI
Ran-made radon pollution has been a problem for homeowners near uran5um
mines or processing m5lls. where radon 5s produced as radloacttve waste known
as 'ta515ngs.. or 5s emitted during a nlnlng operation
Suits have already
been f5led by buyers of radon-contanlnated houses aga5nst sellers and real
estate agents for non disclosure and against builders for defective constructlon
In the &afford
case. discussed previously. a family had brought suit
after learning that its house had been constructed on radon-producing ml11
tailings
The fam5ly brought a cormnon law action for battery against the
mill's ouner. clalmlng the radon's radloactlve particles 'touched. them ulthout
their consent
They sought treble damages for forcible evlctlon. compensatory
damages for present and future 5njuries includ5ng mental grief and anxiety, and
punitive damages
Amid the signs of increasing radiological injury claims. there also have
been some developments which should slow the trend to increased llt5gat5on
In
In 1984. the Federal government won an Important radiological injury case
1984).
four
employees
of
an
aircraft
Johnston v. US, 597 F Supp 374 (D Kan ,
Instrument plant brought suit against the Government contending that their
respective cancers and resultant damages were caused by exposure to radlatlon
The
uhlch orlglnated from luminous dials and other aircraft Instrument parts
court held that the plaintiffs falled to establish that their cancers Mere
caused by exposure to the radiation.
The oplnlon In Johnston 5s particularly noteworthy for Its condemnation
of the plalntlff's expert w5tnesses
Plaintiffs
experts Included
K 2 Morgan, John Gofman. and Carl Johnson
The court noted that
Gofman/Dorgan et al had been the 'heroes' of the Sllkwood and c
cases and
had succeeded there because of the 'absence of well-prepared, skilled counsel
' The
or
such superb ultnesses as those who addressed the Issue here
court's oplnlon savaged them with language such as 'Intellectually dishonest',
'so-called experts'. 'alarm5sts". and 'advocates for a cause' among the milder
characterisatlons
The court explained that It had gone Into great depth In
Its oplnlon so as to 'put to rest. once and for all, the 15kes of Drs Gofman,
Morgan, and Johnson'
The court's baste position was that the International
sclentlflc consensus. as expressed by the Conxalttee on the Elologlcal Effects
of lonlzlng Radiations (DElR III). the United Nations Scientific Comnlttee on
the Effects of Atomic Radlatlon (UNSCLAR). and slmllar groups, ought to be
respected, and that the dissenters 15ke Gofman. Morgan. and Johnson were simply
not credible
Beyond Its condemnation of the plalntlffs' expert ultnesses. the
First, 5t showed that the
Johnston case had several other important features
normal tort law system can handle complicated radlologlcal Injury cases when
dedicated judges and lawyers take the time to learn and analyse the sclentlfic
Even
data and do not abdicate their responslbilltles to the expert witnesses
the judge In Johnston admitted that he was or5glnally quite skeptical of the
government's case
However. he did an exceeding amount of study and, in fact.
admits In his opinion that the evidence forced him to change his mind by
180 degrees
Second. Johnston recognised a body of well-established
literature
This should help to narrow the
on the subject of radiological injury claims
role of experts In future cases and give all parties a better understanding of
the strength of their cases in light of the developing consensus of scientific
opinion
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In addition to strides toward better judicial management of radiologlcal
Injury claims. there has been Federal legislative activity in the area
In
1982. Senator Hatch introduced a Et11 to provtde compensation to citizens
allegedly tnjured by the fallout from the US nuclear weapons testing progranaae
In the 1950s and 1960s
Under Hatch's proposal, probabilities of causation
for each type of radiogenic cancer would be determined based upon dose, age at
time of exposure, age at onset of illness. sex. race, smoking habits. and other
specified factors
Two classes of awards were envisloned
1) any person whose
'probabiltty of causation' 5s greater than 50 per cent would be entitled to one
hundred per cent recovery for his claim up to a maximum of $500 000. and 2) any
person whose 'probability of causation l 5s between 10 and 50 per cent would be
entttled to a prorata award calculated by multiplying his probability of causation by $500 DO0
No recovery would be allowed for individuals with less
The advantage of the Hatch
than a 10 per cent 'probability of causation'
proposal was that it sought to eliminate case-by-case proof of causation In
this class of radiation injury cases
It would have simplified matters for
plaintiffs, although they still would have had to demonstrate the radiation
dose incurred
Of course. the methods and assumptions used in preparing the
probabll5t5es of causatfon would determine the fairness of the results
More
troublesome was the proposal to allow compensation. albeit partial. where the
attributable risk was as low as 10 per cent
That meant that recovery would
have been allowed notwithstanding the fact that there was a 90 per cent probabillty that the Illness was due to other factors
The Hatch 8111 was not fully enacted, however, part of the 8511 was
added to the 1982 Orphan Drug Act. which became law on 4th January 1983
That
new provislon required the Secretary of Health and Human Services to produce,
within one year, a set of radioepidemiolog5cal
tables that would specify a risk
factor between cancers that may be caused by radlatlon and specific radiation
doses received prior to the onset of disease
The requisite tables were prepared by the National Institute of Health (NIH). and were reviewed by the
National Academy of Sc'rence (NAS) and the National Council on Radtation Protection
The tables do appear to simplify thls complex technology so that lay
juries can more easily decide the issue of causation In radiation injury cases,
on the other hand, some experts are concerned about over-sUepl5ficat5on
of
causation factors, which could lead to poor results
The tables have not yet
been used in a trial. however. they may impact the litigation of radiation
Induced Injury claims
In 1985. Senator Hatch introduced another Bill which provided for the
establishment of a coaxnission to award compensation to persons damaged as a
result of open-air atomic bomb tests and uranium mlntng
In assesslng claims
for radlogenic cancer, the coaknission was to reply upon the preponderance of
current scientific op5nion. such as the views of the National Institute of
Health, the National Cancer Institute. and the Natlonal Academy of Sciences.
Although the amendment was defeated, Its recognltlon of the
among others
consensus of scient5fic op5nion 5s. like the Johnston case, a step in the
right dfrection
In addition to the recent judicial and legislative developments In the
area of radiological injury claims. the nuclear industry has taken steps that
will enable It to better deal with such claims and consequently decrease their
Some utilities are establishing a substantial medical data base for
numbers
employees well in advance of potential litigation as well as developing a network of consultants wtth medical expertlse In radiation injuries
For example,
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Commonwealth Edison Company 5s replacing its current health physics computer
system with a new state-of-the-art records management system, establlshlng a
Radiation Advisory Coimnlttee to address the company's radiation policy and
littgatlon issues. and instltutlng an ep5dem5olog5c programne with the Northwestern Unlversfty Cancer Center, which will assess over a period of years
medical risks to employees in the electric utility industry
The establishment of a rel5able data base should make It possible to
reconstruct wfth substantial accuracy the wrk-related
exposure of a partfcular individual through the use of company records such as badge readings and
Examtnation of the level of exposure.
the employee's work assignment history
the disease type, and the latency period for the disease may rule out a causal
For example,
relatlonship between the claimant's cancer and his occupation
an employee could be precluded from demonstrating causatton If his tenure at
work was not as long as the minimum latency period of the contracted disease
Radiological injury claims are difficult for laymen to understand and
Nevertheless, they have increased subare d5ff5cult for lawyers to prove
The
stantlally from their uncocanon occurrence prior to the TM-2 accident
notoriety of several cases may have induced other plaintiffs to flle radiation
injury claims
The application of a rule of strict llabllity in these cases
Moreover. the Silkwood case has the potentlal
also Invites more 15t5gat50n
of opening up a Pandora's box of cases seeking compensatory damages for psycho
loglcal and emotlonal Injuries as well as punitive damages
To date, however,
this has not happened. perhaps because of the battering taken In the Johnston
case by the most well-known plaintiffs' experts In this field
Whether leglslattve schemes to simplify radiation Injury cases will produce the desired
result remains to be seen
It 5s clear that we can expect continuing leglslatlve and judicial developments in the next several years as our lawmakers
grapple with the management of these complex cases
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THE CONCEPT OF PROPERTY DAllAGE AND RELATED ISSUES IN LIABILITY
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THIRD PARTY LIABILITY IN THE FIELD OF NUCLEAR ENERGY'
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Introduction
In recent years, the concept of property damage has become the focus of
attention in various fields of 15abillty law
Technical developments of human
activities entailing higher risks of damage has accentuated the need for discussions regarding the classic boundaries of this concept.
Effects on the
envlronment as such, which in the end may be detrimental to human health as
well as to ecosystems, are important Issues of today
Interventions by
authorities to prevent such effects may have a bearing on the future direction
of l5ablllty law
Developments within national law may create disharmony at the lnternational level, also in areas of law where International regimes exist.
A special problem 5s associated with national safety measures for the
prevention of damage. which have an impact on the legal prerequisite for
11ab515ty of an adequate causal link between the source of the damage and the
damage Itself
Such measures may cut off thls link. thus depriving victims of
their right to compensation from those carrying out the hazardous activity In
question
Within the NEA Group of Governmental Experts some of the issues above
are already under discussion
The Group has been discussing in particular the
inclusion of costs for preventive measures in the concept of property damage
under the Paris Convention
However, this and other related Issues need further conslderatlon
The purpose of this article 5s. then, to attempt a definition of the
most important legal issues involved. and deals with three major topics-

the concept of property damage,

-

adequate

-

damage

causality

and interventions

by pUb7iC authorities.

and

to the environment

l

Respons5bll5ty for the views and facts In this article rests solely with the
author
In preparing this article the author has drawn heavily on works by
other experts, for whose contributions due gratttude Is hereby expressed

tt

Hrs
Holtz 5s the Swedish Representative In the NEA Group of Governmental
Experts on Third Party L5ab5llty in the Field of Nuclear Energy
This Group
5s respons5ble for following the application of the Paris Convention and
its Interpretation
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I

THE CONCEPT OF PROPERTY

DAMAGE

General
The term *property. points to anything ublch may be owned or possessed
by man.
This meaning Includes also the notion of an assessable value attached
to such a possession
In Its widest sense the English wrd
'property' would
then correspond to the French 'blens. and the German 'VermDgenswertev. uh5ch
both Imply something of value
In order for somethlng to have a value the object wuld
normally have to be negotiable. as an object which may be sold,
rented or leased, etc
According to Black's Law Dictionary 'property' denotes 'everything vhlch
5s the subject of Ownership.
corporeal or incorporeal. tangible or intangible,
visible or invisible. real or personal, everything that has an exchangeable
value or uhlch goes to make up wealth or estate
It extends to every species
of valuable right and Interest and includes real and personal property, easements, franchises and incorporeal hereditaments
'
The key wrd
here Is. as pointed out In a Note for the Group of Governmental Experts by Dr. Nobert Pelzer (federal Republtc of Germany). that there
Thus, under civil
must be a possessor, for whom the right represents an asset
liability law, there 5s no damage where there 5s no possessor of any interest
to claim compensation for Infringement on his rights
The possessor may. on the other hand. take on many different shapes
He may be a State as owner of property or an interest (either In the forta of
government as such or as a business enterprtse). a private corporation. a prlvate person, any association or fom of organisatlon recognised by law as having the status of a legal person
Therefore, It may not be enttrely true to
assume that damage to the environment as such ~511 to a large extent be left
uncovered under the existing 15ab515ty regiares
This particular issue ~511 be
discussed further in Part III
The fundamental principle underlying civil liability 5s the right of
Thus. the liable party should
restltutlo in Inteqru
for the Injured party
put the victim into the exact same position he would have been In. had the
damage not occurred (barring the posslb5l5ty of restitut5on in kind)
The classic definition of property daarage under the law of torts may be
described as follows
any infringement on any rights resulting In a dlmlnishlng of a value of such rights should be compensable
Thls concept would Include physical ham to or loss of property (damage In).
loss of income and
profits. as well as economic loss resulting from interrupted use of the pro
perty In questionl.
The principles underlying this attempt at a deftnltion of the extent of
compensable damage may sem to have very far-reaching 5mplications for anyone
Another Important Issue. partlcucarrying out potentially hamful
activities
Both have a finanlarly so for the Paris Convention, 5s the insurance aspect
However. other
cial significance for the operator of a nuclear installation
principles. such as the prerequisite of an adequate causal link. put restrictions on the possiblllty for corapensation. as ~511 be dlscussed below
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A d5stinction 5s sometimes made between econoailc damage as a result of
property damage (5 e loss of value of damaged or lost property) and economic
damage which has no connection with such physical damage
Such economic damage
Is sometimes referred to as -pure economic loss'2
This particular issue
will be discussed further below and In Part II.

Developments

In lnternatlonal

Civil Law

The two major international regimes which 5asaed5ately come Into mind
are the Paris Convention and the 1969 Civil Liability Convention (CCC). the
latter covering 011 pollution damage.
Various problems regardlng the concept of property damage under the
Paris Convention were discussed during the 1984 Munich Sym os5um on Nuclear
Third Party Liability and Insurance - Status and Prospects !4
In the same
year, Protocols to the CLC and the 1971 Fund Convention (constituting the
International 051 Pollution Compensation Fund, the IOPCF) were adopted.
During the Munich Symposium. It was pointed out that 5t was evident
that llab5llty was not limited to damage to property (in).
but, on the
other hand. that It was equally evident that not any damage to property was
ellglble for compensation4
The author stated further his view that there
were doubts as to the compensability of nuclear damage along the same lines as
damage under the provisions of tort law 'with all thetr ram5f5cations~
His
conclusions were that the problem of flll5ng gaps In the concept of property
damage should be left to applicable national laws, the reason being that
attempts at creating international harmony In such an area as 'characterised
by national peculiarities' as indemnity law wuld
fail mlserably
The particular problem of inclusion of preventive costs was also
addressed by the same author
The conclusion drawn was that 'any claim for
damage under nuclear third party llablllty' wuld
fail in the absence of the
condition of a nuclear incident (the preventive measures having been so
successful that no 'nuclear incident' had occurred)
Any extens5on of the
concept of property damage would therefore require an amendment of the Paris
ConventloftS
The same view was held by one of the participants In the Congress of
the lnternatlonal Nuclear Law Association (INLA) In Konstanz (Federal Republic
Thfs view was shared by the other members of Working
of Germany) In 19866
Group No 2 on nuclear liability at the Congress
In Its recent discussions of this particular problem, however, the NEA
Group of Governmental Experts agreed that there were justifications for the
inclusion of preventlve costs In cases where the measures taken did not fully
prevent a nuclear Incident
It may be Interesting to note that, according to the Swedish Act on
Insurance Contracts, the insured person Is obliged to take preventive measures
when there 5s danger of an lncldent causing damage occurring and that, conseIt seems here that
quently, the Insurer must pay the costs for such measures
the 5ssue falls Into two different subtopics, recoverage of preventive measures taken by outside authorities as opposed to measures taken by the insured
The Group of Governmental Experts
found that measures taken
person hlmself
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by parties other than the nuclear operator himself
an incident had indeed occurred

should be covered,

provlded

As for the Clvll L5ab5llty Convention on 011 Pollution Damage (CLC). it
wuld
seem that Its founding fathers possessed some fores5ght when they already
expressly included from the start preventive costs in the concept of compensable damge
In the 1984 Protocol to the CLC this inclusfon was made more
precise In Its wording. mainly to prevent speculative claims7
When comparing the Paris Convention (PC) and the CLC, however, one may
find resemblances
Whereas the PC talks of %uclear
damage' and the CLC of
'051 pollution damage* both speak of 'loss or damage' [PC Article 3(a)(51) and
CLC Arttcle I 61
The only major difference between the two Is that the Parls
Convention Is completely silent on the point of preventive costs
The CLC may prove fruitful for the further discussions on the concept
of property damage in the field of nuclear energy. since there Is extenslve
experience assembled over the years through the practices of the IOPC Fund
As can be seen from Jacobsson and Trotr (see note 1) the extent of the concept
today wuld
include also pure economic loss. except In cases where the damaged
interest wuld
not be open to compensation due to .remotenessm8
It should be noted, however. that the 1984 version of the CLC deviates
in tw other respects from the Paris Convention
The first deviation concerns
the express inclusion of 'loss of profit' as a result of impairment of the
environment
The second concerns - relative to preventtve costs the express
inclusion of damage as a result of preventive measures
The impl5catlons of
these inclusions ~111 be discussed in Parts II and Ill

DeveloDlnents in Swedish

Lau

The earl5est developments occurred within the domain of real estate
property. where strict l5ablllty has long since applied to damage to neighbouring properties as a result of dangerous activities (such as excavating
with the use of explosives)
This rule has some connection with the established principle in international law of sic utere tuo ut alienum non
-9
The same prtnciple underlies Suedish legislation on the use of
water
The extent of compensable damage resulting from such activltles has
undergone changes recently
Under the Water Regulation Act of 1983 also economic loss and damage to amenities liay be ccuapensated
The prerequisite 5s
- as always - that the damage sustained may be expressed
in money and that the
adequate causal link to an alleged cause (source) of the damage is proven
This Act
In 1986. the Act on Environmental Damage went Into force
deals spec5f5cally with 15ab511ty for damage caused by activities carried out
Under this Act, damage
on real estate property, uhether on land or in wter
resulting from pollution of water. air or ground is compensated (as well as
damage fron noise. vlbrattons or other disturbances) on a strict llab5llty
The Act excludes nuclear damage and damage due to transport Incidents
basis
Damage Is compensable wherever it occurs, even
(e g 051 pollution at sea)
at a global level, provided that the source 5s to be found within Swedish terThe travaux preparatolres lay down the follwtng
guidellnes for the
ritory
proper application of the Act
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Compensation 5s awarded for personal Injury. property damage and pure
. _
. .
economic loss, with the proviso that claims tor pure economic loss must ae ot
some significance
The reasoning behind this proviso 5s that the introduction
of such a rlght was thought to be an expansion of 15ab115ty not hitherto recognised generally in 15ablllty law, which wuld
therefore require some
restriction
The concept of property damage Is not directly defined
However.
clear from the travaux pr4paratolres that the right of compensation for
'amenities' will apply also under thls Act

it 5s

Since the Act 5s modelled on pre-existing Swedish l5abllity law and
practices, other guldellnes may be found in the 8511s introducing the Hater
Regulation Act and the 1969 Environment Protection Act
The dellm5tat5on of Darty. 5 e who will be recognised as a legitimate
claimant, also has an impact on the extent of the concept of property damage.
Under the Water Regulation Act. a wide range of interested parties 5s included
real estate property owners whose property 5s damaged, holders of various
rights such as liens. mortgages, usufructs or rights to electric power
Court
precedents further extended this list to include also holders of rights to
harbour boats, float timber and other lesser or more remote interests.
includinq cases where the agreement was only oral or even where the right was
exercised only through the tacit consent by the owner of the affected real
estate
A few Supreme Court cases went so far as to create a new term
'Infringement of the general public's right to enjoy nature'
Today, however,
It 5s generally recognised that lnfrlngements on amenltles without any connection to property damage mare
not compensable
Thus, anyone claiming
damages for a destroyed view from a place where he used to go for recreation
(this place not being his property) 5s not recognlsed as a legitimate claimant.
whereas a property owner whose view 5s destroyed by constructions on a nearby
site would be recognlsed. provlded he can prove his economic loss (e g a fall
in the market value of his property)
The 8111 introducing the 1969 Act on Environment Protectlon differs
little from the travaux preparatoires of the 1986 Act
In the former It was
held that a person. who becomes 511 from having eaten fish from a lake contaminated by mercury, 5s entitled to compensation. as 5s a person who happens
to pass with his boat through an area where the water 5s polluted by waste
matter and hls boat 5s soiled by this
Thus, almost anyone wuld
be recognlsed
as a legitimate claimant. provlded the rule of adequate causality 5s met
The Swedlsh Nuclear
[Section l(a)(vlii)]
"Nuclear

Llab5l5ty

Act defines

*nuclear damage' as follows

damage' means

1) any damage caused by the radioactive properties of nuclear fuel or
radioactive products or a combination of radioactive properties with
toxic, explosive or other hazardous properties of such fuel or products.
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2) any damage caused by ionizing
of radiation inside a nuclear
radioactive products'

radiation emttted from any other source
installation than nuclar fuel or

It should be noted that the text incorporates amendments made by the
Consequently, like the Protocol, those
1982 Protocol to the Paris Convention
amendments have not yet entered into force
The venue chosen by the Swedish legtslator was to use the structure
the Vienna Conventton and define the concept of nuclear damage itself

of

Section 13(a) contains the important provision that 'compensation payable under the Act shall be fixed in accordance with the general rules of the
law of torts'
This means that the nature and extent of coorpensatlon under Swedish
national law would be decided on the basis of the above outline of elements In
15ab511ty law
It was said in the travaux prbparatoires to the Nuclear Lia
bility Act that the principles for deciding compensation for nuclear damage
should follow developments in 15ab515ty law
The rule was made thls flexible
in order to allow for future adjustments

Conclusions
The Paris Convention leaves decisions on the nature and extent of dam
age to be compensated to the national law of Contracting Parties (Article 11.
cf also Expose des Motifs. paragraph 52). From the various aspects touched
upon in the above review. the time would seem ripe to d5scuss. in more depth,
the existing concept of damage in various countries under the Paris and
Brussels regimes. in order to arrive at a decision on whether or not there is
need for a revision of the Paris Convention.

II

ADEUUATE

CAUSALITY

AND INTERVENTIONS

BY PUBLIC AUTHORflIES

At the Munich Symposium the 5mplicat5ons of the legal requirement of an
adequate causal link between the damaging activity (the source of damage) and
This requirement may be defined as follows
the damage ws d5scussedlD
For a legitimate claim to exist. the damage must have followed as a
result of a particular incident
Further, however, thls 'logical' causality
- sine aua non - not being enough to merit compensation, there has to be a
'close* 15nk between the cause and the result
The damage must be
%atural'.
a 'typical' result of the incident
An example illustrating the difference between eligible and non-eliglble
damage has been given in Swedish doctrine thus11 (relating to the law of
torts)
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An air-traffic controller directs the pilot of an airplane to a certain
height but makes a mistake as to the correct level that should have been
chosen
At the directed flight-level the airplane collides with a bird with
the result that the plane crashes
This situation. the author points out. does not meet the criterion of
adequate causality
Pure chance had it that the bird happened to fly into the
airplane
Thus the controller could not be found liable under tort law
Had
he directed the pilot to the correct level there might have been another bird,
whereas, vice versa, there m5ght not have been any birds at the Incorrect
level
If, instead. the situation 5s changed so that the airplane 5s mlstakenly directed to a level where another plane Is already flying and the tw
collide, there 5s. on the other hand, an adequate causal link
This Is so.
because the aim of the controller's wrk
Is precisely to supervise the various
flight paths to ensure the safety of each airplane vis-a-vis other alrplanes.
The collision is thus a natural or typical result of the controller's negligence, for which he 5s liable
Now, when discussing damage resulting from Interventions by public
authorities. several issues emerge, a couple of which may look like this
1
Is 'damage' resulting from such interventions (e g prohibition of the
sale of certain foodstuffs) cut-off from compensation. precisely because the
natural link of causality between the nuclear 5ncident and the economic loss
has been broken through the Interventions 7 Or In other words, the source of
the damage 5s not the nuclear incident and therefore the damage 5s not nuclear
damage12
2
It could be argued that the loss of Income or profit due to the drop In
sales 5s not a typical result of a nuclear 5ncldent (whether or not there was
an intervention, which may have caused the drop)
Again. reference 5s made to the article by Jacobsson and lrotr. where
they state that there is general reluctance to accept claims for 'pure ecoHowever, it 5s noted
nomic loss' or Vonsequential
damage' (p 477 et seq )
that developments have taken place lately towards a less restrictive approach
The difficulty here seems to be how to formulate appropriate criteria for such
claims
These conclusions may on the one hand point to a restrictive constructlon of the Paris Convention since it was elaborated during a time when pure
economic loss was not generally accepted as a legitimate claim.
The fact that, in the Paris Convention, the nature and extent of damage
to be covered under the Convention was left to national law to define 5s another indication that Article 3 5s to be construed narrowly
Another indication Inducing caut5on against inclusion of pure economic
loss and losses as a result of interventions (preventive measures) 5s the fact
that it was thought necessary to spell these rights out in the texts of the
Civil Liability Convention on 051 Pollution Damage
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On the other hand. it 5s apparent from the legal developments within
the 051 pollution field that the time has come to consider the vlabillty of
extending the concept of damage to cover both pure economic loss as such and
damage resulting directly from interventions by public authorities with a preventive aln
Under Swedish nuclear 15ab515ty law, unllke the Federal Republic of
GermanylS. persons who suffered loss of income etc as a result of intervenThe appropriations made
tions due to the Chernobyl incident. were not covered
by the Swedish Parliament had to be decided as an extra allocation out of the
State budget
Disharmony in national
This difference gives rise to another question
legislation. although the national laws are based on the same Convention. may
What would have
create d5ff5cult5es within the Paris/Brussels system
happened, had there been a need for the use of the Brussels additlonal compen
sation scheme14. due to an tncident having occurred In a Paris/Brussels
State?

Conclusions
It might not be an exaggeration to claim that the problems of adequacy
and damage as a result of interventions require a discussion on the need for a
revislon of the Paris Convention to ensure that developments in civil llability law elsewhere are not overlooked In the field of nuclear energy and that
necessary adjustments are made (to the extent found appropriate)

Ill

DAMAGE TO THE ENVIRONBEN

Dr. Pelter points to one major flaw of c5v51 liab5llty law when stress5ng the fact that 'there exists no claim for damage to a 'res cormaunts omnium"
(his Note for the Group of Governmental Experts).
However. civil liability
it is a
rmrst naturally be restricted to serve a few fundamental purposes
legal regime established solely for the purpose of ensuring restitution for
damage to private persons by private persons whose activities caused the damage.
Over the years, definitions of the nature of legitimate claims, the prerequisite of adequate causality and the requirement that damage must be somehow
assessable in terms of money have put 15m5tat5ons to the posslblllties for
recovery
The nature and extent of l5ablllty which thus has emerged was thought
to be adequate to meet the needs of potential vlcttms as well as those of
liable parties.
In recent years, however. the potential effects of human actlvltles have
resulted in developments of these principles as well as deviations from them
So far, howTo this. the Chernobyl accident undoubtedly will also contribute
ever, it seems (at least from a Nordic horizon) that the first concern of
States has been to remedy effects of pollutive activities. which has prompted
them to pass restrictions on exhaust fumes and pollutants and wastes from
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Industries. to introduce monitoring progranxnes for forests and seas and to
encourage research and concrete actions to stem the detrimental influences on
our environment.
little has yet been done among lawyers to #put the record straight'.
i e to discuss the accepted fundamental principles of civil liability law. to
analyse the issues and to formulate ney legal concepts, if needed15
The first inconsfstency to deal with is the concept of 'environmental
damage'
It does not fit into the established framework of c5vil liability
law. since it carries no legal consequence in itself.
There Is no claim for
.res comnunis omnium.
When the Suedlsh Act on Damage to the Environment was Introduced. it
did not mean that the concept of environmental damage was given a specific
legal role to play
The Act is still modelled on the basic principles of
bodily injury and property damage
The forward step may be said to lie in the
acceptance of strict liability for a wider range of activities and the - rather
cautious - introduction of coverage for pure economic loss
As was pointed out in Part I. the remaining, uncovered field of damage
to the environment may not be as large as assumed at the outset
Another
aspect is. that even though there might be a need for and an interest In
covering also this field, civil liability law may not be the most appropriate
legal remedy.
When it comes to what may be called 'damage to the environment as such.
(1 e after any costs of preventive measures and reinstatement have been
covered), where there is no claimant because there is no assessable claim, it
may perhaps be a better solution to leave this area to public international
law. for states to consider the issue as one between themselves
One reason behind this suggestion is that the extension of rights of
compensation may have little effect on the possibilities to recover, since the
clalmant may fail to prove causality
This risk seems to increase in step
with additions to the 'compensable damage' list
Thus, a victim may not be
helped by a generous legislator in this respect
Another reason Is that if civil Ilability
would-be 'perpetrators'. it would be meaningless
there would be no financial possibility to pay

law put an unfair burden on
to claim compensation because

Thus, I would concur with the observations made by Dr. Pelter that en
vironmental damage as such is not covered by the Paris Convention
However. there is still a need to analyse the issues Involved
There
is. to begin with. a risk that the current use of 'environmental damage. as a
concept similar to or In the same category as *bodily injury' and 'property
damage' will blur our thinking
An analysis of the two latter concepts show that they were chosen to
relate closely to individuals
It is the personal circumstances of the
Indlvldual person uhlch are in focus.
His or her financjal sltuatlon has been
affected
'Environmental damage'. on the other hand, has no meaning to the
This difference, then, could
individual, unless he or she is affected by it
be said to be the basis of the Swedish Act on Environmental Damage, its first
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Section beginning thus
'Compensation under this Act is awarded for such
bodily injury, property damage and pure economic loss as activities on real
estate property have caused in its surroundings
'
Section 3 gives the list
of 'influences on the environment' giving rise to compensable damage under
Section 1, thus.
Y%mpensation
is awarded for damage sustained through
1

pollution

of rivers:

etc

Thus, it seems rather that .environmental damage. is a legal prerequtsite, one step removed from the damage to be compensated
At the same time.
this concept of the 'environment' serves as a restriction of the applicability
of the Act, excluding all damage to persons or property which 1s poJ the result
of effects on the environment.
Finally. it should be pointed out that the term 'environmental
is not used anywhere in the Act. except in its title

damage'

To conclude. these rather prellninary observations on a neu phenomenon
would seem to merit further discussion, If only to arrive at the conclusion
that the concept of damage to the envtronment may not be useful for the development of civil liability law

IV

GENERAL CONCLUSION

Some Issues Involved
The above overvieu gives rise to a number of legal issues to be
resolved, which may be surnearised as follws
The need for a clear definition
(including

of the concept of property damge

-

damage in

loss),

-

tangibles

-

remoteness.

-

loss of income or profit. with or uithout
in
-. rem

-

costs of preventive

-

legitimate

-

damage as a result of interventions

and intangibles,

etc ,

connection

ulth damage

measures.

claimants,

The reasons for and against an extended concept with regard to the
exceptional risks involved in nuclear activities have to be considered, namely,
the possible impacts on the insurance side; the possible impacts, from an extension of the concept, on the Brussels Supplementary Convention
Also. is
the rule of adequacy a reason for a revision of the Paris ConventIon?
And
finally, as regards environmental damage, is there a need for a neu approach
in civil liability laws
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Pending the outcome of discussions on these and other items. an assessment should be made of the desirability and need for a revision of the Paris
Convention
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of Stockholm),

Skadestands-

14

The Brussels Convention, Supplementary to the Paris Convention sets up
a system of compensation in three tiersthe first is covered by the
operator's financial security (Paris Convention), the second is covered
by the State where the installation of the operator liable is situated.
and the third is covered jointly by the Parties to the Convention
according to a formula based on gross national product and installed
nuclear thermal power

15

Cf also the discussion by Jacobsson and Trotz on the concept of
environmental damage. ibid p 479 et seq and 487 et seq
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1HE REFERENDUMS

ON NUCLEAR

Claudio Sartorelli.

1

ENERGY

IN ITALY*

Legal Adviser

Introduction

Following the nuclear referendums held in Italy on 8th November 1987.
it is clear that the anti-nuclear coalition has won a sizeable victory.
There were three referendums involved which. from the moment they were
proposed in 1986 imediately
after the Chernobyl accident, gave rise in Italy
to impassioned debate and raised numerous political and legal problems
In
particular. during 1987. they were a factor in the early dissolution of the
previous Parliament. and strongly influenced the electoral campaign by promoting, inter alla. the success achieved by the .Greens.
Moreover. they constituted one of the stumbling-blocks to the formation of a new coalition
Government
As an aid to understanding the scope of this issue and its political
and legal repercussions, this article will analyse the general working of referendums in Italy before conznenting on the political events occurring after
environmentalist groups and certain political parties lodged a request for
referendums on nuclear energy
The article ~111. lastly, examine the consequences of the referendum results

2

The referendum

in Italian law

In Italian law. the possibility of holding a referendum on an ordinary
Act is provlded for in Article 75 of the Constitution which stipulates, in its
first paragraph, that a popular referendum to decide whether an Act or other
item of legislation should be totally or partially repealed should be held when
a minimum of 500 000 voters or five regional councils so request
This provision therefore establishes clearly that a referendum :yt;;ly
be held with respect to the abroqation (total or partial) of an Act
hnnediate post-war period, when the Constitution was being drafted, the intention was to impose certain limits on the scope of referendums, and after long
Referendums
discussions, the option of an abrogative referendum was chosen
on the adoption of Bills and consultative referendums are excluded as far as
Nevertheless, as will be seen below. certain
the ordinary law is concerned
types of consultative referendums are carried out in practice, outside the
These are referendums organised at
scope of Article 75 of the Constitution
local level on the initiative of comnune authorities, with the purpose of
sounding out local opinion on issues of specific interest to the region
concerned
Article 75 further provides, in its second paragraph. that referendums
on the abrogation of tax and budget legislation, laws relating to amnesty and
pardon or laws authorising the ratification of international treaties are not
allowed

l

Responsibility
author

for the views and facts in this article
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rests solely with the

Clearly, these limits were established to prevent, in the first place,
recourse to referendums for obviously corporatist purposes and. in the second
place, to prevent the electorate being asked its opinion on laws which require
a detailed knowledge of the external context and a proper understanding of the
This argument has often been
situation, things which most voters may not have
advanced with regard to referendums on nuclear energy to point out how difficult it is for voters to fom an opinion on a topic as complex as that of
energy sources, particularly the technical aspects thereof, something ubich
could not of course have been envisaged by the drafters of Article 75. since
this was not an issue at the time
The last paragraph of Article 15 specifies that detailed rules for
holding referendums (procedures and timetables) should be laid down in ordiThese Acts governing the holding of referendums were pronary legislation
mulgated under the pressure of different political events
The first such Act adopted !&is the Constitutional Act No 1 of
11th March 1953 which details the various powers of the Constitutional Court
and entrusts this body with the task of verifying that referendum requests do
not relate to any of the categories of legislation in regard to which consult
ing the electorate in this way is excluded by Article 75 of the Constitution
This specific aspect being regulated, the ordinary law had still to
determine the procedures and competent bodies for all the operations preceding
the referendum itself (fixing the date, verifying the signatures collected,
etc )
However. it was to be more than twenty years before such legislation
was passed, and therefore, it was impossible to hold a referendum during this
uhole period
The implementing Act was only adopted In 1970 along with promulgation of the Act on divorce which had given rise to differences in Parlla
So as to avoid blocking the
ment and indeed within the Government majority
progress of this Act in Parliament, the political parties agreed to promulgate
at the same time an Act to implement the referendum procedure so as to allow
the electorate to vote irmxediately on whether or not provision for divorce
should be retained in Italian law
Thus, Act No 352 of 25th Uay 1970 was
promulgated. which set up a special Office. under the Supreme Court of Appeal,
(Carte di Cassazione) called the Central Referendum Office
This Office has
the task of checking that referendum requests are in compliance with the law
(that signatures are in order, time limits adhered to, etc ) except, of course,
for controlling admissibility under the second paragraph of Article 75 of the
Constitution, which - as already indicated - is the duty of the Constitutional
Court
As planned, following the entry into force of this implementing Act. a
referendum on the Act relating to divorce was held; the vote, both in thls case
and in following referendums*. giving rise to a negative result in that the
majority of the electorate has always voted for maintaining the law in quesIt follows that no Act has ever been repealed in Italy as a result of a
tion
referendum

*

The most iwortant
such referendums have concerned the Act on abortion, the
Act on the financing of political parties, and the Act on variable salaries
(indexing salaries to inflation)
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In spite of this. requests for referendums have been made with increasing frequency in recent years
Most of them emanate from political circles
- in particular, the Radical Party - anxious to educate public opinion about
important political and social issues
Most such requests do not get beyond the stage of the admissibility test
applied by the Constitutional Court on the basis of the rules laid down in
paragraph 2 of Article 75 of the Constitution
This was the case with the
first proposal for a referendum on nuclear energy.

3.

The 1980 proposal

for a referendum

on nuclear

energy

This proposal concerned the main provisions of Act No. 393 of 2nd August
1975 regulating the different phases of the procedure for establishing nuclear
power plants
However, the referendum request was judged inadmissible by the
Constitutional Court (Decision No 31 of 13th February 1981)
The Court held
that the provisions in question, dealing uith the implementation of the Italian
nuclear prograrmie in compliance with EURATCIM lreaty requirements, were closely
linked to the working of the Treaty and could not therefore, under Article 75.
paragraph 2. of the Constitution. form the subject-matter of a referendum
We shall now turn to the present situation in Italy, resulting
lodging of a new proposal for referendums on nuclear energy

4

The 1987 nuclear

referendums

- the provisions

from the

of the Act in question

These referendums were requested in 1986. after the accident at
Chernobyl, by a special Conittee
set up the Radical Party, the People's Demo
cratic Party (extreme left) and several political organisations and associations for the protection of the environment
These referendums were requested
at the same time as others dealing in particular with hunting and the accountability of judges.
As concerns more especially the referendums on nuclear power, the first
obstacle confronting the sponsoring Coesnittee uas of course to succeed in
This proved to be difficult.
identifying provisions that could be repealed
above all because referendums in Italy are not allowed to be held on general
'Are you in favour of continuing to build and operate nuclear
issues such as
They must relate to specific provisions of an Act,
power plants in Italy?'
for example, .Are you in favour of abrogating Section X of Act XT'.
But in
the nuclear field, there is no provision of Italian legislation explicitly
Most of the provisions in the nuclear
ordaining the use of nuclear energy
field concern the controls carried out in installations, the liability regime,
Consequently, repealing them would not have the effect of prohibiting
etc
On the contrary, it could encourage the
the use of this source of energy
free development of the uses of nuclear energy, and the effect of the referendum would be quite the opposite of that intended
In addition, the sponsoring Cornnittee had to take account of the prevlous request for a referendum which was held to be unconstitutional by the
It was therefore necessary to avoid references to proConstitutional Court.
visions which could be clearly linked to international treaties, especially
the EURATUM Treaty which includes amongst its objectives the creation of a
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sound basis for the development of the nuclear industry in European Coesnunity
countries
It was therefore essential that the purpose of the provisions
chosen by the Colnittee should not have a purpose contrary to the objectives
of the EURAlfJR Treaty
In the circumstances,

the Cornittee

identified

the following

provisions

-

The first twelve paragraphs of the single Section of Act No 8 of
10th January 1983 providing for payment by ENEL (the public body
which operates electricity facilities in Italy. including nuclear
power plants) of subsidies to cormsunes and regions on whose territory a nuclear power plant is located

-

The thirteenth paragraph of the single Section of Act No 8 of
19th January 1983 which provides that when local authorities do not
succeed, in the context of the procedure for finding a site for
nuclear power plants, in identifying zones tiich might serve the
purpose, this choice must be made by a governmental body, the
C I P E (Inteministerial
Conittee
for Economic Progranzeing)

-

The first paragraph of the single Section of Act No 85b of
18th December 1973. referring to ENEL's power either to promote the
constitution of undertakings abroad with the objective of building
and operating nuclear installations. or to participate in such
undertakings

These clearly are provisions regulating specific and well-defined
aspects which. if repealed, would not involve the imsedlate cessation of the
operation of nuclear installations in Italy, nor prevent the construction of
new installations

5

Referendum procedure
and the Constitutional

controls
Court

exercised

by the Supreme Court of ADDeal

The Cornnittee sponsoring the referendum began to collect signatures on
22nd May 1986. namely. a feu days after the accident at Chernobyl, at the same
time as signatures were being collected for the referendums on hunting and
magistrates
On 6th August'. 1 e fifteen days before the statutory time
limit, the signatures gathered (more than 950 000. or nearly twice the minimum
number required under Article 75 of the Constitution) were lodged uith the
Central Referendum Office, attached to the Supreme Court of Appeal
The Court
verified that the signatures were in order and, after some discussion about
the desirability of grouping the three referendum proposals, decided that, as
wished by the sponsoring Conittee.
the requests should be presented independently
Thus, the three referendu
proposals remained separate and, in theory,
could have given rise to different results.
The three requests were then submitted to the Constitutional Court for
an opinion, in particular. concerning the international Treaties restriction

e

Chosen because

it was the 4lst anniversary
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of the Hiroshima

bomb

In its Judgment No 25 of 3rd February 1987. the Constitutional Court
held that the three referendum requests were admissible, considering that the
proposals in question were substantially different frcnn those which had been
declared unconstitutional in 1981.
Thus, the Court was of the opinion that the
provisions were in no way connected with the EURATOU Treaty
More precisely, the Court observed that the first two referendum
requests related to provisions which did not fall within the scope of application of the said Treaty
The referendum on subsidies concerned a problem of
internal policy relating to economic relations between authorities (ENEL.
regions, communes) which functioned within a national context
The referendum
on the choice of sites related to the allocation of powers between the various
national organs and bodies responsible for questions relating to the siting of
nuclear power plants
Moreover. the Resolution of the Council of the European
Conniunities of 28th November 1978 expressly recognised that each Member State
had such powers
The third referendum. concerning the possibility for ENEL to promote the
constitution of undertakings with foreign agencies or to participate in them
if their objective was to construct or operate nuclear installations. was also
held admissible by the Constitutional Court which found no interference with
the EURATOR Treaty
The Court was of the opinion that the provisions in question concerned the limits of ENEL's power to negotiate, without there being any
link with relations between States
It also considered that. in any event,
this request would essentially re-establish the originat situation by repealing a provision which did not appear in the Act creating ENEL (Act No 1643 of
6th December 1962) but which had been introduced subsequently by Parliament
(Act No 856 of 18th December 1973). precisely in order to allow ENEL to participate in agreements with foreign electricity companies, such as the NERSA
and ESK agreements
It may be mentioned, in the interests of completeness. that at the same
hearing the Constitutional Court gave its opinion on the proposals for the
referendums relating to the other topics
It declared the request relating to
the accountability of judges admissible, but refused that relating to hunting
Thus, following the Court's decision, the referendums on nuclear energy and on
judges were the only two on which the electorate could be asked to vote
In accordance with the Act. the Government then had to fix the date of
the referendum
Since Section 34 of Act No 352 of 25th May 1970 provides that
the electorate can only be asked to vote on a Sunday between 15th April and
15th June, the date of the referendums on nuclear energy and on the accountability of judges was flxed for 14th June 1987

6

Circumstances capable of preventing
- National Conference on Energy

the referendums

being held

At this stage of the proceedings. two sets of circumstances only could
have prevented the referendums being held on the above-mentioned date
the
passing of new legislation repealing the provisions to which the referendums
related, or alternatively. early elections
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The first of these is expressly provided for in Section 39 of Act of
No 352 of 1970
Under this Section, the referendum procedure must be stopped
In the event of the repeal of the provisions to which the referendum request
relates, on condition, however. that the legislation repealing the previous Act
amends it substantially
If. on the other hand, the new legislation does not
actually change the main principles of the previous Act and the content of each
provision, the referendum must proceed on the basis of the new provisions
It
is the task of the Supreme Court of Appeal to decide whether or not the amend
ments introduced by the new legislation are substantial
It is therefore clear that, for these conditions to be met, there would
have had to be an agreement between the political entities involved and very
careful drafting of the new provisions to be prceeulgated
Some moves were.
however. made in this direction
For example. just when the political situa
tion had reached its most critical phase, the Liberal Party proposed new pro
visions to substitute for those in respect of which the referendums had been
requested
More precisely, this proposal involved entrusting the management
of the financial subsidies to local authorities to the Ministry of Industry
rather than to ENEL, and conferring directly on Parliament, instead of the
Government. the final decision to be taken with respect to the siting of
installations (in the event of lack of action by the local authorities), or to
the authorisation to be given to ENEL to participate in foreign undertakings
This proposal, in respect of which an investigation would in any event
have had to be carried out as to the substantial nature, or lack thereof, of
the amendments envisaged, made no further progress since there was no real
hope, in the context of the previous Parliament, of reaching an agreement
The political crisis arising fron this led to fulfilment of the second hypo
thesis, I e early elections.
This, in itself. did not prevent the referendums from ever being held,
but resulted in their being postponed to a later date
For, the second para
graph of Section 34 of Act No 352 of 1970 provides that referendums must be
automatically suspended in the event of an early dissolution of Parliament.
and the referendum procedure may not begin again till 365 days after the date
of the election of the neu Parliament
Given that the new elections were held
on 14th June 1987. 1 e on the exact date originally set for the referendums,
these latter could only be held on a Sunday after 14th June 1988
In fact,
given that Section 34 allows voting only between 15th April and 15th June, the
referendums in question should normally have been postponed till the year 1989
It Is precisely with regard to this complex situation that the posiInitially, in the month of
tions taken by the various parties differed
February 1987. the referendum requests had not yet progressed beyond the stage
of being examined by the Constitutional Court. and there was still a possibil
ity that the parties might reach agreement on a solution to this problem
In
particular, the conclusions of the National Conference on Energy, convened by
the Government at the request of Parliament after the accident at Chernobyl,
uere eagerly awaited.
The organisers of this Conference had intended that the whole range of
scientific, technical, economic and social interests would be represented so
that the Government and Parliament could be provided with the elements required
to decide on a possible review of the Energy Plan
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However, the outcome of the Conference. finally held in Rome from
24th to 27th February 1987. was disapppointing due to the absence of the
environmentalist lobby which had decided not to participate, and also because
the various parties concerned did not succeed in adopting similar approaches
The Conference confirmed, on the contrary, that as far as energy issues were
concerned, differences of opinion could be discerned within parties belonging
to the same Government coalition
Without describing in detail discussions which go beyond the issue of
nuclear energy and concern more strictly political questions of relations
between the parties making up the Government, it is nevertheless of interest
to mention some of the proposals for solving the referendum problem, inasmuch
as they are based on legal arguments
One of these proposals. initially put forward by the Cwmunist
Party and
later taken up - although on a significantly different basis - by the
Christian Democrats, was to proceed with a consultative referendum rather than
an abro- gative one, 1 e to hold a referendum which did not automatically
involve the repeal of statutory provisions in force, but could nevertheless
constitute a valid guide for the Government and Parliament in taking decisions.
However, as already indicated, there is no provision in the Constitution
for a referendum of this type
For that reason. the proposal first envisaged
an appropriate amendment of the Constitution, using a procedure which, though
provided for under the Constitution itself, is a somewhat complex one
It
comprises two successive debates by each of the two Houses of Parliament,
separated by an interval of at least three months. the decision after the
second debate being taken on an absolute majority basis
Subsequently, under
the pressure of events - since the political crisis had then reached its
height - the proposal to proceed with a consultative referendum was renewed
However, this time its sponsors intended to have It adopted simply by means of
ordinary legislation, giving the referendum in question the status merely of
an opinion poll, and thus not directly affecting the legislation in force
The idea, in practice, was to proceed with a referendum which was altogether similar to those conducted outside the scope of Article 75 of the Constitution and which are held at local level, on the initiative of cornnune
authorities
In recent years, referendums of this type have indeed been conducted at local level to allow the inhabitants concerned to vote on the siting
of conventional electric power statlons
The electorate has always voted by
an overwhelming majority against the setting up of such power plants.
In the case in point, however. this type of referendum was to be nationwide in scope
That is why - apart from the fact that it was not accepted by
the politicians - this proposal also gave rise to strong doubts of a legal
nature on the part of the majority of constitutional law experts
These
experts considered that it would in any event be necessary to amend the Constitution since the Parliament of the time had, after lengthy discussions.
decided expressly to exclude referendums of a consultative nature
The second initiative, on which most of the political parties and the
Government formed after the last elections reached agreement, concerned the
perlod which had to elapse before the referendums could be held
As provided
for under Section 34 of Act No 352 of 1970. this period was excessively long
For this reason, and in an obvious effort to overcome the growing differences
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between the various political entities. the Government submitted, a long time
before the elections, a 8111 to amend the provisions of Section 34
Under this
Bill, abrogative referendums were to be allowed only six months after political
elections, 1 e after a nuch shorter period than before
Due to the dissolution of Parliament and the elections which followed.
this Bill made no further progress, but a new 8111 was presented by the new
Government at the very beginning of its mandate.
This was a special Act which
was rapidly approved by Parliament and has thus already entered into force
(Act of 7th August 1987).
As concerns the referendums on nuclear power and
the accountability of judges, it introduced special provisions which will not
be applied to any other future referendums
In substance, the Act provided
for certain exceptions to Act No 352 of 1970 and, in particular. specified
that the above-mentioned referendums would be held on a Sunday between
15th October and 30th November 1981
The exact date was later fixed at
8th Novenber 1987

7

The referendum

camaign

Once the date for voting had been fixed, the referendum campaign was
opened and the political parties informed the electorate of their policy with
regard to each referendum
Bearing in mind the wording on the ballot paper ('Are you in favour of
the abrogation of Section
. 7'). in accordance with vhich persons in favour
of the abrogation of the provisions in question (1.e in agreement with the
anti-nuclear coalition) had to vote YES, whereas those in favour of the provisions being retained (I e in favour of nuclear power) had to vote NO, the
political parties supplied the information set out in the following Table
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1st Nut Ref
(Local subsidies)

MS1
Extreme

right

2nd Nut
Ref
'"";~,~~,~l

3rd Nut Ref
(Power plants
abroad)

YES

YES

NO

PLI
Liberals

NO

NO

NO

DC
Christian
Democrats

YES

YES

NO

PRI
Republicans

NO

NO

NO

PSOI
Social
Democrats

YES

YES

YES

PSI
Socialists

YES

YES

YES

PR
Radicals

YES

YES

YES

GREENS
Ecologists

YES

YES

YES

PC1
Cofneunists

YES

YES

YES

DP
Extreme

YES

YES

YES

left

It seems clear that while the YES vote of certain parties conformed to
a resolutely anti-nuclear stance. the same vote by other parties reflected
These latter parties hoped to obtain the repeal
instead a strategical move
of the provisions in question - which in any event were of a marginal nature
in the overall context of legislation on nuclear installations - so as to
remove any political significance from such a vote
The two referendums on legal matters rendered the situation more complex
still,
one of them, the referendum relating to the accountability of judges,
brought to light differences of policy, including differences within each party
(especially the Communist Party).

8

The referendum

results

As already mentioned, voting took place on 8th November
rise to the results set out in the following Table.
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1987 and gave

1st Nut
Ref
(Local subsidies)

2nd Nut Ref
(Siting of power
plants)

3rd Nut Ref
(Power plants
abroad)

Number of registered
voters

45.800.017

45.800.017

45.800.017

Votes cast

29.840.520
(65 2%)

29.837.961
(65 1%)

29.840.833
(65 2%)

YES

20.996.347
(80 6%)

20.601.293
(79 7%)

18.803.403
(71 8%)

5.056.150
(19 4%)

5.257.462
(20 3%)

1.371.117

total

26 052.497

25.858.755

26.174.610

Blank ballot papers

2.536.648
(8.5%)

2.654.572
(8 9%)

2.388.117
(‘3 0x1

Spoiled ballot papers

1.251.375
(4 2%)

1.324.634
(4 4%)

1.278.1Ob
(4 3%)

Invalid papers

3.788.023
(12.7%)

3.979.206
(13 3%)

3.666.223
(12 3%)

NO

Valid votes

total

(29 2%)

As can be seen from these figures, the YES (I e anti-nuclear) coalition
won the day by obtaining between 71 per cent and 80 per cent of the votes cast
in the three nuclear referendums
The highest results were obtained with
respect to the two referendums concerning legal matters, for which the YES
votes represented 80 2 per cent and 85 1 per cent respectively
It nust. however. be emphasized that only 65 per cent of the electorate
participated in these referendums, this being a very low percentage in Italy,
where participation in elections is normally much higher
In this respect, it should also be noted that, under the Act implementing Article 75 of the Constitution. referendums are not valid unless at least
In certain
50 per cent of voters nation-wide have participated in them
regions, participation was lower than this minimum

high-

What is more, the percentage
12 to 13 per cent.

of blank and spoiled ballot papers was

These factors demonstrate that, in addition to the YES and NO coalitions. there was a third large group which did not follow the wishes of the
political parties and which was opposed to the holding of the referendums
Moreover. such an approach was adopted, during the electoral campaign. by
These newspapers argued that it was inadvisseveral influential newspapers
able to submit to the popular vote, issues as complex as those of energy poliIt was argued that these were problems
cies and the accountability of judges.
which, since they require a detailed knowledge of the technical background and
careful consideration of the facts. might be incomprehensible to the majority
of voters or. in any event, difficult to understand
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9

Abrogation

of the provisions

to which

the referendums

related

In view of the majority obtained by the YES coalition, the provlsions
This is the first time
to which the referendum related must now be repealed
that such an event has occurred since, in all other referendums held previously
in Italy, the majority of the electorate has always voted against the abrogation of the legal provisions in question
When considering the specific consequences which may result from this,
it must be first be borne in mind that the abrogatlon of the provisions to
which the three nuclear referendums related cannot, in law. have retroactive
effect
It follows that site location procedures which were already completed
should not be called into question, any more than agreements already concluded
by ENEC to participate in foreign companies should be revoked
Moreover. the special Act which made it possible to hold the referendums
early also provides that in the event of a vote In favour of repealing the
provisions, the Government may postpone such a repeal for up to four months
from the date of the vote
In fact, under ordinary procedures, there should
only be a two-month delay
Clearly. the intention was. by using this provlsion applicable only to
the referendums on nuclear energy and the accountability of judges, to make it
possible for the Government and politicians to continue to take decisions on
the topics in question, even if a posteriori. after the vote by the electorate.
The purpose of this was to be able, once the result of the referendums
was known, to reach an agreement between the political parties on the adoption
of new legislatlon which naturally should contain substantial changes as compared to the previous law
In this way. it would be possible. in the event of
a vote for abrogation. to substitute new rules for the provisions to be
repealed and thus to avoid any undesirable legislative gaps
At the present time, the situation is
does not seem possible for the moment to say
However. it is certain that the
be adopted
In the referendums of 8th November last will
the policies adopted in the energy field and
energy's future potential in Italy
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still developing and it therefore
which solutions might in practice
vote expressed by the electorate
have a considerable influence on
will clearly affect nuclear

l

Federal Republrc of Germany

Archiv des VSlkerrechts. Vol. 25. Wo 3. 1987. published
(Paul Siebeck) Verlag. Tibingen. 1987. DD 277-369

by J

C

8

Bohr

This issue of the German Journal on Public Internatlonal Law 'Archiv des
V6lkerrechts' is focused on international nuclear energy law and contains
articles by specialists In this field.
Michael Kloepfer (University of Trier) deals with 'International law
problems of nuclear power plants near a State border (Internationalrechtliche
Probleme grenznaher Kernkraftuerke) (pp 277-293)
He illustrates his topic
with the French nuclear installations at Cattenom
After having pointed out
that the operation of nuclear installations. including those near a State border is. in principle, a pemissible
activity under public international law
KlOepfer
gives special attention to the recoranendations of the trilateral
'Comission
internationale pour la protection de la Iloselle contre la pollution' concerning radioactive releases into the nose1 river
He affirms the
obligatory character of these ret-ndations
and sunaarises the legal possibilities of making them effective
Norbert Pelzer (University of G6ttingen) investigates the legal consequences of the Chernobyl accident in his article 'The impact of the Chernobyl
accident on international nuclear energy law' (pp 293-311)
Although a network of legal provisions concerning the use of nuclear energy were in force
before the accident at Chernobyl occurred, that event proved that there were
still gaps in the system.
The author deals with the efforts begun in the
aftermath of the accident in order to cope with the new situation
According
to the author. general acceptance of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy under
public international law remained unaffected notwithstanding a growing opposition in various countries
International organisations. especially the IAEA,
played a leading role in dealing with the creation of new legal regimes
Focal
points of inproving existing rules were preventive measures (e g the conclusion of the 1986 Vienna Conventions on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident and on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency) and measures to assure compensation for damage (e g improving the
existing Paris and Vienna Conventions' regimes).
Dletrlch
(University of GBttingen) in his article on 'Right
of foreign residents to bring an action against a domestic nuclear installation
licence' (Klagebefugnis von Auslandsbeuohnern gegen eine inlindische Atomanlagengenehmigung) criticises a judgment of the Federal Administrative Court of
17th December 1986 which granted such right to bring an action to resldents of
EC Member States (pp 312-332)
Rauschning's arguments are based on public
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international law rules as well as on an interpretation of German domestic law.
He deal in particular with the Court's ruling that the special relations among
EURATOR Member States requires granting of a right of action to residents of
such States
Moreover. the author points out the practical difficulties and
consequences involved in the implementation of the judgment
In addition to the above articles, this issue of 'Archiv des Wilkerrechtsv contains the English texts of the 1986 Vienna Conventions on Early
Notification and on Assistance (pp 342-354) and finally. the text of the
above-mentioned judgment of the Federal Administrative Court (pp 355360).

l

Italy

Lezioni dl diritto dell'energla.
Llbera Universita Internazionale
Milan. 1987. 378 pages

G 6. Gentile. Collana di stud1 qiuridici 4degli Stud1 Sociali. Roma. GiuffrC Editore,

This book is the fourth in a series of publications dealing ulth the
different aspects of law
It contains studies relating to energy law and
includes a section (No IV) on the special legal regime for nuclear activities,
prepared by international legal specialists
Chapter I analyses the legal
Section IV is divided into four chapters
framework for peaceful industrial nuclear activities in Italy and in other
European countries and compares the different nuclear procedures in France,
the Federal Republic of Germany, Belgium. Spaln.
In particular, the author
reviews Italian case-law on nuclear power plant siting and the competence of
national authorities in the licensing process.
Chapter II deals with the third party liability of the nuclear operator
and begins with a review of the international nuclear liability Conventions,
namely the 1960 Paris Convention and its 1963 Brussels Supplementary Convention, the 1963 Vienna Convention and the 1962 Convention on the liability of
operators of nuclear ships as well as the 1971 Convention relatlng to civil
The second
liability in the field of maritime carriage of nuclear material
part of this chapter deals with national nuclear liability legislation, it
discusses the liability of the nuclear operator, the constructor of nuclear
Also desinstallations and the carrier of nuclear material respectively
cribed are the concepts of nuclear incident and nuclear damage, channelling of
Flnally. a comparative analysis is made of the
liability and its limitations.
different national nuclear liability regimes.
Chapter III concerns the deconseissioning of nuclear installations in
the context of the Paris Convention. and the liability and insurance problems
The author points out that the Convention is silent on this question
raised
and reviews the technical characteristics of an installation in the process of
decoranissioning (when the nuclear fuel has been removed from the site)
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Following an analysis of the different levels of risk, and the legal, administrative and technical uncertainties in respect of the application of the Convention to such installations, he concludes that it is preferable for them to
be covered by the special nuclear third party liability regime and not by cow
mon law
The solution lies with the OECO Steering Cormaittee for Nuclear Energy
which has the power. under the Convention. to clarify this problem
Chapter IV covers protection against ionizing radiation
The author
reviews international radiation protection regulations and describes the work
of the international competent organisations on the basis of the reconxwndations of the International Connittee on Radiation Protectlon (ICRP). these
organisations (NEA. IAEA. UUO and ILO) collaborate in this work
Following
this review. special mention is made of EURATOII's radiation protection Dlrectives which are binding on Conrunity States
Also. Italian radiation protection legislation is described with particular regard to nuclear power plants
and ionizing radiation sources
The Appendix to thls publication contains the texts of Italian nuclear
legislation and the consolidated texts of the Paris Convention and the Brussels
Supplementary Convention, including the 1982 Protocols to amend them

l

United Kingdom

The State and Nuclear Power - Conflict and Control in the Western Uorld. by
Joseph A Camilleri. published by Heatsheaf
Books Ltd . a member of the
Harvester Publishino Press Group. Brighton. 1984. 347 pages

The author, a professor of political science, observes in his book that
the nuclear controversy, because of the major role it has played in the politics of most b&tern
countries, provides a rich example for the teaching of
State decision-making in the creation and development of a new industry
The study is divided in three parts.
The first part examines the
modalities. scope and efficiency of state intervention in the decision-making
process
In noting that States, particularly F&tern
States, are not mono
lithic. the author believes that the tendency twards
centralisation is counterbalanced, to differing degrees in different countries, by the division of
power between the central government, parliament. and the judicial branch.
administration and public enterprises, regional and local authorities, and by
the diverse opportunities of expression afforded to sectoral interests
The second part of the book looks at the challenge presented by the
nuclear debate to the legitimate power of the State in its relation with
The dissemination of nuclear technology has created economic and
society
military rivalries among States and the author tries to evaluate to what extent
the policies of different States have succeeded in balancing national
interests and the preservation of an international order
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The method employed by the author is a comparative one based on the
search for similarities and differences in the functioning and results
obtained by the state systems of the United States, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom, and Brazil.
The work is well documented
principally by Anglo-American and French sources

l

United States

_The International Atomic Eneray Agency and World Nuclear Order by
Lawrence Scheinman. published bv Resources for the Future. Washington DC.
distributed worldwide by the Johns HoDkinS
University Press. Baltimore. 1987,
320 pages

This book critically assesses the structure and functions of the IAEA,
identifies key issues confronting the Agency today, and offers reconsnendations
for deallng with the challenges it faces
Following an analysis of the non-proliferation
regime, and its evolution (Chapter 1). the background and origins of the IAEA from the Earuch plan.
through Atoms for Peace, to negotiations resulting in the establishment of the
Agency are discussed in Chapter 2
Chapter 3 provides an overview of the structure and programnatic activities of the IAEA
Emphasis is given to the special structural characteristics of the Agency and their evolution, in particular the Board of Governors,
the General Conference, and the Secretariat
Oiscusslon of the programse is
focused primarily on technical co-operation and assistance
Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the Agency's Safeguards System
Chapter 4
discusses the development of safeguards, from the inception of the Agency, to
the time it assumed safeguards responsibilities under the 1970 Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT). with particular attention to the
non-NPT safeguards document (INFCIRW66).
the latter still applies today to a
number of potentlal prollferator states including Pakistan, India, Argentina.
Brazil. South Africa, and Israel
Chapter 5 describes the NPT safeguards
document (INFCIRC/l53). examining the differences and similarities with the
earlier document (INFCIRWCC)
and the impact of a broadened responsibility on
Together, the chapters look into the objectlves of safeguards,
the Agency
implementation experience, and the problems that have arisen
Chapter 6 reviews the main events of the mid- and late 1970s (for
example.India's nuclear test, the ininent
spread of sensitive nuclear technologies to unstable regions of the world. the growing competitiveness of the
world nuclear market) that contributed to a change In national nonproliferation policies in certain key states, particularly the United States,
and considers the impact of those policy changes on the IAEA, international
safeguards, and the non-proliferation
regime
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Chapter 7 examines four key problems that have confronted the IAEA as a
consequence of the changing international environment described In the previous
chapter, and considers the effect that they have had on the Agency's ability
to fulfil its statutory responsibilities and the impact of that on the international nuclear regime
Chapter 8. which is the concluding chapter, sumarises
the key aspects
of the preceding analysis
Four ways through which the Agency could be
strengthened are identified
-

more effective leadership roles for its most important members,
ticularly the United States;

-

increased political, financial. technical.
safeguard functions of the Agency;

-

greater efforts to prevent the Agency from becoming
extraneous and polarizing political issues;

-

balancing of advanced country interests in safeguards and developing
country interests in enhanced availability of technical assistance

and human support for the

suffused with

The measures or actions are proposed in the interest of ensuring
successful continuation of the IAEA as a central cog in the machinery of
international nuclear co-operation and non-proliferation
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